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FOREWORD

Large city directors of vocationareducation are in. a vital positiorkto shape. and affect the qual-
ity of instructional programs under their jUrisdiction. The National Center fOr Research in Vocational,.
Education, recognizing the importance of these persons' responsibilities, deeme the profes.sional needi
of such personnel to be a high priority.

,The.problems or urban vocational education cannot be separated from the difficulties Confront-
ing our nation's cities. Vocational education administrators are faced with declinind enrolimentl;
decreased funding bases; increased costs, public criticism, and competition frOm other agencies
and programs. The focus of the 1978 National Leadership Conference for Administtators of VOcv,
tional EdUcation was on addressing many of-these pressing concerns. The thrust was directed koirlrd
identifying corrective measures for vocational education program deficiencies; sugde4ing practices to
assure sexual. and racial equality in vocational-technical program offerings; identifying causes of high
youth unemplOyment; and developing strategies for coordinating the activities of vocational and !man-
power training agencies in urban areas.

, .:.

The conference was presenter - intensive. Many hours were devoted,tO presentations, disctiksiori,
wid reaction. Participants also engaged iriseveral, group simulations. z

The entire seminar was facilitated by a cadre of educational arkd lay leaders Nvho functioned as
presenters. Their major contributions are contained within this docnment.

Special recognition is due Daniel' . Koble, Jr., Research Specialist, for his efforts in directing
the conference. Additio?al appreciati n is extended to National Center staff members, Ferman
Moody, Associate Director; Karin Stork Whitson, Research Specialist; Bruce Shylo jtonaldPhillips,/
Jule Pee Scarborough, Rosetta GOoden, and Janet Weiskott, Graduate ResearchAssiaciatesi and Maly
J9 Alvoid and IGRICinley, Project Secretaries, for their assistance prior to and throughout the
conference. The cooperation of the Large Cities Planning Committee, the National Association of
Large City Directors of Vocational Education, the Vocational Education Personnel DevOlopment

BOAE/USOE, Region V, USOE;.atd the Ohio Division of Vocational Education is gratefully
acknowledged.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National Center for Research in )

Vocational Education
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-PURPOSE -4GOAL$-_OBJECTIVES

1978 National Leadership Conference
for Administrato ot Vocational Education in Large Cities

Purpose

Chief administrators of vocational education programs in large cities and their subordinate staff
members are in a vital position to shape and affect the quality of instructional programs er their
jurisd. ietlon. Their leadership effect is not only centered in the public schools, but is sought er
by manpower related institutions and agencies in the localities which they, serve. These leadert
a critical linktin the manpower delivery chain across the country: The purpose of this conference is
to upgrade the capabilities of large city administrative and supervisory personnel in critical perform-
ance areas.

Problem I
Several hundred people were interviewed as a part of the recent large cities vocational program

needs study. Not once did an5rof them say, "We don't need vocational education in our public
schools.". Most bf the comments centered on statements like, "We need to change vocational educa-
tion," "Wejieed more vocational education courses," or 'We need to do abetter job of helping stu-
-dents find jobs after conMeting high school." , . ,,,

We need only look around any major city to see the results of a shallow and casual concern for
preparing today's youth for employment Symptomatic of this situation are comments which were
actually heard'in large cities.

. ,
4 A cab drivehaid, "The trouble wit kids today is that they are just too lazy to work, -and those

who are looking for a job want to start-at the top and earn $8.00 per hour.
,A.

"
. 40, .,

..

e. an
,

.4

An interviewer for a large employment agency said, "We have more and more 13- and 14-year
,.

old youngsters who stop in to see us'at lunch time. They want us to find a full:time job for them so
they can quit school."

iAn employer, said, "If I have a choice, I would rather not, hire inner-city kids. They 'pop' pills,
fight a lot, and are usually late for work 6 don't bother to show up at all."

.
-..,\ We could go on and on. The current image and misconceptions about the products of the large

urban school system must-be chInged. , "'

Statistics and data tables tell abut the same story: An eight percent 'overall unemployment
rate exists in big cities with about fifteen percent of the jobless coming from among black teenagers.
Nearlyhalf of all students who enter urban public schools drop out before graduation. Less than
thirty percent of thktotal eligible students are enrolled in vocational courses offered.by many city
schools each year.

vli
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st.

The job to be done by the public schools then becomes one of prevention and rem 'ation.
De Creasing the,incidence or, unemployment among those persons who leave school by gi i g every.

,.student an opportunity to become employable must bea major concern of the school. The remedia-
tion of those who are already out of school and Imemplcryed must be, a concern of the public schopls
and other appropriate agencies. The utilization of public 'school resources for the training or retralin,

.4ing of such individuals is necessary-for the purpose of moving theni into the labor Market.
.

General Goals ) a

1: To provide an oppoitunity fair the professional development and splf-improvement of
large city vocational dniprogram athistratori and supervisorg.,

.

2. To provide large city vocational.Staft members with relevant and valid information which
is necessary for the inaintenancea4d-improvement of an effective and productive vocational
education delivery systeni.

3. To update participants on viable approach_es for dealing with problems in vocational educa-

\\
tion:

Specific Objectives

As a result of attending the conference, participants will be able to:

1. Identify causes of high youth unemployment in urban areas.

2. Identify vocational education program cikiciencies in urban areas.

3. Design a vocational ,system which (is responsive to problems of youth employment.
,

4. Coordinate the activities of vocational and manpower training agencies in their cities.

5.. Participate effectively in a youth unemployment reduction task force.

6. Understand the role of career education in desegregating schools in large cities..

7. mplement practices to assure racia' equality in vocational-technical programs.
r

8. Implement practices to assure racial equality in vocational-technical programs.

9. Formulate changesneeded in vocational-technical education to better serve the needs of
46'postsecondary and part-time adult clients in their cities.

JO

A

r
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SECTION ONE:

URBAN YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT
t AND V CATIONAL EDUCATIONS
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THE CciALLiNGE OF YOUTH EMPLOYMENT IN URBAN AREAS

by Letitia Chamb

,- .

One half of altunemployed persons in this country who are seeking work are yob.ths aged 16-
24. This figure is paiticularly startling given the fact.that youths make up only one quarter of the
civilian labor force. The youth employment rate is high compargd tO'historical rates in the Unfted
States' and it is high compared to youtkunemployment in most other industrigized nations.Ar States,.

A

Table 1 shows youth unemployment in 1977 by-numbers and percentages:

TABLE 1. YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT IN 1977 BY RACE, AGE., AND -SEX

Number Unemployment
Unemployed Rate
(thousands) (percept)

All Races
16,0 19 years_

'Males
Females

20 to 24 year
Males
Females

Black and Other
16 to 19 years

Males
Females

861 17.3
781

846
732

18.3

194 37.0
173 39.9

20 to 24 years
Males i 202
Females -- 207

21.7
23.6

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and Earnings, January 197 ,-Table 3.

The u; mployment figures ,iil Table 10zio not include discouraged workers, those who have
giyell up Joking for work and hence are no longer counted in unemployment data. The Bureau of
Labor atistics counts only those who are actively lookinglor work as. unemployed. In the fourth

tia Chambers is assistant to Senator Pete Domenici (New Mexico), U.S. Congress.
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quarter of 1917; Alere,Were approximittely 204,00 Youths who were counted as discouragedVork- ,

as. (The discoUraged workerfigures maybe loW by over500,000 youthsthe difference between
abor torce particpation rates among white and nonwhite youths.)

\.

For the 350,000 youths ,who are unemployed or discouraged workerS, prolonged periods of un-.
employment result in lost opportunities to tevelop -skills and work habits. The lifetime implications
for these youths, many of whom have never worked= or have worked only sporadically, is not'ohly a
Serious problem for the individuals concerned, but is a societal problem as well Thereis growing con-
cern' that many of those youths who are cut off from the labor market, through unemployment will go
through the tigiage and young adult period without snaking %lye necessary transition from school to
work. Those youths who emerge froni this. period as adults; with no employment history and few

'marketable job skills, may carry their unemployment into their middle years. The personal tragedy
for these.4youths could be of great magnitude. These,youths also representa potential loss to society.
Not Qnly will their productivity and their contributions be 100 to society, but continued unemploy-
ment poses a drain on resources of the society as well. 3

a .a

While youth unemployment is widespread; there are particular groups of youths with especial'y
high ,unemploythent tates.' Table 2 reveals differences.betweeitpovertY and non-poverty families and
by race:-

TABLE 2: UNEMPLOYMENT BY TYPE 'OF: AREA AND-RACE, AGES 16-19, 1976 AVERAGE

Unemployment Rates , Number Unemployed
(Percent) ?(Thousands)

Total White Nonwhite total White

. _

Total 19.0 16.9 37.1 1,701
,

1..

.1,357

Central.City ' 23.4 18.8 40.8 535 338 \
Poverty . 35.2 24.0 43.5 142 41
Nonpoverty 20.9 18.2 38.2 393 297

Suburbs 17.9 17.0 33.0 687 617
Poverty . 28.0 21.4 42.3 46 24
Nonpoverty 17.4 16.9 30,0 . 641 593

Nonmetropolitan 16.9 '15.4 32.6 479 - 402
Poverty 18.6 :. 15.7 33.8 ( 174 122
Nonpoverty 16.0 15.3 30.5 305 280

Nonwhite

344

191
101

_ 96

\',_ 70
1 22

48

77 la
52

) 25

SOURCE., Bureau of Labor Statistics (unpublished data)

While the percentage of unemployment is higher in the central cities, it is interesting tb note
that the total numbers of unemployed youths are actually greater in the suburbs and are also high
in rural areas. The youth unemployment problem is thus not only a central city problem but is
spread throughout the country.

4
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Adcording to a'special survey taken in the spring of 1976, the unemployment rate for youths,
aged 16-24 from poverty-income farhilies was approximately 31 percent; about 25 percent of the
total number of unemployed youths were from such families.

The unemployment 'rate is considerably higher among minority group youths. The unemploy-
.nient rate for black teenagers averaged-above 40 percent in 1977. This group comprised 21 percent
of unemployed,teenagers.

This unemployment fig* niaYle Misleading. Black youtiis have a much lower labor force
participation rate ihan white youths. In 1977 unemployment averaged 38.3 percent for minority
race teenagers (41.1 percent -for black teenagers). During 1977, the number of non-white teenagers
included in the official unemployment count was 367,000. If one assumed that actual unemploy-
ment was larger by the difference in labor force participation rates compared with white youths,an
additional 500,000 black and other minority youths would be included among the jobless. The job-
les.snpss- due to lower participation rates for black teenagers was actually larger than the measured
unemployment.

The unemployment situation in October 1977, ot.youths aged 16-24, by educational attain-
ment, is summarized in Table 3. As might be expected, the more education per group, the lower its
unemployment rate: t

TABLE 3. YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT BY EDUCATION AND SCHOOL
ENROLLMENT STATUS, OCTOBER 1977 (Ages 16-24)

Number Unemployment
Unemployed Rate
(thousands) (percent)

Not Enrolled in'School
School Dropouts

, High School Graduates. k ,

College 1-3 Yeari
"4+

College Graduates

Enrolled in School
Elementary and High

School
College

1,924 11.9
680 20.4
946 10.5
189 7.7
107 8.0

.947 13.0

__626 17.8
322 8.6

TOTAL 2,871 12.2

SOURCE Bureau of Labor Statistics, "EmploymenNituation for School Ageouth,"
January 6, 1978, Table 1.

The causes of.high youth-unemployment include several factors according to the Congressional
Budget offices.



A substantial cause is their status as new entrants or re-entrants to the labor market and, to a
much lesser degree, their higher rates of job changing 4ompared to mature workers. Unemployment
rates for youths tend to be more sensitive to the business cycle than the overall unemployment rate.
When firms stop hiring during a recession youths are disproportionately affected. Further, because

ouths lack experience and seniority, they tend to be laid off ahead of other workers. During the
recent recovery, unemployment rates for youths have declined from the recession high of 1975.

,Dernogaphio factors have also affected youth unemployment rates. Beginning in the late 1950's,
the share of teenagers in the population expanded significantly. This increase in the youth share of
the population is one of the reasons tbat youth unemployment rates today are somewhat higher than
they were during the 1950s, the share of teenagers in the population'eXpanded significantly. Thitin-
creaSe in the youth share of the population is one of the reasons that youth unemployment rates to-
day are somewhat higher than they were during the 1950s.

The proportion of youths in the population (age 16-64) is now near a peak tio
, and has begun too

decline, in the case of teenagers age 16-19. However, demographic changes will be slow in affecting
youth unemploymentnot much improvement can be expected from that source before approximately
1980, according to the Congressional Budget Office.

Another reason not to expect much relief to unemployment from demographic changes soon,
is that the black and other youth population will continue to increase as a share of the youth popula-
tion.

significant proportion of youths, generally the least`advantaged youths, face special barriers
to nd jobs. In some instances, these barriers include inadequate training and lack of basic skills; in
other instances, location in a poverty area where few jobs are available or age itself may preclude
youths from certain jobssometimes because of child labor laws. Discrimination on the basis of both
race and age have undoubtedly affected youth unemployment opportunities.

Increases in the minimum wage can also make it more difficult for some of the least skilled
youths to find jobs. In January the basic minimum wage was increased from $2.30 to $2.65; and
this increase can be expected to cause some loss of jobs for teenagers. Tlie size of the effect is dif-
ficult to estimate, however.

Another factor affecting youth unemployment is that the jobs available to many teenagers are
at the bottom of the job scale. In many such jobs, neither the employer nor the employee has in-
centives to develop long-term relationships. The result is high turnover and high unemploYment,
even when unemployment is low nationally.

Youth unemployment is obviously a severe problem with serious ramifications for the individ-
uals involved and the economy,as a whole. Congress acted in 1977 to alleviate the problem by pas-
sing the Youth Employment and Training Act.

Several tables are included in the Appendix which outline the budgets for youth employment
programs and give other data of interest, such as the number of youths served and cost per partici-
pant.

The Congressional action to address unemployment among youths focused on programs to be
administered by the Department of Labor and CETA prime sponsors. The youth bill which passed
was an amendment to the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. Throughout consideration

6



of the youth employment problem, there was considerable discussion as to the most appropriate
governance for a youth employment program. Several departments and program modes were con-
sidered and the final bill is a combination of most of the programs discussed. It is of interest to note
that vocational education was never seriously discussed as the progrnf agent for youth employment
programs. _Since the clientele to be 'served by the youth employment programs is similar to the clien-
tele for vocational education, this appears to be either a-remarkable oversight on the'part of Congress
or a lack of confidence in vocational education to deal with the problem.

If vocational educators feel that part of the solution to youth unemployment lies in vocational
education, it is important to review the role (or lack of a role) which vocational educators played
in shaping the Youth Employment and TrainingAct. An oral,discussion of the develdrAnent of
youth legislation will be the prime focus of the keynote address. This paper has been prepared as
background information to that address.
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'ABLE I:, THE YOUTH TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT BUDGET ($ in mill'

r. Actuals

.1976

BA, 0 BA

1977

0

Programs Exclusively for Youth

Job Crops ¶40 181 274 202
Summer Youth 523 459 595 575,
Young Adult Conservation Corps 30 19 233 (a)
Youth Incentive Entitlement

Pilot Projects 115 )

Youth Commtinity Conservation

and ImproVement Projects 115 (a)
Youth ErfrploYment apd

Training Programs 537 (a)

SUBTOTAL. 693 659 1,869 777

Other Programs Serving Youth b/

CETA Title I 901 968 959 896.
CETA Titles II &,VI 710 535 1,678 567
CETA Title III

Migrants &'Farmworkers NA 31 NA 30
Native.Ameticans NA 27 NA 15

WIN , NA 52 NA 58

SUB TOTAL 1,611 1,613 2,637 1,566

TOTAL 2,304 2,272 4,506 2,343

4- PretilleN's Estimates

1978 0'19

BA

-+ -+

417.

693.

217

107

107

500

2,041

959
7-- 0

NA

NA

NA

959

3,000

0 BA

274

672

144.,

2?/6

740

217

376

740

307

46 107 148

74 107 .140

357,, 500 592

1,567 .1,967 2,303

964 1,034 990
1,147 1,191 1,241

36 NA 39

18 NA 19 ,

58 NA 58

2,223 2,225 2,347

3,790 4;192 '4,650

(a) Less than $1 million.

b/ Includes only funds estimated to be spent on persons under the age of 22.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Office of Administration and Management,
Division of Budget Formulation and Analysis.



TABLE 2. AVERAGE UNIT COSTS OF YOUTH TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT. PROGRAM($)

es
`t

Cost Pr Participant_ Cost Per Persop-Year

' Fiscal Years Fiscal Years

1977 1978 1979 1977 1978" 1979

Programs Exclusively for Youth

Job Corps

Summer Youth

Young Adult, Conservation borps

Youthincentive Entitlement
Pilot Projects

Youth Community Conservation
and Improvement Projects

Youth Employment and Training
Programs

3ther Programs Serving Youth

,CETA Title I

CETA Titles II & VI

CETA Title III k

Itgrants áaliFarmworkers
Native Amer cans

WIN a/

4'317 6,162 -r 4,137 9,599 13,683 9,190

595 ' 680 740 Z380, 2,718 2,961

7,226 5,19,8 .10,500 10,500

3,929 4,139 a5,019 5,274

3,213.,. 3,352 7,662 8,020

1,931 2,0423 5,721 5,994

A

1;471 1,548

4,449 4,692

2,280' 2,389

1,344 1;409

3,150, 3,301

1,626 4,027 " , 4,398 4,515

4,851 8,429 8,900 9,200

0 '12,700 13,310 13,932

3,036 3,182 3,330

3,456. ._970 0 10,134 10,608

at Estimates based on Department of Labor data and C139 assumptions.

SOURCE: U.S. Department of I4bor, Employment and Training Administration, Office of Administration and Management,
1

Division of Budget Formulation and Analysis.



TALE 3. ESTIMATED PARTICIPANTS IN YOUTH TRAINING

l'AND'EMPLOYMBNT PROGRAMS (peisons in thousandg)

0

74.

Progams ExclUsively for Youth'
'Job Corps
Summer Xouth
Young Adult ConservationCorps
Youth Incentive Entitlement

Pilot Projects
Youth Community Conservation

and Improvement Projects
Youth Employment and Training

. Programs.'

SUBTOTAL 1

Other Programs Serving Youthc,
CETA Title I ,

CETA Title II & VI
CETA Title III a

Migrant an
Native Am cans

WIN

TOTAL

'" Fiscal Years
1976 1977 1978 1979

45
772

r

,
47 44 91,

1,000 988 ,91,Q00
NA 20 59

NA 12'

0 'NA

0 NA 185

831

731
124

19
29
16

919
1,750

36

42

1,047 1,272 r, 1,521

9

610 6,23 609
127, 244 .256

13 15. 16
10 .13 13
18 18 17

778 913 . 911
1,825 2,185 2,432

SOURC . epartment L4bor, Employment and Training Administration,
Office o ministration and Management, s,

Division of Budget Formulation and Analysis.
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4.- ESTIMATED PERSON-YEARS FUNDED IN YOUTH TRAINING °AND

EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS (Persons itt.thousands)

r #

eP

oL

Fiscal Years

76 1977 1978 1979

,
Progr &elusively for Youth

Jo Co s
Summer Youth
Young Adult Conseivation Corps
Youth Incentive Entitylgment

Pilot ojects
Youth Co ity Conservati

and Improvement .Projects
Youth Employment and Training

Programs

,SUBTOTAL

20 L- 21 20 41
225 411P 80 247 25

14.

9

10

62

17

99

245 271 362 464

Other Programs Serving Youth
CETA Title I 256 222)i 239 219

CETA Titles II & VI 65 67 v 129 135

CETA Title III ,

Migrants and Farmwprkers 3 2 3 3

Native Americans , 7 5 6 6

WIN ,#,,1 5. 6 6 5'

II
,.,

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL

336 302 383, 368

581 5 3 .745 .832

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration,
Office of Administration and Management,
Division of Budget Formulation and Analysis
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CHANGING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

TO IMPACT 0,N YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT IN. URBAN AREAS
1111

by Isabelle Hendricks*

0,

ThetCity of Cleveland, as well as other urban areas, is 'zing upon the opportunities to change
vocational education to impact on youth unemployment. This changdis oc
Cleveland,Area Western Aeserve Manpower Consortium (CAWR1VIPC) and'i
sor of CETA. This is by\no means an easy .task.

rring through the
role as the piime spot'.

Out public school`systern; under the recent court ordered busing;-is on the verge. bankruptcy.
Cleveland, Columbus, and r urbanCincinnati are la ge urb areas which may not complete the 978 fiscal
year without school closings and large deficits. The projected deficit of Cleveland alone is estimat
at 30 million dollars. In addition,Lthere are-arguments on the busing issue as well as the responsibili-
ties and performances of our urbanp-ablic school system.

In the third quarter of 1977, the Department of Hunan Resources and EconomicDevelopment
conducted a survey of Cleveland households. The surrve0evealed that teenagers in the labor market
experienced an unemployment rate of 46.6 percent. .The minority unemployment rate was 59.9
percent, the highest rate of any age bracket.

laborYouth, on the whole, have fewer labor market characteristics. Only a portion of the youtll in
the labor market possess salable skills, job training, and other work related experiences/They lack
realistic job prospects. For example, Janet Miller. age seventeen, is a student who attends .fast High
School in Cleveland. In a Plain Dealer article,' she disclosed that many students, includin tseniors,
lack expectations in securing a job when they graduate from high school.

East High. School, like other inner city school districts,encompasses neighborhoods that are in
various stages of decay; They are practically void of commercial strips and recreational facilities. These
areas are plagujd with crime, poverty, and apathy. Youth truancy and structural unemployment com-
pounds the physical and moral deeline of our urban areas.

All-of us here know that the lack of jobs and job opportunities creates unemployment. Unem-
ploynent is a major cause of juvenile crimes. Across the nation, approximately 50 percent of crimes
are orqmitte,d:by teenagers. 2 Paul R. Porter, a Virginia urbanologist, said "The Youth of Cleve-
land and other major cities are becoming apprentices in crime rather than learning honest work be-
cause there are not enough jobs."3

Statistics and problems, such as these. can be recounted. endlessly. My emphasis is not merely
on some of the highly publicized statistics regarding youth unemployment and other related data.
In spite of these problems, urban areas must change vocational education to impact on youth unem-
ployment. Our presence here today is evidence of our effoAs and concerns.

*liabelle Hendricks is Director, Department of Human Resources and Economic Development,
The City of. Cleveland (Ohio).
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In Cleveland, the p oblems narrated thus far are not being ignored.. We are combating them on
every front and changing vocational education to impact on youth joblessness. As I stated pre`v-i-ously,
some of these changes ar o rring through our role as prime sponsor of the 1,978 Comprehensive
Employment and Traini g Apt also known as CETA). Cleiteland administers the CETA program
which is comprised of Titles I, II, III, and IV. I knoW that the allotted time precludes me from elab-
orating in d,9tail on the operational aspects of these various titles. Let me reveal some of the sub-
contracting agencies that are operating vocational education programs which will impact on youth
unemployment:

, .
l' ' P ,

..

We have launched our Title III Youth EmployMen and Training Program (YETpP), Part.C, Sub-
part 3; of the Youth Employment Demonstratipn Pro' ct Act (YEDPA). The total funding level for

P is $2, 855:152. The federal regulations mandate-that at least 22 percent of the funding must=
be allocated to local,education agencies. The econoinically disadvantaged youth, age 16-21 inclusive,
will be targete . In iiaition, limited service for youth ages 14-15, and up to 10 percent of the fund-
ing may be allo ated to serve youth of all income levels. Approximately 10,000 youths will be served.

,--Youth will be e loyed on a full- or part-time basis, earning at least the current minimum wage of
$2.65 per hour..

The program idctivito of e local education agencies (LEA) in T re Consortium area will entail
occupational work adjustment, areer guidance, placement, transition service, job counseling, and
career counseling. Work experience will afford youth the opportunities to gain actual experience
to enhance their future employability. This will enable youth to adjust to A regular work schedule,
develop proper work habits and obtain job related training in the real world of work. *

Occupational work adjustment coordinators will proVide counseling, career employment, and
transitional service to a limited number of youth, NO 14-15 years old, who are experiencing diffi-
cultiesin adjusting to the traditional academic curriculum. In Cleveland, school retention is a major-,
ity_prioritY and the youth-Will receive academie credit for their participation in this program..The
-work experience program will include the following categories:

Clerical aides
Cobservation aides
Craft and mechanic aides

Custodial aides-
Educational aides
Food service aides

Health aides
Library aides
Recreational aides

Supervised work sites will be prevalent throughout the consortium area with structured and
productive workactivities. The Federation for Community Planning, a local non-profit agency ill
provide various employment and training opportunities. In the area of work experience, the Federa-
tion will dissminate career and employment information service to approximately 3,050 unem-
ployed youth. "Specifically, the CAWRMPC will be assisting the Federation for Community Plan-
ning in developingfind providing a comprehensive consortium-wide vocational information and re-
ferral service."

The consortium area is confronted with a major crisis. There is a shortage of skilled' orkers,
especially in the metal working and machinist occupations. In Chinese the word crisis, when written,
is composed of two characters. One symbol represents danger, while the other represents oppor-
tunity. Chrysler Learning Inc., is turning crisis into opportunities through its Youth Career Program.
At this time, permit me to highlight their program.

Nationally, Cleveland is a major-industrial center, even though manufacturing jobs have declined.
An article entitled "The Skilled Worker Near Extinction" which appeared in the periodical "Industry
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Week" (August 29, 1977) revealed t ocking revelations. At the Tapco Division of IceRW, 62 per-
cent of the skilled workers are eligi e t retire immediately. At Pneumatic Tool, in all skilled cate-
gories, the average age worker exc eds fifty-seven years. The Turning Plant of Warner and Swasy lost
more than 640 years otseniority hro retirement during the month of August, 1977. There ape
689 skilled workers at the-Eato ora ion who will be eligible for retirement over the next five
-years and 250 of these skilled ork wil be faced with mandatory retirement. Approximately 13
percent of the skilled work for e a the General Electric Lamp Division Plants will be eligible for re-
tirement each year for the ne t five years. the E. F. Hauserman Corporation revealed thatp per-

m/cent'of its hour14 employees re ore than fifty years of age. The Cleveland Metal Stamping Di ion
of Oglebay Norton contacte tfiree foreign embassies in an'attempt to find skilled workers. #

In-Cleveland, the Met opolitan Jobs Council disclosed that the country's current skilled work
force is very old, and you ger people seem neither able nor willing to enter and succeed in the skilled
occupations. Chrysler Le rning, Inc., whose contracts ale performance bated, is reversing the trend
through its programmati operations. Youth Careers is a structured prcigram designed to develop
positive_ attitudes and e ighten self-awareness, It is a vehicle to serve as an impetus to goal setting
and goal attainment, re ulting in a positive impact on youth. ,,

Unemployed yo h one-half day completing the intake anA-enrollment process. They
will then be directed't6 the Assessinent and Career Guidance Training PrOgram for three weeks. Here

)Iffifey will be exposed io a grouP counseling thrust dealing with self areness, career awareness, career
Iplanning, and job search: Those factors which influence youth behavior will be displayed., Eradicating

- negative behavior and replacing it with positive action will be the no&process. This will be accom-
plished through releVant lessons relating to what succesSis and its implications as well as how to be
successful. In addition, participants are presented workshops, lecturesnovies, case studies, group
and individiial counseling, role - playing exercises, and supportive educa i n.

The second phase of Chrysler's operation focuses on the participant's adaptation's to a series of
industrial modules and a wide variety of tools. All facets of work required ifi the production industry
are evaluated and recorded for each trainee. Chrysler Learning,-Inc. has develOped curriculum through
which trainees are scheduled for job training and, rAgited ability evaluation. The training evaluation
circuit through which the trainee is routed includesseParate training modules covering the following

operations: engine assembly, pipefittingpPerationselectrical assembly, brake assemblY,',
and carpentry operations.

At the completion of the training, the youth will have acquired work-related knowledge a' nel'skin
training in an industrial setting. Chrysler's job development specja ists will put forth efforts to place .

the youth participant into unsubsidized private sector jobs. Chrysl r is transforming crisis into oppor-
tunities by its 95 percent entry level placement in the industrial area.

The youth of our nation are our greatest resource. If we fail to change vocational education to
impact on youth unemployment, then we will haie failed to make a solid investment for the progress
of our nation. ,

FOOTNOTES

The Cleveland Plain Dealer; 2-1-1978 "Kids_ Are On The Job"2.
IBID 3-19-1978 "Majlor Crime On The'Rise"

4. IBID 2-27-1978 "Job Shortages"
Y.E.T.P.. Grant Application
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CHANGLIN1,0 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TO IMPACT

ON YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT IN URBAN AREAS

by Bancroft Henderson*

As a result of many years of college teaching in liberal arts colleges I have come to some con-
clusions concerning vocati4nrial education and the general problems ofcareer commitment. Most of
these are negative sentim nts toward career commitment, Mae I have been inved in at least three
careers in recent years and share' with other faculty'the general belief that the host important thing
n life is learning how to live and not how to make a living. If you put that generdliving capacity

t in your.priorities, then the actual issue of earning an income will be kept in an appropriate per-
ective and will be on a more profound basis. I think we need to keep that in mind in talking about
utir vocational education the, general problem of unemployment.

Career and Self Development

Harry Stack Sullivan, one eh America's great philosophers and psychologists; talked about
maturation and critical stagesin people's lives. Many others,. such' as Rousseau and Freud, from

'different points of view have offered us a lot of wisdom regarding growth and human change. We
know, from these and others that cognitive factors such as knowledge of self and.others as well as
the conventional wisdom of the community needs-to be -acquired for successful life pursuits. We
know also that various affective "skillS" need to be developed, such 'as a positive attitude,towaid.
sell' and other's and the capacity to love and to be''angry.and tohaveagenerally.stable sthenic tone..
In addition to that another:factor that is important in the good life is asocial- vocational capacity
to move oneself by internafthouight processes from one set of acts to another. This involves the
ability to Plan, to project, to anticipate; the sort of thing Edward Banfield was talking about in the
"unheavenly city" when he referred, to people'S ability to anticipate tik future and be aware of a
sense of time in the past and in the future;_',

These sorts of "skills" are emerging in the context oka very complex set of group processes
even more complex than the processes adults face. Families with their imminent primary group in-
fluences, neighborhood peer groups effecting the youthful desire to belong, the school administrative
structure, the school peer group, the teacher in the classroom environment, the guidance counselor,
and the rest of the complex group structure impinges on the life of the individuala life which is in
the emergent state There are a lot of critical decisions being made in the teen years. Those decisions
are being made around`matters gforliie that are very important to, the individual. However, attention
to the future is not a critical matter to youth. Career decisions are not the most important real de-
cisions that youth make, and I would go so far as to say vocations decisions are not very important
decisions, period. ,As a general proposition, they should not be forced upon youth.

The most important decisions an individual makes involve-the adoption of a set of Personal
values, life-styles to it those values, selection of friends and companions, and'all'the sorts of personal
solutions to physical needs, social needs, self-esteem, and self-actualization which Abraham Maslow

-1, ,*Bancroft Henderson is Executive Secretary' of CETA, City of Cleveland (Ohio) Department
of Human. Resourees.
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points our attention to. .In my opinion, it is unwise for relatives, friends, and faculty to encourage
youth to make early(career decisions further burdening the individual decision process. This will
result in contrived responses reflected in a stereotyped notion of self and occupation. Thesede-
cisions yvill reflect the personal needs in a social or pyschological sense of Ate individual respondent
Wale time of response. In placesof this encouragement. of early decisions, I would suggest some-

. thing applicable to the entire life span of an individual and that is seeing life as a constant search
for identity, always exploratory, always an adventure; hopefully with zeal and excitement.

1r
.Rather than a vocation and a role, we should be see thing for opp6Itunities for a variety of

roles and a variety of identities resultink from these roles. Only through this do we come to a general
sense of self. In my life the most vaable contribution to personal growth and a successful pursuit of
happiness has been the variety of roles and jobs that life at first forced upon me and that 'I now force .

upon come.myself. Out of these experiences I have com to a conclusion, that is tentative, but that, is still,
a clue to some essential qualities that are self. If we are successful in life as human beings, it doe's not
make an aWful lot of difference what we do .to make a living.. If throughout this the most valuable
expe'rience, in life are in the humanitiesthen we will be truly Jiberated from the drtidgeries of occu-
pation. If you truly love music in all °flits form, the excitement of great foods, the joy of the magic L
of complex personalities, the serene quality majestic mountains, the mysterious aura of great poetry,
the drama of fine literature, the expressions of the sculptor, and if you truly enjoy all of tile rest of
life, can living be turned into a disaster by one's occupation? If you haire these liberating capacities
you can recreate your occupation into an ennobling experience. Within this context,'how do we ap-
proach the mundane world of high schools, guidance counselors, and the job market?

The Job Market

Our experienCe in Cleveland, as a result of task force ccWtacts with student groups, indicates
- .that at the very least something needs to be done that would not flailagainst my concern with de-

emphasis upon jolt choice and which emphasizes slotting programs that divide students into college
career vocationalists and losers:,

1. Everyone, especially those, pursuing vocations of the traditional sort, needs to have more
adequate labor market information and have that information projected into the future.

2. An. indiVidual needs to know what steps to take in order to acquire the qualificationh
for a vocation.

3. For the individual there is a need-to, know what remedial types of programs would be
necessary to bring the person in line for a particular vocational experience.

4. For in-school and'out-of-school students it is important tq Communicate certain search
techniques.

In addition to the above-needs, the management staff of the RETA program in Cleveland has
learned that current vocational guidance involves mainly, and often only, helping a student fill out a
class schedule once a year or so. The school assignment or counselor is not a prestigious one. The
counselor may have as many as 500 students under his or her jurisdiction. However, a greater empha-
sis upon the counselor role, as such, could encourage more students to make earlier commitments to
careers, and that would be unfortunate. A counselingprogram in a broader context seen as a part of
quality life search could put the vocational elements of, the information I mentioned above in a more
appropriatycontext and could give the whole endeavor greater respectability in the school setting.

2
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Though this goal may be important, there re economic needs for this society and personal se;-
curitY needs for-.the individual that demand to lifikerved.. In Order to make a satisfactory connection
between individual and public resources a constant, up-to-date'market research study should be° avail-
able to all concerned This study should include the best prospects of manpower needs possible and
should include projections five, ten, or fifteeil years into the future. Along with this there should be

program making available to youth this infOrmation, .A master plan would be appropriate that would,
bring industry andstudentsin touch with this information' and related planning on a regular basis.
With this sort qf program, at least the student would know the consequences-of a career decision that
was in defiancetaf economic realities; A second cot cern important to career. develoPment would be
the opportunity at work experience in a variety_of roles during and just after the high school years.
Present work experience programs for disadvantaged youth could be appropriately expanded not only

,.to disadvantaged not presently covered, but as a basic unsubsidized proposition for all youth. Third,
a post high school training program in the schopls or related institutions should always, be available for
career modification to meet individual needs for youth and others.
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C1HAN GING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TO IMPACT ON YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT

IN URBAN AREAS

by Elizabeth Grdina,*

)01
Lester Thurow'of MIT, in a study entitled, "Youth Unemployment," (Rockefeller Foundation,

September 1977), states that, "The standard social solutionmore formal education and training,
is not an answer to the problem of youth unemployment: Young people are.better educated at the
moment thin older workers. There are labor surpluses among youths at all educational levels. The
problem it finding a job . ..." (Page 27)

The real problem of youth unemployment is the same or the adult population: not enough :"--\
jobs for eveagne. Rates of youth unemployment are pa:tiponate to the national level of unem-
ployment, lad higher. The average youth rate is apwo%mately 1.6 times higher than the national

`level. The rate of youth_ unemployment mirrors and magnifies the larger problem of the economy.

Unemployment hits young people from poverty level and working &lass familieshardest. Sta-
tistics vary on the levelrof their unemployment. The more dramatic of these estimated unemploy-
ment rates range between 30 percent and 40 percent for nonwhite youths.

Our society has many built-in inequalities,i)or those of different' races, class backgrounds, skills
and ages.\-Youth unemployment can be\discussed on several levels: as a symptom of a society which
systematically denies many of its members equal economic opportunity; as the perpetuation of age
discrimination;Ss our Ociety's way of tolerating otherwise intolerable levels of unemployment by
allowing the burden f011bll hardest on the doubly disadvantaged, young Onorities.

Vocational education serves to provide some people with the sometimes releiant skills necessary
to find jobs in a tight labor market, although it often fails to help the most alienated, disadvantaged
youth: Vocational education seems to work best for the most upwardly-mobile young peoplethose
who already belieVe in the Protestant ethic of hard work and humble perseverance. These young
people are able to successfully parlay their learned middle-class values into jobs.

Vocational education can be effective in that it provides an edge in the labor market for those
who otherwise would not have had the opportunity to become Skilled. There is plenty of room for
reform in the programs offeredthe skills taught should be modern and transferable. Ideally; the
skills taught should be closely related to new opportunities in the labor market. This is not always
the Case. FOr example, the Cleveland school system teaches the irrelevant skill of horticulture. hor-
ticultural skills are hardly marketable in an urban area. However, the Cleveland school system also
has a new magnet schooli.an aviation high school, and is planning a new medical technology high
school. This kind of prografitming indicates a healthy adjustment to the realities of the foreseeable
future labor market.

*Elizabeth Grdina is Assistant Director, Cleveland (Ohio) Department of Community Develop-
ment.
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Vocational education should also stress the importance of related academic sldlls. Students
choosing the vocational,curriculum should not be denied the chance to learn necessary, traditional
academic subjects, just because they haven't been proficient in them before. Reading, writing, and
basic math are essential to performing many jobs in the rapidly growing Skilled sector of the economy.
Innovative methods need to be employed to make grammar and math and reading a relevant part of
the vocational 'courses. In fact, vocational skills may be worthless without, proficiency in basic ace-
demic areas. For example,- a woman who types cannot be a useful employee if she doesn't understand
the grammaror sentence structure or theireanings of words she types.

Still, at best, vocational education can only blunt some of the impact of unemployment on
young people. Vocational education cannot provide more jobs for more people; rather, it can only
redistribute the people who are unemployed.

Vocational education can be ,distinguished from other types of job-training programs which
train people for jobs that do not exist. Vocational education can provide young people with skills
for necessary, existing jobs in the private market. Subsidized job-training programs are based on the
false premise that unemployment exists because people need training. If the need was there, sub-.
sidies would be unnecessary to fund the training programs and newly-created job slots. Job training
programs and temporary placement programs provide a short-term economic stimulus (in effect, a
windfall for private corporations), which is insufficient to provide lasting jobs for the unemployed,
given the structure of the labor market.

Vocational education will also never have a serious impact on the problems of_socialdisorgani-
zation of the poor, and the hard-core unemplOyables, since it has no relationship to the causes of

Pothese problems.

The effect of truly successful vocational education programs on job opportunities for adults
-needs to be considered. If vocatio education courses really could match large numbers of young
people with higher skilled-jobs, thAllet result might be more unemployment among oIder people,
as younger people replace the older workers. But will our society allow teenagers to take away the
jobs of their parents? The fact is that we cover up the magnitude of the unemployment problem '
by allowing young People to remain unemployed in vast numbers and for long periods of time, be-
cause theyare the most powerless group in our society. Age discrimination is active today.

_young people are the most exploitable and expendable components of the job market. Wit-
ness the new special interest group, the fast food industry, which is lobbying intensively for a sub-
minimum wage for young people.

One way to solve the problem of structural unemployment is through the creation of confirm-
ous, massive, long-range public works projects. Government needs to realize its responsibility to
provide jobs for those whom the private market will never absorb, given what seems to be a perma-
nent high-rate of Unemployment.

7Ideally, public works projects can be matched to the specific needs of the cities which iponsor
them. Cities have an unlimited need for capital improvement; like sewer and water line construction,
road paving, bridge repair, and public parks. A sound infrastructure is necessary' to the viability-of
cities and the_health of city neighborhoods'.

These public works projects are labor-intensive and require 'the use of both skilled and unskilled
laboreii. In Cleveland, we will be undertakIng the most innovative use of combined federal funds in
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the country. With Community Development Block Grant funds, we will purchase the material to
build a sewer line in a CltVeland neighborhood where flooding is such a serious problem that the
viability of an entire area is threatened. With CETA funds, we will pay the salaries of the skilled
and unskilled laborers wha'will'dig the ditches and operate the equipment to build the sewer.

This sewer project will be unique in that CETA and Block Giant funds have never been used
in this mannertocreate jobs and provide a Capital improvement for a city:

Public works projects do not providea perfect solution, because they do not "cure" the failings
of the Prrvate market. The public works projects will need to be carried on continuously and perma-,,
nently, to maintain socially useful skilled and unskilled jobs for those who need them. ,'Yet this type

, of program'may offer the most realistic hope for the unemployed at this time.

In conclusion, vocational education cannot have a meaningful impact on unemployment -=of
young people or adults, because Mails to address the real uneTPloYment problem. Vocational
education has great potential for reform, but the larger problem of a scarcity of jobs built into the
economy, cannot be solved irkthe classroom.

Vocational education can improve the, quality of life for young people by providing them with
the skills to find better jobs, and a vehicle for upward mobility. But without expansion of actual_job
opportunities, vocational education, with even the most progressive reforms, offers only the limited
possibilities of easing unemployment for a few, while shifting the burden back to other,.less fortu-
nate, segments of the population.
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COORDINATING VOCATIONAL AND MANPOWER

TRAINING -ACTIVITIES IN:A LARGE URBAN AREA

by John F. Standridge*

CETA Program in Dade and Monroe County, Florida

The School Board of Dade County, Florida, works cooperatively with the CETA Consortium.
The consortium consists of five government entitiesDade County, the City of Miami, the City of
Miami Beach and Monroe bounty. The Department of Labor encouraged the formation of this
group so that they were able to contract with only one eligible prime'sponsor in the two-county
area. The above named group was formed in 1974 and was known as the Dade/Monroe Consortium.
In 1977, the Consortium voted to change its name to the South Florida CETA Consortium (SFCC).

Functions of the South Florida CETA Consortium

By agreement from Consortium members, the administration of the Consortium has been dele-
gated to Dade County. This authority is delegated to the County Manager who, in turn, has an Ex-
ecutive Director and a staff of eighty-five employees. They are responsible to the Consortium for
the administration and daily operation of CETA programi as applied to planning, contracting, and
administering over 400 contracts for CETA services. It is projected that approximately 100 million
dollars will be allocated through CETA funding to the South Florida CETA Consortium for the next
fiscal year.

Composition of the Planning Council

The Planning Council of the South Florida CETA Consortium. meets every two months and is
composed of fifty members who represent a cross section of the community. The Council is divided
into five standing committees which are as follows: -

1. Business and Labor CommitteeThis committee, compoSed of representatives of business,
labor, government agencies, and educational institutions, assesses the types of.CETA
training programs needed in'the local labor market.

Sponsors and Agencies CommitteeThis committee, composed of representatives of CETA-
funded programs, assesses the types of programs that are being provided and the types of
programs that ark being provided and the types of program gaps that may exist.

- kClient/Community CommitteeThis committee, composed of CETA clients and a com-
munity representatives, assesses employment and training needs from a community per-
spective.

*John Standridge is Assistant Superintendent, Division of Vocational and Adult Education,
Date County (Florida) Public Schools. °
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4. Program Review and Evaluation CommitteeThis committee, composed df acrosefection
of the community; reviews and evaluates obtoing CETA programs.

5. Youth Planning Councilthis committee is composed of representatives from various sec-
tors of the coinmuttiq, including labor, the Criminal Justice System, Community Based
Organizations. the Board of Education and in-school youth. This committee evaluates
youth proposals submitted to CETA and recommendations are made regarding.funding.

The committees of the Council meet regularly and report to both the Planning Council and the
Consortium. The Planning Council's primary role is to advise the Consortium as to which community
needs should be served by programs ftinded through CETA. This activity is conibleted through the
p eparation and approval of an annual plan which is completed by' the South Florida CETA Consor-

m, approved by the Planning Council and Consortitup and Submitted to and approved by the De-
ment of Labor.

CETA Programs Operated by the Division of Vocational and Adult EduCation

At the present time the Vocaanal Division has worked cooperatively with the SFCC for the
purpose of providing training for the unemployed as well as the underemployed. Listed below are
CETA programs currently in operation:

CETA Program Level of Funding Training Slots

Skill Centers (3) $ 1,200,000 300

Individual Referrals 250,000 81

Adult Basic Education 625,000 165

Voc/Adult Career OJT ;2- 250,000 67

eareer OJT In-School
Youth 480,000

YETP Youth Training
Program In-School 730,000 405

State 112 Funds 605,000 Support Services

Migrant Title III 321,000 60

Individual Manpower
Training Lab 52,820 20

162

Summer Teen Employment
Program 779,100

$5,192,920
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Project Proposal Funding Process

The South Florida CETA Consortium notifies the public of the availability of CETA funds and
distributes guidelines to those agencies making applications for funds. After the Division of yoca-

° tional and .Adult Education receives notice of the availability of funds, the following steps are taken
to obtain CETA funds:

'1. Program proposals are developed and are forwarded to the SFCC for review.

2. Planning Council sub-committees review proposals; concurrent with but independent of
the Planning Council review. The SFCC staff also reviewsproposals. Proposals are reviewed
based on the ability of program operstors to addeve emplqyment and training goals idenfi-
fied, the operators adherence to federal guidelines, and the ability of the operator to main-
tain fiscal responsibility.

3. The South Florida CETA Consortium determines which program proposals are to be ap-
proved and implemented based on the advice and recommendations of the sub-committees.

4. After the SFCC makes approval on final funding, recommendations are forwarded to the
Dade County Commission for ratification. This procesS allows the County Manager to
implement consortium' action through the SFCC Executive Director.

5. The SFCC Executive Director notifies the Division of Vocational and Adult E cation of
those projects approved. Contracts are approved and signed by the School Baord Chair-
man and the Superintendent; contracts are also signed by appropriate CETA and county
manager staff.

. After all contracts are completed, program directors are allowed to proceed with hiring
staff, purchasing equipment and/or necessary supplies to place the program into operation.

7. The SFCC notifies the Florida State Employment Service and other recruiting offices for
*.the purpose of referring eligible clients to appropriate CETA programs.

8. Clients commence training. Programs are reimbuised for operating costs and particip
stipends, wages or salaries are paid by SFCC. Programs are monitored by appropriat
sub-committees as well as by SFCC staff monitors. Evaluationi are based on goal achieve-
ment by the programs and the ability of the CETA participant to obtain a better job after
successful program completion.

Problems of CETA

1. Pressure from CBOs (Community Based Organizations). One of the major problems that
local prime sponsors are having is being subjected Vo the political pressures of local com-
munity agencies to. favor thier particular project. This, of course, was inherent when the.
program was moved from the State level to the local prime sponsors. It was anticipated
that this would be a very serious problem. . ,

2 Lack of CBOs to handle the administration of the programs. There are many community
organizations that are just not geared up, personnel-wise or otherwise, to handle the fiscal
responsibility of operating certain CETA projects.

3. Duplication of programs. This continues to be a rather serious problem where projects are
awarded that are duplications of efforts from the school system and other encies.
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Procedures for approving projects need to be strengthened. More authority needs to be
placed on standing. committees and less authority given at the executive director level.
This would take it old of the political arena and would afford the executive director an
opportunity to truly manage the program rather tan show favoritism for certain friends
or groups.

5: Other educational institutions want to get into the act. Sudenly, as money has become
available, institutions that have never before wanted to even have the word vocational
education mentioned in their institution are becoming very interested in vocational edu-
cation and how it can serve the needs of the community. This includes senior level uni-
versities, private universities, as well as junior and community colleges.

6. There is a need for strong lay leadership. There is a great need to have more private sec-
tor involvement in the operation of CETA. This assures that the CETA programs are
going to be attuned to the needs of the private sector.

7. People who serve have vested interestssuch as; schools, agencies; institutions, and CB0s.
Groups should serve in the,planning process that, dp not have vested interest. Of course,
this is a very difficult task to accomplish and one way of getting around it it to not have
those members vote on projects that affect them directly. This is how it is done in Dade
County. However, this still does not keep the vested interest groups from voicing their
opinions, philosophies and recommendations prior to any vote that may be taken regard-
ing projectsid programs.

Ways to Improve the Effectiveness of CETA Programs

1. Offer the services and facilities of vocational educatio programs. Too often, the CETA
administrators have indicated a negative feeling on flip art of the vocational educators to
share with them the services and facilities of the vocati nal education programs. This is
where the vocational education people need to gake a more positive stand in order to pro-
vide a good working relationship.

2. Develop a team philosophy.. CETA, along with the vocational education community, the
Chamber of,Commerce, agencies such as the Local Manufacturing Association, Industrial
Development Councils, and groups, need to develop a team philosophy that incorporates
the resources of everybody concerned in order to Ifelp improve the total industrial and
business economy.

3. We need to get more involved. Vocational educators need to attend all the meetings that
are called by CETA; or have representation. At the meetings, the people need to express
their views even though they might not be very popular. The vocational education person
should be on each of the standing committees of CETA, and participate fully in all of
its deliberations.

4. Get the involvement of the superintendent and/or members of the School Board. This
influence is needed in CETA as we strive to achieve a closer working relationship and as
weiry to identify funds earmarked for vocational education.

Get advisory committees involved. Advisory committees represent a strong neutral force,
They.represent the private sector influence and a strong political influence.
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COORDINATING VOCATIONAL AND MANPOWER TRAINING

ACTIVITIES IN A LARGE URBAN AREA

by Floyd P. Gehres*

The Dade County Public Schools' Vocational Division has, teamed up with CETA, the local,
Prime Sponsor, to provide vocational skills training for both in-school and out-of-school (post-
secondary), socioeconomic, disadvantaged individuals. The total school CETA monies for this
year's vocational training are well over'$4.5 million in comparigon to $1.75 million in 1975. Most
of the post-secondary training is housed in three strategically locaed skill centers; (1) The Dorsey
Skill Center in the Model City black community, (2) the Miami Skill Center in the Spanish and black
community, and 3) the. South Dade Skill Center in the Homestead farming areas serving the migrant
or seasonal far ers. Each of the centers has an ethnic enrollment representative of the com-
munity it servic

The Skill Centers offer seventeen different courses during prime time. They are accelerated:
twenty-six weeks (780 hours) of occupational skills training. Basic vocational related mathematics,
communication, and employability or survival skills are included. English is offered for those who
speak other languagei.° The typical student spends five hours per day in the shop/laboratory acquir-
ing salable skills and an hour per day in the Individualized Manpwer Learning Laboratory studying
mathematics as well as essential and aeademically'related subjects. The'program is open-entry/
open-exit, which requires individualized instruction to operate effectively.

Instructors are regular vocational; certiVed school board employees who are paid from school
tax funds. Six Dade County Manpower centers are responsible for a wide range of Manpower client
services including initial outreach, intake, pre-assessment, orientation, job development, placement,
and-follow-up. The Skill Centers' responsibility is training for job placementsuccessful employ-
ment. The Centers have become a major Manpower delivery system.
. .

The Dade County
;
Publie Schools. projects are complex. (1) The Skills Centers' Project Con-

tract, Title .I for $1,200,000 provides training funds or trainees at the three Skill Center's whi
offer traditional vocational coursesjob entry skills for employmont. (2) The Migrant Title I
Project Contract for $321,000 is for training seasonal farmworkers at the South Dade Skill Cer er
in .the Homestead area which is surrounded by farmland. (3) The Adult Basic Education Projec ,
Titles I and III for $250,000 is to serve training needs of qualified clients in areas of vocational SKIM
training not offered in the Skill Centers such as courses in technical or health related fields. These
trainees may be referred to Lindsey 'ns Technical Education Center, Miami Lakes Technical

College centers. The trainees have the option of attending sehool in
the day or evening. (5) The Hotel Training Project, Title I for $180,000 provides funds to train
adults as front desk clerks, bookkeepers, waiters/waitresses, P.B.X. operators, and hotel managers.
This training is conducted in our sixty-five room hotel facility in the Lindsey Hopkins
Technical Education Center. (6) The State Section 112 CETA Funds, Title I for $505,000 are funds
to supplement our local monies. Typical expenditures are for administrative staff, teacher assistants,
aides, clerks, travel, equipment, renovation of facilities, individualized manpower traininglaboratories
(IMT), and 'new instructional programs. The Florida State Section 112 monies have made the differ-
ence in the operation of the skill centers and heave helped put quality in our programs.

*Floyd Gehres is Director of M4npower Programs, Dade County (Florida) Public Schools.
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A 1976 study by the U.S. Office of EdUcation on CETA-Vocational Education Cooperation,
found that twenty-three out of forty-six states reporting used the State Section 112, five percent
monies for allowances, compared with nine out of forty-four reporting in the fiscal year 1975. Does
it come as a surprise that, in 1978, there is a bill in Congress recommending these funds be given to
prime stionsors for supplemental vocational education instead of the Governor? In Florida, the State
Dep. s ent of Education, Division of Vocational Education, has provided the leadership to avoid
the iation of these funds through expenditure, for' trainee allowances, Instead, we have used
the monies to hire bilingual teacher aides to assist instructors and to strengthen oar instructional

*Program. We have made some major renovations to facilitate to provide laborat6ries for tlew programs
and have used these funds to fully egiluipan Individualized Manpower Training System (IMT) in each
Skill Center.

o

The IMT laboratory is the heartbeat of our Skill Center system,.,Without it we would be just
another school offering vocational classess. When clients are referred to one of our three Skill Cen-
ters, they are interviewed to identify their educational objectives. They are tested in our work evalu-
ation or work sampling laboratory to determine their interests and aptitudes. Clients are also given
the Test of Adult Basic Education (TABS) to determine their reading, language, and math skills. If
their academiC achievement levels are low, clients may be placed in the Adult Basic Education pro
gram for remedial work. /

,

Students enrolled in the vocational skills training program are scheduled in the IMT laboratory
a minimum of one hour per. day. Test results are used to prescribe a study schedule of individualized
programmed modules to help the trainees achieve their objectives and to provide remedial work in
language, arts and mathematics, if necessary. Employability skills and consumer education are also
components of the IMT curriculum material.

Pre-tests and post-tests determine the students' progress,. The students establish and 'set their
own pace of studY-and acevriplisimen* The Miami Skill Center trainees testing records indicate .

that, on an average, the trainees increased their test scores three grade levels in a period of six months.
This is an outstanding accomplishment when I remind you that many of our trainees come tous as
former school dropouts and have negative mental problems aconcerning formal classroom instruction.

Since we're discussing' accomplishments, may AI also cite a recent real-life Horatio Alger. Jose
Hoyos came to Miami from Spain less than two years ago. He spoke no English and was partially
handicapped, blind in his right eye. He enrolled in the Skill Center Welding class, completed it and
is now employed as a welder with Blaw-Knox. Foundry and Mill Machinery in East Chicago. A re-
cent -note of thanks for his schooling was accompanied by a photostatic copy of his monthly pay-
-check. The check was for $2,300.

We have had other surprises such as female students enrolling in the'noh-traditional courses.
Not only have they made good'students, they have also been easy to place. Industryis seeking more
skilled females thari we can recruit for training.

In conclusion, may I suggest that at a time when the Congress and the Admihistration ate seek-
ing to clarify the role of vocational education in the nation's employment and training programs, it
is essential that vocational administrators take an active role in demonstrating their capabilities of
providing vocational training for job placement and employment. When the local schools' vocational
educators team up with their prime sponsor to provide vocational training for the CETA client, they
can' become "A WINNING TEAM."
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COORDINATING VOCATIONAL AND:MANN:4ER TRAWING

ACTIVITIES A LARGE URBAN AREA

by-Maurice E. Wilson*

CETA (Youth Programain Miami, Florida

e Division of V cationin and Adult Education in the Dade County Public-Schoo has been
activ ly involved in pro cling on-the-job training opportunities for in-school youth sine the inception
Of CI TA. After Co gr approved the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects ct (YEDPA),
funds were soon ali ca ed to the South Florida CETA Consortium (SFCC) for the purpo of pro-
vidAng classroom in ction correlated with on-the-job training activities for in-school yout

Initiation Odle Youth Employment Training Program (YETP)

Section 97.717 (b) of the Federal Register governing the Youth Employment and Demonstra-
tion Prole& Act of 1977, states that "Eligible applicants shall use at least 22 percent of their total
funds to nerve in-school youth in prOgrams designed to enhance-their career oppOrtunities and job
prospects pursuant to written agreements between,them (eligible applicant) and 1641 educational
agencies (LEA's)".

, t
Upon notification from tfie Executive Director of the South Florida CETA Consortium that

fun& were available, staff from the Division of Vocational and,Adult Education developed a YETP
proposal requesting $730,000 to train in- school youth. After the project'approval process was com-
pleted, a Cooperative Agreement was entered into betWeen the Dade County Public Schools and the
South FloriduGJETA Consortium. Listed on the following pages are selected componenti taken from
the agreement: 4

Purpose

The purpose of this agreement is to establish cooperation and coordination between the ,agree-
ing parties, South Florida CETA Consortium and the Dade County School Board. This will provide
for a youth employment and training progam for in-school youth exclusively under Title III .of CETA,
the Youth Effiployment and Demonstration Project Act (YEDPA).

It is the intent for this YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND ,TRAINING PROGRAM IN-SCHOOL
YOUTH to provide occupational information, career and vocational eduCation via means of job re-:
lated information, and emplOyability skills instruction correlated with a work experience activity
for in-school economically disadvantaged youth age 14-21. The Division of Vocational and Adult
Education will provide instruction through "the existing Cooperative Vocational Education programs,
grades 9-12. There will be 280 slots, of which 15 perceut,will be allocated to, fourteen-and-fifteen-
year olds in$he ninth and tenth grades.

*Maurice Wilson is Supervisor of Distributive, Heal111 and Diversified Occupations, Dade
County (Florida) Public Schools.
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Participants will receive classroom instruction in such areas as, but not limited to, buSinesi edu-
cation,.distributive education, health and public service, agiculture, diversified cooperative training,
trade and industrial\education, and home and family education. Work experience opportunities will

. be made available t'the participantiThat have had related occupational information or classroom .

training in these vocational areas of instruction.

Target Population To Be Served

Approadh

It is the intent of this program to serve yotith,.age- 4.-=-21. enrolled in grades enrolled in
a vocational occupational proficiency, program 'or cOciperative vocational education program. Stu-
dents must meet the eligibility requirement 'Which incluilks the fact that they are a member of a
family unit that has. -a.total family income at 'Or below the 85 percent lower living standard income
level. Specific dollar figures will be those as`ciutlined by the United States Department of Labor..

Recruitment and Selection

Clients will be re inited from twenty-four separate high school locations and the following alterna-
,

tive schools: Mia McArthur North, Miami McArthur South-i and Youth Opportunity Schools.
Approximately 1 8 vocational teacher coordinators representing agriculture, business, distributive,
diversified; healt ; hpme, and family.education and the trade and industrial education program will
assist ifi identif mg and referring clients to this program.

Career Employment Experience

Activities

Clients enrolled in this project will receive work experience on the beefs of $2.65 per hour for
four hours daily from the period commencing February 1, 1978, through bne 15, 1978. Pending
the availability of funds and in order to meet the intent of the Act as sgletif0d,in 97.702 (ii), six
hours of work eXperience will be provided during the period commencipOltie 19, 1978, and ex-
tending through September 1, 197$. This provision will illoW-for transitiOn 'services to those stu-
dents,who were enrolled in, and attended the last regularly scheduled scli'619,14emester and ace sched--
ufed to start the first week of. September, 1678. Additional studentslenrbitqin the,program during`,
the period of June 19,,1978, through September 1, 1978, must be scheduled and enrolled in any of
the COoperative. Vocational Education classes scheduled to start in September, 1978. This projectis
scheduled to terminate September 30; 1978.

Project staff will have the responsibility of maintaining contact with the employer for the pur-
pose of seeing that the program standards are being maintained as well as prtIviding transitional ser-

vfes
to- the student.

.

Transitional services-will be offered to the client along with subsidized employment for the
work experience part of the school day. These transitional services will be coorditiated with work
experience activities. Methods of coordination and transitional services offered are listed on the
following page.
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Transitional Services

Transitional services provided to client's in this program will include the following activities:
. 4 ,

Outreach, Orientation, and Assessment services will be proyided. For example, the services
of 148 vocational teacher-coprdinators will be provided for the purpOse of assisting' in iden-
tifying potential enrollees to be referred to the program. Qualified applicants Will becre-,
ferred for screening and processing into the program.

2. Occupational information is presented to the client during classroom instruction hours.
During this training period, clients are provided information regarding availability of jobS
in different occupational areas as well as what the requirements ;are to obtain those,jobg.

1.

Activities promoting education to work transition will _be completed during the vocational
job-related instructional hour. Students receive course credit for this instruction, and the
activities are correlated with the work experience activity.

Labor market information is presented to the client during the job-related vocational class
period when job-related information is presented by the instructor.

Job developers will assist the client in malting theyansition from subsidized employment
ta non-subsidized employment, They will provide information as well as arrange for clients
to be interviewed,* prospectiire employers in the pliblic and private, sector. -

Overcoming sex-stereotyping in jobs will be presented during the special employability
skills sessions provided in this project..Clients will be counseled and briefed on job oppor-
tunities available that have been traditionally male or female oriented.

Classroom Training

Those students enrolled in a Cooperative Vocational Education program ceive instruction
in the employability skills and job-related information. Course credit will be giv for the classroom
training as well as frif the work experience activity; these credits MAY towards those credits needed
for graduation from high khbol.

1The principle" occupational areas for which courses and training will be offered in the classroom
will include:

1. Agri-Business
2. Business Occupations'
3., Distributive Occupations
.4. Diversified Occupations

5 Health and Public Service
Occupations .

6. Home_Economics Education
Industrial Occupations

Placement and Follow-up
0

The Vocational Education Reorniting Specialist requested in, this project will be assigned the
responsibility of providing, placement services into full`' -tiMe employment ancl/or placement into
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additional vocational training activities. This specialist will prOvide vocational course informatidn
to the client. Information provided would include those vocational courses being offered at Miami
Lakes Technical Education Center, the Lindsey Hopkins Technical Education Center, the Robert
Morgan Vocational Technical Institute as well as other institutions that provide occupational skill
training. This recruitment specialist will assist the client in making the transition from high school
to a post-secondary adult training program_ The ultimate goal will be to provide the client with
those necessary skills that are required for jobs that would be considered- a move up the career ladder.

Clients.graduatingin June, 1.978 will receive the services ofthe project job developer. Clients
will be monitored and a folltitv-up conducted on each client-for the duration of the project

Service to Participants

There are now existing linkages established with community agencies that provide services to
clients enrolled in this project. -A supportive service directory.:has been compiled and is available for
client use Those services and agencies made available ifichidebiit are not limited to the following:
(Appendix A)

Neighborhoodtbmily Health Center Division of Family, Services
Social Security Administration -Jackson Memorial Hospital Outpatient'Clinic
Lindsey ',Hopkins Dental.plinic . Dade County Bealth Department

York experience and claiAroom instruction will be linked together. Students will be provided
job-related information and employability skills instruction` as well 'as skill training for those who
require it. Students-will be pravided academic credit for those vocational courses that are correlated
with' he work experience activity.

Youth enrolled in this training project may receive.on-the-job training from thpse cooperating
Cities, State Agencies. Metropolitan Dade County Government, the Dade county,Sihool Board, and
Federal GovernMental Agencies. (Appendix33)

.
This agreement sets faith assurances that:

1. Participating youths Will be provided Meaningful work experience, which will improve
their ability to make :areer decisions and-which will provide-them with basic work skills
needed for regular employment not subsidized under this in-school prograin.

2. Jobs provided under this project will be certified by the Dade County School Board as
relevant to the educational and career goals of the participating youths.

3 iYouth participants will be selected from)a group of-youth who are certified iCETA
_...- .

eligible; who need the work to'remAin in school, an 611-relected by th appropriate
educational agency or institution, based on the'cer fication fo each participating youth
I3Y the school based guidance counselor that the wolf experien e provided.is an appropriate
'component of the overall educational nrogram of eac Youth., ,
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FLOW CHART OF SERVICES TO PARTICIPANTS APPENDIX A

Vocational recruiter identifies'N
students to enroll in program

Student referrdd'to project staff
for in-take and processing

Vocational program specialists
provide occupational information
and schedules appropriate voca-
tional courses

Job developer arranges interview
and on-the-job training activity
with a training agency

Vocational curriculum specialists
plan job description and assist in
developing on-the-job training
plan with student and teacher

Student supervised on job by
job developer and teacher-
coordinator course credit
granted for OJT

Student completes training
program

Vocational program specialist
completes required.CETA follow -

up re: placement
and follow-Up

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM
FOR IN-SCHOOL YOUTH
Dade County Public Schools

Division of Vocational and Adult Education

Meets eligibility
requirements

Place student in
cooperative voca-
tional courses for
course credit

Student accepted
by employer

Training agreement
signed by parent,
student, employer
and teacher-coordinator

Student completes
job training plan in
job-related classes

School-based classes
in employability
skills provided

REFERRED TO:
1. Full-time work
2. VoWional center

for additional
training

3. Post-secondary
education

4. Manpower centers
additional training
and services

44,-1

Placed into regular
No )1111"' program

Yes

Placed into specific
vocational courses
required by OJT

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES:
Referrals as needed to:

Family. Health Center
Social Security Administration.
Dental Clinic
Division of Family Service
Hospital Clinic
Health Department
Vocational. Counseling

Services

For additional information
refer to:

Maurice E. Wilson
1450 N.E. 2nd Avenue
Miami, Florida 33132
305/350-3644
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YOUTH EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM

Program coordination Linkage with Community Agencies and Employers

YETP

Project Coordinator

Metro Dade Co. State Agencies Cooperating Dade Co. Boat of

Government & Government Health Facilities Public Instruction

2 3 4

Cities include:1

Hal Harbor

Bay Harbor Islands

Biscayne Park

Coral Gables

El Port

Flon a City

Opa Locka

Perrin
Sweetwater

cri Golden Beach

Hialeah

Hialeah Gardens

Homestead

Indian Creek

Kendall

Oj

South Miami

Virginia Gardens

Kendall Lakes

Miami

Miami Springs

Miami Shores

North Bay Village

North Miami

North Miami Beach

Surfside

\Vest Miami

De artmeis:

Agriculture

Commerce

Health 8t

Rehabilitative

Services

Youth Services

Highway.Safety

Highway Patrol

Motor Vehicles

Division

For additional information

contact:

Maurice E. Wilson

1450 N.E. 2nd Avenue

Miami, Florida 33132

305/350.3644

...1110.1.1=,.....,,Imb

United States

Government

5

Hos italsk. Departments include: Departments include:

American

Baptist

Health Department

County Offices

District Offices

Maintenance Dept.

Jackson Memorial Stores & Distribution

James Archer Smith Television Studio

Mailman Center Hotel Lindsey HoPtias

Martin Luther King Area Vocational Centers

Miami Dade General Transportation

Miami International Security

Mount Sinai Fiscal Control'

North Miami General

Coral Gables

Osteopathic General

Palm Springs General

Palmetto General

Pan American

Saint Francis

United States Dept. of

Public Health

Variety Children's

Veteran's Administration

Westchester General

South Miami

Cedars of Lebanon

Agiculture

Bureau of Customs

Commerce

Housing & Urban Dev.

Post Office

Social Security Admin.

Veterans Admin.

Interior

Justice

Employment Service

Students enrolled in this YETP project for inchool youth are provided opportunities to

receive on.thejob training in an, occupational area commensurate with their abilities.

Onthe-job training activities are planned and developed in cooperation with the employer,

the vocational prnPam specialist, the school based teachercoordinator and the student.

Students may be assigned an onhe-job training activity with one of the agencies as listed

above. (See additi nal listings on the reverse side of this page.)



SECTION THREE:

FEMALE CLIENTS, MINORITY
CLIENTS, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Practices to Assure Sexual Equality in
Vocational-Technical Programs

Practices to Assure Racial Equality in
Employment of Grallpates of

Vocational Education

Techniques for Orienting. Vocational
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PRACTICES TO ASSURE SEXUAL EQUALITY IN

VOCATIONAL - TECHNICAL' PROGRAMS

by Janus Lewin Weiser*

As an employer viewing the vocational education program, I see its primary goal to be the
technical training of a prospective work force.

However, as a person who has been working in "non-traditional" occupations for the last seven
years, I see a broader responsibility for those engaged in vocational education. Insofar as a vocational
education prpgram's sucAs is measured by how well it places its graduates, we need to examine the
merits of educating both t e students and potential employers.

Training students to ter non-traditional occupations may be putting the cart before the horse
if employers are not willing to accept them in these jobs.

With this thought in mind, several suggestions come to mind:

1. Vocational education program administrators can emphasize the merits, from a human
resources viewpoint, of placing graduates in non-traditional roleS when dealing with em-
ployers. This could be carried one step further into planning a marketing strategy directed
toward selling consumers (employers) on this idea. After all, if there" are few positions
open to non-traditionally trained people, very few students will consider and train for these
careers.

2. A vocational education program should include career counseling that is specificall di-
rected toward preparing individuals Who are interested in pursuing non-traditional c reers
for the special problems they will encounter. Such counseling would be especially elpful
to them in dealing with job-related interpersonal conflicts and the resentment the will
face in this environment. Skill development-is particularly critical to people entering an-
traditional roles, but if skill training is not coupled with counseling to prepare them psy-
chologically for these roles, the total program will be ineffective.

3. Role models are especially critical in the career development process. In this respect, care
should be taken to have instructors and administrators that are competent role models
themselves, in both traditional and non-traditional functions. The community can also
act as a.resotirce for non-traditional role models. While it may not be feasible to include
these people as staff members, they are a good resource for speakers, group discussion
participants, and advisors.

4. Additionally, staff members working with students who, are learning non-traditional jobs
should be sensitized to the cultural, educational, and physical differences between men and
women. These factors influence both the student's attitude and rate of learning.

*Janus Weiser is Supervisor of Business Relations for State Regulatory Matters, American Tele-
graphgraph and Telephone (New York, New York).
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Finally, the most important thing a vocational education program can offer persons pre-
paring for a non-traditional occupation is support for the individuals' aspirations. They
have chosen a difficult and often discouraging road, and will need all the encouragement
such a program has to offer.

a

The increasing success of any program attempting to assure sexual equality will depend on the
success of its graduates. As more technical graduates are accepted into non-traditional occupations
and are able to succeed, the avenues will open and provide more alternatives for all people.
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PRACTICES TO ASSURE SEXUAL

EQUALITY IN VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL PROGRAMS

by Robert W. Hershberger*

I troduction/Overview

I have been asked to address the topic "Practices to Assure Sexual Equality in Vocational-
Tec ical Programs" from a personal perspective. I considei myself to be a product of professional
rath r than vocational or technical education, but I believe many of the feelings, considerations, and
con rns which I experienced would be similar to those of vocational or technical stUdents.entering
a p edominantly opposite sex field. Some of you may have associate degrees and/or practical nursing
programs in your institutions. Others in the audience may not be familiar with basic nursing educa-
tion programs. Although my address focuses on my nursing experience, I will identify areas of con-
cerns and consideration which could apply to other predominantly male or predominantlylemale
intensive fields.

I believe it is very important for the potential student as well as the faculty to know the degree
of sex predominance in a given field. From a statistical overview, the potential student can identify
realities and ramifications of practicing in that field. Faculty can use the statistics to be aware of
trends, to compare their own program enrollment by sex, and perhaps-to set goals for enrollment by
sex. I have compiled the following national statistics about men in nursing which certainly validates
my minority status as a male nurse. The statistics also help me to more specifically characterize the
minority status.

Men in' Professional Nursing in the U.S.A.

Employed R.N.'s % MEN 0.9% in 1962 1.4% in 1972

Employment Status of MEN 1972
Institutions 80% in Hospitals

20% in Education, Industrial, Public Health, Nursing Homes, etc.
Positions 31.5% General Duty. (56% for women)

68.5% Administrative, Supervisory (44% for women)
Instructors, Consultants

*Robert Hershberger is Assistant AdministratorNursing Services, Bethesda Hospital 40
(Zanesville, Ohio).
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3. Men in Schools of Nursing
Enrollment ' 1971-72 1974-75

Diploma 3.8% 4.9%
Assoc. Degree 6.8% 7.4%
B.S.N. 4.0% 5.5%
All 4.8% 6.0%"

Graduations
Diploma 2.9% 6.1%
Assoc. Degree 5.3% 8.7%
B.S.N. 2.8% 6.1%
All . 3.8% 7.3%

What do these statistics tell you? The number of men in nursing is increasing very slowly.
majority ork in hospitals, as is true for women. A higher percentage of the men are employed
administra ors, instructqrs, etc. This may be attributed to the fact that higher Tercentages of men
than wom n in° nursing obtain Bacaalaureate and higher degrees. It may also be influenced4by

The
as

male
dominance/superiority attitudes within our society. School enrollments and graduations of men
are increasing slowly but more so in baccalaureate programs.

School Selection and Anplicationtrocesses

I graduated from high school and entered a hospital based, diploma school of nursing in 1961.
Even in those relatively unenlightened days, I received encouragement and support for my interest
in nursing from my family and high school faculty. Specifically, I was not discouraged by my family
or high school counselors' from pursuing a career in. ursing as were some male nurses I have known.
However, I was not counseled to even consider a baccalaureate program in nursing.

The process of applying to schools of nursing was another matter. Some schools were still
struggling with thettdmisiion of racial minority students and apparently were not ready to deal
with a sexual minority too. Other schools claimed to admit men, but when I arrived for a personal
interview, I was greeted with varying degrees of suspicion and, in one instance, outright hostility.
All my interviews were with female faculty members. None of the schools to which I applied had
Men on the faculty. The school I chose to enter seemed to be prepared ancialmost eagerlor male
student enrollment. All female students lived in the school nursing dormitory but the school had
a definite plan fdr assisting men with housing in the area. The school had had previous male students
and graduates and was considering three men for admission when I applied. The faculty member
with whom I interviewed openly discussed both the disadvantages and the advantages of having
minority status as a man in the program and the profession.

Educational Program and Experiences

Some aspects of my three year educational program and experiences are significant in respect
to sexual equality.

Although there was a core type of acceptance of male students'among the faculty, there were
naturally, some individual variations. This was most apparent in the clinical, assignment of patients
or clients made by faculty members. Some did, not assign male students to female patients. Others
would, considering the extent of care needed by the female patient. The pattern of assignment
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which evolved considered the maturity and confidence of the individual male student, and the re-,
ceptivity of the female patient.

Attitudes of the practitioners 91 hospital staff in the clinical areas were also very important.
Again, the attitude was generally one of acceptance of male student. This I'm certain also had a

sitive influence on patient/client acceptance. Also, I assume the faculty had "paved the way" in
preparing the practitioners in the clinical areas for male student ' I would expect faculty to intervene
directly or through administrative channels in the agency. dr institution if minority students were
confronted with rejection or harrassment. Neither I nor my three male classmates ever experienced
this.

I did experience discrimination particularly from practitioners in clinical service areas. How-
ever, it was positive rather than negative discrimination. Male students weryoften treated as a
novelty by the staff. Hospital staff frequently knew -us by name before we arrived in a clinical area.
Staff seemed to experience particular pleasure at having a male student assigned to their unit for
`clinical .experience and seemed to be proud that the hospital's school had men in the program. Fe-
male students were aware of this positive discrimination, discussed it with us and accepted it some-
what as% matter of course. I suspect that female students acceptance of that ituation would not
occur as readily if at all today and might require some particular attention by oth faculty and
practitioneys.

Although not true for women, there was an almost total lack of Ina e role models for the male
students. There were no male nurses on the faculty or in nursing service of the hospital. One male
nurse consultant was obtained to instruct us on procedures related to urinary catheterization. It
would have been helpful to have had more frequent and extensive exposure to competent male
nurses.

Some social events and special experiences were planned for the students by the school which
were somewhat awkward for the male students. For example, command appearances at a tea and

reception held at the Women's Club did little to generate enthusiasm in me or my male colleagues.

Summary

,

In summary, I've tried to identify areas and aspects,Lf my basic professional education in which.
sex bias was evident. I hope this will assist you in revievAng your own programs and at least identi-
fying if not correcting areas of sex biases.
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PRACTICES TO ASSURE RACIAL EQUALITY IN THE EMPLOYMENT

OF GRADUATES OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

by Sidney Daniels'

The employment of blacks and other minorities is a largely unmet challenge in this country. T
unemployment rate among blacks as a Poup exceeds considerably that of whites. Among young
blacks it is of crisis proportion. Racial prejudice and hiring discrhnination are the basic causes of
the problem. Lack of available jobs and an unhealthy economy aggravate this situation. Inadeqaate
education and training are fundamental causes which compound the gravity of this deplorable con-
dition. Sufficient training which is job related is needed for minorities. Vocational education en-
deavors to fill aspects of this void. When minorities receive training in skills, it'is still not enough.
There,remains the urgent necessity for adequate job placement. Vocational education with success-
ful job placement is a significant part of the overall solution, a fact that points out the paramount
importance' of the subject under discussion in this paper.

The Baltimore City Public Schools provide a ohe year continuing job placement service to
graduates. This service is ally for job development and student placement. The
placement service is an exten perative Vocational Education PrOgram that provides
work-study and work experience o students immediately qualified to bridge the school to
work concept. OperatingAnce 1929, the service has enjoyed varying degrees of success, in the ful-
1illment of a meaningful tnsition from, school to work.

During the 1978-(1977 school ybar, service in Cooperative Education .was provided to twenty-
seven schools. Within this number distribution is as follows:.

Business Education 14' schools

Distributive Education 10 schools

Trade and Industry 9 schools

lIncludes four cosmetology programs)

The attachments will Provide data by,vocational program, i.e., Business Education, Trade and
Industry and General. Work Experience in Vocational and Comprehensive Schools. Schools No.
410 and 454 are Vocational Technical High Schools. Schools Nos. 453 and 298 are Vocational. 't
High Schools.

*Sidney Daniels is Chief Equal Employment Opportunity 011icer, Bureau of Construction,
Interstate. Division for Baltimore City (Maryland).
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It is apparent that employment has a correlation with race. Thy placement of mi ority work-

ers always poses a special problem. The efforts-of educators in minority job placement t be aug-
mented by the action of others. Caucasiani always have persons in pogitions of power an vestige
in the political and economic world who have a Predilection, to hire from this ethnic group entity.
Government regulations that require Affirmative-Action m the hiring and upgrading of min rities
assist in combating racial discrimination in employment. These lav4provide an incentive f r the
employment of blacks and other minorities. There is, however,,no full commitment or w to
eradicate racism covert in the obtaining of employment: Becauie of these salient factors, I have
'initiated some special,progAms on a small scale to help young blacks secure employment. The
problem is so pervasive that it requires the work of many to allevia0 )nr solve the problem (see
attachment "Wanted"). This program was done in conjunction with_Dr. Benjamin Whitten and is
staff' of the Vocational Education area of the Baltimore City Public Schools. It was a successful
program. A few of the students who came into construction work dining the program are still ork-'
ing in the construction field;

Insurance Workshop

Purpose: To acquaint black males with property and casualty insurance

Criteria: 'N Senior (12th grade) students
(Black Males)
2I/2 3 hours a day

Materials were paid, for by t e participating companies and students were given a small stipen
help cover travel expenses). 1

Cooperative arrangementsBaltimore City Public Schools, Department of Licensing d Regulation
Insurance Division, three large insurance companies and Reverend Sidney Daniels

Goals: At the end of a six-week workshop,, graduation exercises re held. Stu-
dents are placed in full-time employment with property and casualty
insurance agents.

This was a successful Training Program. It not only r stilted Job ing and Placement,,
it resulted in the establishment.of a Training Program which is part of the curriculum of Community
College of Baltimore. The cost (fee) for taking this course is reasonable. Also, it was brought about
by the cooperative efforts of the Insurance Industry, The State Insurance Commission Officers,
Members of the Insurance Industry, and myself. As a courtesy; I received a notice whenever a new
class begins in this course which is entitled "Insurance Opportunity Unlimited, I.O.U." "-

-N.

The history of the origin of this course dates back to several years ago when I chaired o
mittee of the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliances in which I visited several large insurance,
firms and he State Insurance Commission Office in protest of the unsatisfactory employment
record for minorities, especially in the. Property and Casualty Insurance Field. We now attempt to
describe t e responsibilities of the equal Employment Officer for the Interstate Division for Balti-
more City. The duties of the Equal Employment Officer are define by authority of Federal Laws
11246,11375, 11478, PR-. 1273, Title VI, Title VII, and FHWA A of 1973. Federal Highway
Administration Order Interim 7-21 (1), Transmittal 49, March 1 ,1969, special provisions, sets,
forth specific Jqual Employment Opportunity responsibilities. All road or bridge construction
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Young
menAnd yoUnewomen,

18 yearsorage,

or older, interested
inhighway

and bridge
construe-

. tion . . . Jobslots will be available
thisSpring

with

the following
companiesf

Eii
Construction

Cpmpany.

P. Flanagan
and Sons

72

InterState
Bridge

Company
ofMaryland

C. J. Langenfelder
andSons

Entry into thehighway
and,bridge

construction

industry
will be at the intern level with advancement

based
on the individual's

motivation;
theability

to

adapt to the joband working
conditions;

the ability

to-work
as partOf a group

and follow
directions;

and

theability
to acquire

theskills needed
tofunction

on

the job.
Someof the jobsayailable

after a satisfactory

internship
are;
Highway

or Bridge
Carpenter

Cement
Finisher

honworker,

To be considered
for theprogram,

the applicant

must
be at least 18 years

of age and possess
good

physical
health...

The starting
wage willbe from $3.00$3.50

per hour:

i
If you are interested

in learning
more about this

opportunity,
please

complete
the coupon

below
and

return byApril 10, 1974 to:

Dudley
F. Henry

Vbcational
Education

Area

23rd and Calvert
Streets

Baltimore,
Maryland

21218

4674000
Extension

464

OR

Rev. Mr. Sidney
Daniels

1

Maryland
State Department

ofTransportation

Interstate
Division

for Baltimore
CityfName

1001 cathedral
Street

Home Address

--,

B "more,
Maryland

21201"

/

3 194

/

1

.

i School

i Telephone

/I would
like to learn moreabout

the opportunities
/

/ in the Highway
and Bridge

Construction
Industry.
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which is designated federal-aid comes under the prov*ions of these regulations. In a capsule state-
ment, the provisions require the implementaticm of these policies: "It is the poliCST of this company
(the contractor) to assure that applicants are employed, and that employees are treated during em-
ployment without rtgard to their race, religiim, sex, color, or national origin. Such action shall in-
clude: employment, up- grading, demotionOgransfer,recruitment, advertising, fayoff, or termina- ,

tion, rates of pay or forms of compensation, and selection-for training, including apprenticeship,
r or pre-apprenticeship, and/or on-the-job-training." The contractor is required to make best efforts

to recruit minority workers. Best efforts cannot be absolutely defined. It must be kept in mind that
road construction as career work is relatively new to minorities, especially Mack minorities. This is

pot to say that blacks have never done road constructionwork. The. work in the past has largely
°been done on a transient and temporary basis, Tlieir work experience has been almost exclusively '-

as laborers. Consequently, the law requires contractors to recruit, hire, upgrade, and train.

The volunteer aspect of this requirement did not produce sufficient results°. As.a tnenns to
remedy the dearth of skilled workers, thegederal HighwayAdministration proftiulgated FHWA
Order InteriM 7-2 (2), Training,ProgramsFederal-Aid Highway Construction.Contracts. "By means
of a Training Special Provision to be included in selected Federal-Aid Highway construction contracts,
each state will require Federal-Aid contractors to provide adequate 'training to unskilled workers de-
signed to advance such workers to Journeymen status in the Highway Construction Industry."' Be-
cause the law has only been in effect since 1970, a full evaluation is not possible. It isiertainly a
step in the right direction.

,.There are some problems in'making the training and identification of minorities. First is the
location and identification of Minorities., Secondly, there is the problem of.retention. Unless.a
worker remains on the. job, he cannot' complete the training. Certainly, there is bound to be a turn-
over of trainees. Excessive turnover causes the contractor to feel that the program is a failure. It
must be noted that there is a high turnover of construction workers due to the nature of the work

. and the kinds of individuals who have traditionally been attracted to road construction: Many ha
viewed the Ark as transient and not as a career. For example, group members did.not ake
careers in Highway Construction because most of them were functioning at the_laborer's level. er
negative effects of past discrimination cannot be easily or quickly overcome. The law requires the
contractors to utilize community resources and to fully disseminate information in the minority
communities through the news media, personal.contacts, and organizations in the minority commu-
nities. Some favorable results have come from these methods. Efforts of this kind need to,be ex-
panded.

Opportunities for skilled training in, road construction still are not widely enough known among
minorities. Before the contractor bids on a Federal-Aid contract, he is informed of e required num-
ber of trainees. In the pre=construction conference, the E.E.O. Officer instrtichim at before he
can be given the Notice to Proceed, the Training Program must be approved by the to and Federal

4-lighway Administrations.

At the pre-construction conference, the. E.E.0: Officer bilefly dikusses,gqual Employment
Opportunities. This includes Executive Order No. 11246,and Interim Orders 7-2 (1), 7-2 (2) and
any other relevant federal regulations. He also presents the contractors with copies of notices and
posters.to be placed in areas'readily accessible to all employees. He further advises the contractors
of his availability to assist them at anytime in complying with Equal Employment Opportunity re-

alled, "On-the-Job Train-
tractor Division, American
Q024., Each skilled craft

'The usual program= requires

quirements. The model training program is written in the blue bookie
ing Program for the Highway Construction Industry," revised 1970,
Road: Builders Association, 525 School Street, S.W., Washington, D.0
requires a specified nunikeriof hours for non-union journeyman statu
520 to 1040 hours.
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APPENDIX B

U,S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION Reports Control Symbol
Federal Highway Administration - HO-30-17

Federal-Aid Highway Construction Quarterly Training Report
INSTRUCTIONS: This report is to be completed quarterly by the State HighwayDebtftment summarizing theFCA-1409 Training Data. Four copies of the report are to be submitted to the FHWA Division Office by the3 of the month following each quarter (April 30, July 30, October 30, and January 30.)
1. State 2. Quarter Ending 3. Number of projects underway during quarter and

containing Training Special Provisions-
Maryland December 31, 1973 52

LEGEND: N-Negro OR-Oriental I-American Indian S- -Spanish American 0-Other TI-TotalLine
No.

Training
Classification

Number Receiving
Training During

Quarter

Number Starting
Training During

Quarter

Number Completing
Training During

Quarter

Total Hours of
Training During

Quarter'A B C D E,
TI N OR I S O TI N OR I S 0 TI N OR I S 0 Total

4.
Equipment,
Operators 24 20

,..
4 13 11 2 2 3036.00

5. Mechanics 0 0 . 0 0.00
6. Truck Drivers 8 6 2 1 1 1 1

.
1645.75

7. Iron Workers 4 2 2 1 1 1 1 240.00
8. Carpen ers 21 9 12 6 3 3 3 2 1 3308.00
9. Cement Masons 5 2 1 1 1 1 1302.00

10. Electricians 5 5 0 2 2 1809.00

11.
Pipefitters
Plumbers 0 0 0 0.00

12. Painters 0 0 0 0.00

13. Other Skills 25 15. 2 8 8 7 1 5 2 3 4414.00

14. Totals, 94 62 2 30 30 22 8 15 9 6 15,754.75
15. Comments

*Other Skills Include: Form Sellers 2 Negroes and 1.0ther: Grade Checkers 2 Negroes and 2 Others:Guard Rail Erectors -1 Negro and 1 Spanish-American: Instrumentman -1 Spanish-American: Landscape
Workers 7 Negroes and 1 Other: Oiler -1 Negro: Plpelayers -1 Negro and 2 Others: Rodmen 2 Others:Sign Erector -1 Negro:

16. Number of New Hires Receiving
Training

48

17. Number in Apprenticeship
Training

41
16A. Number of Up-grades Receiving

Training
46

17A. Number in Other On-Job
Training

53
19. Report Prepared by (Signature and Title of State Highway Official)

James A. Hesteri-Chief, Equal Opportunity Unit - Construction

18. Number of terminations prior
to completion of training

20
XXXXXX.XXXXXXXXXXXX.XXXXXIOOCXX3
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIOCXXXXXIO
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.XXXXXXXXXXX)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX3CXXXXXX30EXV
XXXXXXXX3CXXXXXXXXXXXXX.XXXXXX,?

20. Date

January 30, 1974
Form FHWA-1410 (4-71)
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BALTIMORE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

(Job Opportunities Service)

STATISTICAL REPORT

July 1976June 1977

Proglams Girls Boys Total Hourly Rate . Hours Worked Wages Earned

Business Education

Comprehensive and Vocationalachnical Schools

Region I
School 70 q21 8 29

School 40

404

14 w 0 14

3 0 3

School 405 35 0 35

cr)

c.n School 402 38

410

School 401

407

School 406

School 411

450

37

7 1

12, 1

41 2

38

28

12

34

School 400 8 3 11

412 18 0 i'18

Summation 285 25 310

Region II

Region III

Region IV

Reion V

Region VI

Region VII)

Region VIII

14,886 39,0180

6,340 17,462.00

2,565 5,899.50

18,109 46,834.00

23,862. 51,153.80 til

13,406 36,726.00
Z
ti
rl
0

8,331 21,105.50

25,227 68,317.31

1,600 3,932.00

3,205 7,870.00

7,640 20,974.52

11,984 25,435.00

7,824 18,247.40

7,536 16,605.00

157,92 $ 378,994.35



BALTIMORE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

(Job Qpportunities Service)
STATISTICAL REPORT
July 1976 =June 1977

Programs Girls Boys Total Hourly Rate Hours.Worked Wages Earned

Trade and Industry

Comprehensive and Vocationai-Technical Schools

44A%

Region I
School 70 0 1 1. 800 1,840.00

Region II
SchoOl 414 10 0 10 2,955 7,085.00

Region HI
School 405 30 30 7,484 . 18,146.00.

Region IV
School 40'2- 0 22 22 10,107 25,269.00

410 38 70 108 35,174 122,106.05

Region VII
'School 454 36 33 69 19,728 48,509.53

Region VIII
School 400 1,720 4,730.00

Summation 84 158 242 77,968 227,685.58



Programs Girls Boys

BALTIMORE CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

(Job Opportunities Service)
STATISTICAL REPORT
July 1976June 1977

Total Hourly Rate Hours Worked Wages Earned

Comprehensive and Vocational- Technical Schools'

General Work Experience
Region. II

School 40 63 24 87 6,349 39,403.80
404 16 0 16 2,309 3,838.13
414 16 15 31 12,669. s 33,168.00
453 .20 38 .58 10,749 25,595.10
298 1 14 15 3,024 6,858.20

Region DI
School 405 19 28 11,010 24,903.00

Region IV
School 402 38 30 68 21,275 46,192.31

410 2 7 9 o 4,930 13,343.00

Region V
School 401 8 16 24 13,630 31,988.26

407 28 0 28 13,303 34,948.80
408 0 18 18 5,959 14,811.70

Region VII
School 181 0 18 18 2,700 Volunteer

411 19 12 31 18,251 42,696.50
450 11 14 25 16,225 34,872.52

Region VIII
School 400 2 2 2 896 2,060.80

412 4 15 19 20,260 . 24,270.00

Summation 236 228 464 150,505 $ 337,21.8-1



PRACTICES TO ASSURE RACIAL EQUALITY IN

EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES OF VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS

by Isaiah C. Fletcher*

Several years ago, in serving as a staff member at the Baltimore Urban Teague, and having job
placement as one of my responsibilities, I was able to leart some of the problems related to efforts
to include more blacksOn various crafts and craft-related fields. I knew that Carver Vocational
Technical High School was producing young men who could compete with white students at Mer-
genthaler, a 99-44/100 percent white populated vocational-technical school. Despite this reality,
graduates of the black school did not and were not receiving equal consideration in the labor market.
Presently, I am employed by the largest private facility in the Baltimore Metropolitan Area. I haie
had the. responsibility of recruiting (beating the bushes) for minorities to compete for our craft and
craft-related job vacancies. Here I'm referring to apprenticeship jobsellectrical, mechanical, machin-
ists, electronic, pipefitter, etc.and related craft positionselectrical hdlper, mechanical helper, craft
handyman, etc. Our recruitment efforts have had us devising programs for testing in the schools, on
Saturdays for the convenience of students, and paying the expenses of the school custodial force re-
sponsible for supervising the building. In conjunction with this effort, we have opened our testing
section on Saturdays for the convenience of students who could not visit the plant during the week.
The results were depressing. Students with vocational-technical backgrounds performed worse than
those withacademic backgrounds; blick students, geierally, performed worse than white students.
I recognize the endless arguments and debates we codid carry on about the validity and reliability of
certain tests. I know the argument about cultural bias in testing. Despite this knowledge, the fact
is that tests are with us and will be with us for as long as any of us here are around. The reality is
we have to deal with them.

The truth of the matter is that with my experiences in the affirrhative action field and my as-
sociation with educators and vocational-technical specialists, I do not know of any way to assure
racial equality in employment of anyone in any program. You may develop all the objectiveso
called measures' you choose: you may have an increase in the number of minorities who pass those
measures, but you will still have to deal with subjective measures which no one of you here is willing
to discard, such as, attitude toward people and work, appearancelong hair, short dress, shirt open,
smoking cigarette during interview,,proper use of language, and on and on. Such factorsgood or
bad will be judged by the interviewer's scale, and that scale cannot be objectified. Do I mean to
state or imply that we cannot minimize the role of subjective factors? No, I do not mean to state

-nor imply this, for I believe that employers need graduates of vocational programs. Blue collar jobs
are where the opportunities are, but the supply of minorities pursuing these fields appears to be di-
minishing. At my place of employment, I meet so many young people who do not wish to get their
hands dirty and don't want to perform "hard" work. What is the solution to sucWattitudinal prop-
lems? I do not know and as an employer I should not have this as one of my concerns. With the
supply of jobs being less than the demand for jobs, this places the employer in a position of power.

*Isaiah Fletcher is Assistant Superintendent of PersOnnel Services, Bethlehem Steel Corporation
(Sparrows Point, Maryland).
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He can afford to look at the cream and ignore any signs of cream`with traces of milk. He's paying
high wages and benefits; therefore, he has the right to seek and demand the best. The truth of the
matter, as I see it, is thatemployers need your graduates;-governmental regulations and court decrees
have greatly de-emphasized race as a consideration in employment. Pressure is on the employer; fail-
ure to meet racial goals and timetableswithout airtight justificationcan lead to tremendous costs
in legal fees, punitive damages, loss of contracts, etc. The employer's problem is the supply, a'shpply
that will insure and assure for the employer a quality employee and, therefore, presumably, a quality
service and/or product. You are the experts in the education and training of future applicants for
the jobs for which you are preparing thousands of young people. You hold the other key to the as-
surance of minorities being employedthe Production of a quality product. Quite frankly, I do not -

believe vocational-technical educators have done as well by their chargeS as they could have. In9
Baltimore, the standards for admission to a vocational- technical school are high. I feel, however,

(that the overall Curriculkhave reinforced the belief that students who study vocational education
tare not as smart as those who attend comprehensive schools and pursue academic curricula. What
has been missing in the vocational-technical educatighal process is a marriage between business, in-
dustry and the vocational-technical system. Considering all that I have said thus far, everything
comes to this bottom line: Directors, policy makers, and implementers of vocational-technical edu-
cation must get into industry and business. By this I mean they must go on loan, work for, take field
trips to facilities which are future employers of their graduates. Arrangements should be made during
the summer for instructors and teachers to work in locations where vocational-technical graduates are
to be referred or are likely to apply. for employment. Along with the practical experience; such per-
sons should be oriented to selection procedures and requirements of the various facilities where they
work. Subsequent to these experiences, a workshop consisting of educational and employer represen-
tation should discuss and clarify the needs of the program. Ideas discussed should be formulated in
writing and submitted through channels for approval and implementation. The developing offspring
should be placed in businesses and' industries as summer and commitments to hireif
business conditions permitafter graduation should be secuked. This might sound like an esoteric
idea. It can be done; it has been done but not nearly enough. You pioduce the quality product
based on the industry and business inputs, afford practical OJT experiences with the cooperation
of employets, and I believe that to be the greatest assurance for non-racial selection of vocational
program graduates.



PRACTICES TO ASSURE RACIAL EQUALITY IN

EMPLOYMENT OF GRADUATES OF VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS

by Jerome Monaghan

,Considering the events of the past severafdecades, I view educational administratorsas the
veteran cadre of the revolutionary period of change through which our large cities have been passing.
In my analogy I suppose the Vocational Education administrators are the Engineers and the Seabees
of that cadre. You are probably closer to the actionwith less recognitionthan others; and, I sus-
pect, your discipline makes your work more basic, more essential, more enduring than most.

Among the dates of "the revolution" I would include several in the 1940's when a wartime
President, Franklin Roosevelt, by Executive Order, required affirmative action of "Defense Con-
tractors" to begin to include those who were previously excluded from the manufacture pf guns,
ships, tanks, and planes being paid for the the U.S. government.

Nineteen fifty-four with the Supreme Court's Brown vs. Board of Education looms large as
does 1965 when, after an historic debate, the Congress passed the Civil Rights Act. The convulsions
in our cities require that 1968 be listed. 1972 saw the '65 law greatly strengthened. The Supreme
Court maywith the Baake caseadd '78 to history's list.

Those of us of mature years have seen the movement from exclusion through separate-but-equal,
to tokenism, and now of "reverse discrimination." A topic which begins "Practices to Assure Racial
Equality in Employment ..." has got to be one of the most challenging on any program.

The first practice that I would recommend to you is the study of the laws and regulations that
determine what practices employers in your area can or must support and which oneshowever ap-
Pealing they may appearthey cannot support. Ask representatives of three or four private employ-
ers to prepare a half-day seminar for you'and your staff. (I suggest you save the public employers
for a separate occasion since their regulations and practicei are significantly different.) You will find
that private employers of any significant size.are,trying to comply with a large number of very spe-
cific and sometimes conflicting governmental requirement% You will learn what methods they are
using to try to meet goals to include representatives of any race/sex group that is "underutilized"
in a particular job or kind of work while at the same time not selecting a lesser qualified individual
over a clearly better qualified one.

Such a seminar should include information on "utilization analyses," the latest Selection Pro-'
cedure Guidelines, and the requirements for affirmative action from the Office of Federal ontract
Compliance.

(
*Jerome Monaghan is Director of Equal Opportunity Services, Baltimore (Maryland) Gas and

Electric Company.
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I believe your staff will be disabused of some common and devoutly held stereotypes. about the
'employment proce I think they may find that an approach or program they would very much like
to see implemented is abolUtely illegal. But, once there is an understanding of what an employer
can and cannot do, I believe you and your staff will begin to develop and exploit, the opportunities
thatnare there. That is the second practice I reskmmend.

7

Appro your Chamber of Commerce, Merit Employment Council, or similar employer group.
Display y r appreciation of the technicalities of Equal'Opportunity. and Affirmative Action Laws
and regal tions. Suggest, strongly euggest;rit it you would like the endorsement of Chief Executive

anOfficers or a continuing working arrge t with their top Employment Officers for the specific
purpose of helping to meet affirmative action goals. Let's call this your Plan for Affirmative Action
Response.

Thirdly, assign a member of your central administrative staff to work with the Employment
Officers supplied to you on your Affirmative Action'Plan Response. There will be a temptation
to turn this assignment over to "regular" personnel, placement people or the staff of indivilkal
schools. Don't it. Your first chore is going to be to examine the qualifications of the jobs em-
ployers will ask yorir help in filling. *Your designee must be capable of encouraging employers to
shape jobs and qualifications to levels you can supply. ikour designee must also be able to initiate
change in the curriculum, subject content, or standardsityour schools if that proves necessary or
desirable.

Is

A fourth practice is that you should be prepared to keep records of your contacts with each
company. Your successes or your failures depend upon meeting referral needs in terms of your
broader subject headings.

You should follow up. Use the Chamber of Commerce luncheons and publications to praise
those employers who have worked with-pow Get the Chamber to praise those employers who have
worked with you. Get the Chamber to point out those that have not. This is the fifth practice I
recommend.

A sixth practice is to work with employers on particular, not just general problems. You *I1
frequently find ways to help one another. Work-study programs, after-school or summer jobs that
otherwise would_have been uneconomical become desirable when they,address a specific need.

I believe that the progress toward racial. equality in the work place has been phenorriena It
has a long way to go but it has succeeded much more than in education, housing, politics, or social
life in America. If you adopt the six practices I have recommended to you, 1 believe you may come,
to agree with me. If so, then the seventh practice shwed be spread words of hope and to encourage
others in this most rewarding effort:
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TECHNIQUit FOR ORIENTING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PERSONNEL

TO THE NEEDS OF MINORITY AND FEMALE 'CLIENTS

by Martie Martin*

Thre steps will be presented in this paper for orienting vocational education personnel to the
needs of nority and female clients. The steps are not revolutionary or original, but represent the
approach the author has found to be effective in presenting inservice education, especially with staffsthat because of a mandate (from one source or another) have been required to incorporate new clients
or new content, or some other change into their programs.

This paper is 'led on two assumptions.. The first is that an advi ry Committee or planning
group of some type has been utilized. The membership in this group sho ld combine the instigators
(administrators or whoever started this activity), the recipients or participants (in this case the
vocational education personnel), and the new clients (here being minorities and females). This com-
mittee is vital, of course, in the planning, but also in helping to win the support of the participants
(for a positive attitude) toward the planned activities.

The second assumption is that the needs of minority and female clients have been already iden-
tified. Once you have identified the needs of the particular minority or female clients that your dis-
trict or school serves, then hopefullysome of the techniques presented will help you to facilitate yourgoals and objectives.

The first step is to provide an opporttnigy for vocational personnel to examine their own values
and feelings regarding the minority or fernairclients- We are not talking about sensitivity training,
but rather a chance to look honestly at some of the stereotypes we have developed. We need-to
have a chance to look at our own feelings rather than just having something jammed down our throats.
Some of the value clarification techniques developed for teachers to use with students can be adapted
for use with vocational education personnel. Values and Teaching (Raths, Harmin, & Simon) and
Values Clarifications (Simon, Howe, & Kirschenbaurn) are two books ay illtble in this field. Chang-
ing Times Education Service has developed an inservice education module, "Value Clarification."
The CTES module deals with consumer education content, but the techniques could be adapted .for
use with vocational education personnel as they look at their valuei regarding the new clients.

Value clarification uses many techniques (rank oxdering, forced choice, interviews, brainstorm-
ing, open-ended sentences, reaction statements, case studies, value grids, to name ti ut a few) which
the participants can use in their own situations with the new clients and other students. As the par-
ticipants look at their own values concerning.the new clients, they also are exposed to techniques
they can incorporate into their own teaching. This gives a double "value" to step one.

*Martie Martin is Cooidinator of Consumer Education, Mesa (Arizona) Comniunity College.
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The importan't thing to emphasize in this step is that none of the tee ques,shpuld.be em-
barrassing or be unpleasant in any way. This is a time to look and see hoW you feel about (in this
situation) minority and female clients. It can be interesting to look at your own values and why
you feel the way you do about a particular topic. Hopefully this step WilWso be'fun!

4

The second step is to present facts and information about the needs of minority or female
clients, Baseline data are available from the U.S. Census, plus your district has probably done com-
munity studies of one kind or another: There are national studies as well as community agencies or
action groups that maihave a wealth of -information they would like to share. Maybe on-site visita-
tions or discussion groups with the, new clients might be some of,the ways to gather information. It
is iniportant that the information be up-to-date. An historical overview might be useful in under-
standing current needs of the new clients. .

_ The information nds to be presented by participation activities. It could be a tour of the
community with visitation with the potential clients in their current situation (like unemployed)
or with females and minority clients already-on the job discussing needs they had or have seen, or
a scavenger hunt to find facts--whatever is necessary to get the participalcinvolved, do it! In a
large school district, the vocational education personnel may not even know about special Programs,
pilot studies, career testing, etc. already in operation. This is valuable information to enable the vo-

'.cational personnel to bep and assist the new clients. So get the participants iri small groups, have
a schedule, rotating them from.one program to the next where theyican see in action, test, and ques-
tion what is available in yourlistrict! Hcrw many of your shop teachers have been in the Business
Department or Home Economy Department, and. Vice versa?

This second step of pre nting facts and information about the new clients can be done in a
regular classroom if it isn't pssble. to transport or mve the participants around. Whatever the
method of presenting the facts and information, actively involving the participants is essential!

The third step is to commit time, money, and energy to implement the changes and/or addi-
tions necessary to provide vocational education programs that help meet the needs of the minority'
or female clients. The vocational education personnel, after having been through the first two steps,
need to be given time and resources now to do something about the needs of these new clients! This
is the area in which we too often fail to provide the support,needed in order for any real action to
take place. We keep dumping new mandates, requirements, and responsibilities on our personnel
without giving our personnel the time ail'resources needed to implement them.

Time, of course, means money eith'er' in released time or in extra pay by extending the work
period into summer or other vacations. How much time are we talking about? This, of course, will
depend on what you plan to implement. ,Are you talking curriculum d6elopment or adaptation, or
facility planning and organization, or establishing a recruiting program, or a placement system?
After you have identified the needs of the new clients, weighted these against your existing voca-
,.
tonal programs, and informed sour vocaynal education personnel of these needs, you, together,
can set priorities to be implemented. Money 'is again the reason we have to set priorities There
is no way we can afford to do errything..1.

Okay, so we give your peisonnel tirne'4to accomplish or implement certain priorities, what re.'
sources are needed? Again this will depenigon the priorities. Most resources will cost moriey, but .

some may be the availability of clerical help, occasionally which is usually not to accessible to teach-
ers. Resources may vary from equipment and supplies to-resource people. But the resources will
usually cost, which means step three takes commitment.

I.
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To recap, step one is to take time out for your vocational education personnel to look at their
own values concerning the minority or female clients. This should be accomplished in a non-threatening
atmosphere allowing the participants to be honest with themselves. The second step is to provide infor-
mation and facts regarding the needs of the new clients. An important factor of this step is that the
participants must be actively involved. The third step is to allocate time and resources to implement
the changes and/or additions required to help meet the needs of minority or female clients.

If there is a real commitment to help meet the needs of the minority and female clients, then
we as vocational educators have to be willing to (honestly) make it a priority item and give staff
members a chance to provide vocational education programs that speak to these needs. Otherwise,
we createfalse hopes for both the vocational education personnel and the new clients! But with a
commitment that includes action, vocational education can provide programs that will help meet
the needs of minorities and female clients.



ORIENTING VOCATIONAL EDUCA ON PERSONNEL

ANE7TO THE NEEDS OF MINORITY FEMALE.CLIENTS

by Bernardo R. Sandoval*

Kenneth A. Bruffee.wrOte:

Our resistance seemed to originate . . . in a threat we felt to our perception of
ourselves ....
We were teaching students who could not, or would not, write sentences in a
way that made sense to us. They did not seem to think as we thought. They
did not value what we valued.1

.Professor Bruffee was writing about his experience with the open admission program at City
University of New York but his words are just as applicable to the experience of the vocational edu-
cator with minorities and women.

We need only to look at the record to bring this statement fully home. The United States Com-
mission on CIVIL rights in its report The Challenge Ahead: Equal Opportunity in Referral Unions2
points out the following:

In 1970 minority males (black, Asian American, and Native American) made up 3.6 percent of
union carpenters, 5.7 percent of construction craftworks, 4.6 percent of workers in the printing in-
dustrir, and 10.1 percent of drivers and deliveryworkers.

Black, Asian American, and Native American women constituted 3.7 percent of all union mem-
bers. By contrast white women constituted 17.8 percent of all union members.

The highest paid of all the building trades unions in 1972 was the plumbers and pipefitters,
with a rage of $9.67 per hour. Minority men constituted only 4.4 percent of the membership of
this uni*in 1972.

. The Electrical Workers had the highest percentage of white and minority women ($9.07 per
hour) in 1972. However, the "highest" percentages were 1.4 percent for -white women and 0.9
percent for minority women.

In the "Mechanical" trades 58 percent of all the locals that reported on EEO -3 had no members
of Hispanie origin. Persons of Hispanic origin constituted less than 1 percent of the membership of
77 percent of all reporting locals in the mechanical trades. Among the laborers, roofers, bricklayers,
and plasterers 38 percent of all the locals had no members of Spanish origin and 1.6 percent of all
reporting locals had less than 1 peicent of their membership composed of Hispanics.

*Bernardo Sandoval is Assistant Director of Manpower Prbgram Development, Los Ange
(California) Unified School District.
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Black membership? Among the six mechanical trades unions, 58 percept had no black mem-
bers. Sixteen percent of reporting locals from the bricklayers, laborers, plasterers, and roofers had
no black members. Additionally, 28 percent of all mechanical trades locals reported a black mem-
bership of less than 1 percent; 8 percent of the locals from the bricklayers, laborers, plasterers, and
roofers had a black membership of less than 1 percent.

Minority men constituted 9.1 percent of the membership of 15 building trades internationals
in 1972, a proportion well below the minority proportion of the labor force.

The basic problem in the work force disparities pointed out, above are and can be traced to
ourselves; that is, our value system and male/fernale role orientation, so that if we are going to serve
the vocational educational needs of the contemporary student we must first recognize that we our-
selves have a problem. Second, we have to decide that we are going to, come to grips with this prob-
lem and remedy it as quickly as possible. Third, we need to identify methods and techniques for
dealing with the problem. Lastly, we need the support of local and state educational leaders and
administrators in implementing viable solutions.

The data shows us that the problem exists, so that the question then becomes "What are the
ethods and techniques ?" and "Who is going to inservice us in these problem-solving activities?"

answer is that you collbctively have identified successful strategies for attracting, encouraging,
an otivating minority and female students within the scope of your individual vocational special-
ties th work within the context of your specific teaching environment. What we need then is a
means for sharing these tried and proved methods and techniques so that they can be examined, dis-
cussed; and, where applicable, adopted by other vocational educators.

It is essential to encourage minorities and women to achieve in the various vocational special-
ties in order for our young people to have role models with which they can identify.

Benjamin Bloom in his latest publication, Human Characteristics and Learning,3 supports the
concept (with hard research data) that ALL students can learn;therefore, he feels, the responsibility
of the teacher is (1), to diagnose the students entry level for specific learning tasks and (2) to define,
very specifically, the learning tasks on which students need to focus. This means that,those areas
in which vocational educators haye traditionally been very strong (i.e., individual instrtietion.,,,com-
petency-based instruction, sequencing of learning from the easy to the difficult or from the knOWn-
to the unknown) need to be reinforced with (1) paraprofessionals who are vocationally competent
in the teacher's specialty, (2) adequate back-up with vocational counseling and, (3) a commitment
from each one of us to take it upon ourselves to examine and, as necessary, modify our individual
attitudes and biases when these conflict with our ability to properly serve the needs of the student,
especially when this student is of minority extraction or is a female.

Why do we need paraprofessionals to assist us in the classrooms? It has been the experience of
this writer that in schools with students of vafled backgrounds, abilitips, and learning styles, a para-
professional, who has vocational expertise, and,is properly oriented through preservice and inservice
education, can effectively multiply the vocational teacher's effectiveness when properly guided by
that teacher. In California, the state education code permits a paraprofessional. to perform instruc-
tionatt*s, Which in the teacher's judgment, may be performed by a person not licensed as a class-
room teacher. This allows the vocational teacher to delegate many of the routine tasks to his teach-
er's aide thereby allowing the teacher to devote more time to diagnosis and prescription for those
students (especially disadvantaged and female) who require it.
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Additionally, we have found that the use of vocational paraprofessionals creates a pool of
future vocational teachers who have achieved a high degree of teaching expertise by the time they
become certificated.

Vocational counseling is very-important because we know that at this point in time most adults
will change occupations.at least,three to four times during their working lifetimes, so that, vocational
counseling is Onportant not only in helping our students in choosing an occupational area but also
in helping them recognize that they will be changing occupations and should, therefore, try to make
their choice one that has potential for career prOgression.

In most instances, `our experience has shown us that the classroom teacher performs most of
the meaningful vocational counseling his students receive. This is due to the amount of contact
he has with,them and to the teacherstudent relationship that is developed between himself and
his students. It is therefore impor4ant for you to keep well informed in your vocational specialty,
and in the many occupational areas that are peripheral to your specialty yet provide good career
progression opportunities.

21.

Lastly, vocational educators as a group tend to be conservative and resistant to change. These
characteristics have already resulted in the creation of parallel vocational education systems4 which
are not a part of the traditional educational track and which are financed by other sources. °A prime
example of which are the various CEXA sponsored programs. These programs have made, it possible
for private proprietary schools, community based organizations, skill centers, and Job Corp facilities
to compete with traditional vocational facilities on an ever increasing basis.

In conclusion then, we know that WE must chante if we are to provide minorities and women
with an equitable share of the job opportunities requiring vocational training. If we.clo not improve
our delivery, our outreach, and our placement systems through inservice for our teaching, staff, more
adequate levels of funding, and strong administrative support at all levels, other delivery systems will
do it for us.

x
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STRATEGIES FOR COORDINATING SECONDARY AND POSTSECONDARY
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN URBAN AREAS

by William I. Lundell*

Many of the strategies fOr coordinating secondary and postsecondary vocational-technical
education which we have used in our district and the ones which I will discuss are centered around

curriculum. We have selected this as a basis for our strategies because we believe that, through cur-
riculum, a considerable amount of coordination between secondary and postsecondary vocational
technical education can be most readily Otained.

When curriculum is properly developed and administered, it creates an atmosphere conducive
to cooperation between secondary and postsecondary instructors. It also enables vocational educa-
tion to maintain enrollments, obtain support from business and industry, and gain acceptance from
the public. Becaute curriculum is the tool most capable of helping us'achieve these things, we are of
the opinion that it is the most powerful tool vocational education has.

The tragedy in many of our large cities is that some vocational administrators have failed to
recognize curriculum as a powerfullool to be used when coordination is needed. Historically, cur-
riculum in vocational education has been ineffectively developed, poorly managed, and often totally
neglected by administrators. If you disagree with this, and if you have not been involved in an exr
tensive curriculum development program in your district, visit at random at least six of your voca-
tional

,1/4

programs next week. I will guarantee that three,or more of these programs will have no
designated guidelineyno formal curriculum, and no consideration about the relationship of one
course offering to another. This is the condition in which we in Minneapolis found ourselves just
a few years ago, and we decided that if we didn't do something about changing the image of voca-
tional education in our city, we would soon be out of business or be taken over by some other or
organization. We decided to develop a competency-based curriculum with built-in accountability
and one which was coordinated between secondary an'd postsecondary vocational education.

We began by identifying all of the occupations for which we had the capacity to provide- train-
ing. The identification was based on teacher expertise, teacher interest, physical 'facilities, and the
availability of basic equipment necessary to provide the training. We then verified each of the occupa-
tional training pfograms by examining the job market to determine if the labor demands over the next
five years would be declining, stable, or increasing. We used the Occupational Outlook Handbook,
published by the United States Department of Labor; Employment Trends, published by the
Minnesota Department of Employment Services; and the Review of Labor and Economic Conditions,
also published by the Minnesota Department of Empl'oyment Services. If labor projections indicated
that the demands for workers in a given occupation was stable or increasing, we decided to initiate
our curriculum process for that occupational program. This process contains four stages and serves
as a basis for coordination between secondary and postsecondary vocational education.

*William Lundell is Assistant Director-of Vocational Education, Minneapolis (Minnesota)
Public Schools.
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STAGE I: TASK ANALYSIS

Stage I deals with developing a task analysis. I am sure you are familiar with task analysis as
a systematic approach to identifying the tasks required in an occupation and that task analysis for
almost every occupation can be pure ase. at Ohio State. However, we decided to conduct our own
task analysis using our vocational instructors. We made the decision because many of our instructors
at both the secondary and postsecondary level had not-been in industry within the last ten years,
and we wanted to use the task analysis process as a means of staff improvement.

To complete the task analysis, we contracted with teachers to conduct six interviews in industry
in the occupation they would be teaching. Upon completion of the interviews, the teacher made a
composite list of tasks in a teaching sequence. Up to this point, our task analysis is just like'any task
analysis you can purchase. However; aftkr the teaching sequence was identified we added a time
dimension. After each task, the teacher estimated the amount of time it would take to teach that
task. This provided us with a time continuum and helped us identify how much of an occupatidn
could'be taught at the secondary level and how much would be taught at the postsecondary level.

was through the task analysis that the need for curriculum coordination between secondary and
postsecondary was established.

After the task analyses were completed, we began our second stage which-deals with the develop-
ment of performance profiles.

STAGE II: PERFORMANCE PROFILES

The performance profile is a listing of skills taught in an occupational program. These skills
contain one or more tasks and are developed from those items identified on the completed task
analysis form. In addition to identifying skills, the profile, when completed, identifies the student's
achievement level.

Both secondary and postsecondary teachers use the profile as a basis for postsecondary advanced
standing. For example: A student completing three trimesters of Architectural Drafting at the
secondary level will receive one quarter of advanced standing when entering the Minneapolis Area
Vocational. Technical Institute. Students in licensed programs such as Cosmetology receive hour for
hour credit at the postsecondary level.

To make sure the skills which the students are learning are up-to-date, the profiles are reviewed
annually by-an Advisory Committee. To be assure that the teacher teaches that portion of an occu-
pational program which has been assigned, a recor of all profiles are maintained for each student.
This enables the.administrat& -to monitor the pro am and help maintain the advanced standing
coordination between secondary and postsecondary.

In addition to helping the coordindtion of secondary and postsecondary vocational education,
the performance profiles also provides employers, parents, and students with information about
what is actually taught in a given program. This is the type of accountability being demanded at the
local, state, and national levels.-

STAGE III: CURRICULUM GUIIE

After performance profiles are completed, curriculum guides are developed.



The curri"culum guide is strictly a guide; it is not, a total curriculum which contains daily lesson
plans. The guide is based on the performance profile and each skill listed on the profiled becomes
a unit of instruction. Skill number one on the profile becomes unit number one in the guide. This
enables us to make changes economically and to keep teaching up-to-date. If the Advisory Committee
recommends the elimination of skill number five on the profile because of new technology, we can
eliminate unit number five in the guide without redoing the whole curriculum.

Each unit of the guide is broken into teachable segments we call topics, and each topic contains
a list of tasks or student outcomes necessary for learning the skill identified in the unit title. No-
where in the guide is the teacher told how to teachonly what to teach. The "what should be
taught" is held constant; the method of teaching is held flexible.

We attempted to make out curriculum guide rigid enough to identify the-designated standards
of industry in the form of the necessary skills, but not so rigid that it would stifle the creativity or
the resourcefulness of our instructors. Throughout the curriculum writing stage, we held to the
belief that the resourcefulne.ss and the creativity of our instructors was a resource that we did not
want to stifle. Demanding teachers to teach in a certain way is like comparing a masterful painting
with paint-by-numberthe pictures can be the same, but the master's will contain the feeling, the
emotion, and the creativity that the paint-by-number could never express.

In addition to what should be taught, each unit of instruction identifies the necessary equlipment.
This enables equipment purchases to be coordinated so the right type of equipment is purchased for
the level taught. If the curriculum does not demand a given piece of equipment, it is not purchased.
This is the way purchases should be made and is good management, but how many times has an in-
structor talked you into purchasing a piece of equipment without your knowledge of how it really
fits into the curriculum? Through the use of an evaluation guide with an equipment component,
justified equipment purchases can be coordinated.

Before curriculum guides can be officiAy initiated into a school system, they should be evaluated
by field testing.,

STAGE IV: EVALUATION

Teachers and students evaluated both the curriculum guides and the performance profiles at
two different field testing sites. This was a unit by unit evaluation designed to evaluate both what
was taught and the teaching time allocated.

After the evaluation was completed and after initial changes were made, the occupational pro-
gram was initiated. The program is now being up-graded annually through changes in the performance
profile recommendep by the secondary and postsecondary Advisory Committees.

This whole process is not an easy one, but if you have declining enrollments, tight budgets, a
demand for accountability from the public, and a staff that needs up-grading, then this process, or
one similar to it, could be of value to you. This process has been of value to us in all of these areas,
in addition to providing a coordinated secondary-postsecondary program which benefits students.
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STRATEGIES FOR COORDINATING POSTSECONDARY
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN URBAN AREAS

by Wayne R. Nelson*

The substance of this paper will deal with the coordination that has been developed between the
Minneapolis Area Vocational-Technical Institute and three other postsecondary education institutions
in the greater Minneapolis metropolitan area. MAVTI is well into the construction phase of an inno-
vative new campus in the downtown section of Minneapolis adjacent to the Metropolitan Community
College. The cost of the new MAVTI building program is in excess of $29 millionoccupancy of the
facility has been set for August, 1980. The site loCation of the new building was picked by a citizens'
committet four years ago. One of the primary criteria for selection of a sight was close proximity to
the existin\gcommunity college. Other primary considerations were: availability of public transporta-
tion, use of city-owned park space for a campus, existing urban renewal plans, and population
demography and cost of property acquisition. The Metropolitan Community College had begun their
construction program when the referendum was passed in 1975 for a new MAVTI building. It became
a natural combination for the two institutions to promote the idea of cooperative planning and
cooperative programming for the citizens of Minneapolis. MAVTI and MCC have had a few coopera-,
tive programs for the past ten years, but the idea of such great expansion and joint facilities was new
to community and educators alike.

A six-member task force was formed which included the President, Dean of Students, Dean of
Instruction from MCC, the Directors,pf Vocational Education from Minneapolis Schools, Campus
Director, and Curriculum Director from MAVTI to formulate a foundation agTeement that would be
acceptable to the representative Boards and could serve as the ground work for continued discussion
and implementation.

The following excerpts from the now-adopted agreement show areas that have been established,
and the direction that has been taken for an ongoing working relationship:

The objective of the agreement is to

4. Avoid duplication of services and program;

2. Give students enrolled in either institution full access to the programs and
services of both;

3. Increase educational options for all students enrolled in either institution.

*Wayne Nelson is Campus Director of Minneapolis (Minnesota) A;ea Vocational-Technical
Institute.
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The individual points of the agreement center around these points:

L Cooperative programs involving one year of study in each institutions wi
in new program development.

e given priority

2. Enrollment as a student at either institution will give fult,a19ess to library facilities in both
institutions. However, in acquisitions, MCC will focus upon the academic disciplines and
cultural area, and the MAVTI will focus upon technical informativf

3. The MAVTI retail model store will serve the needs of the faculty, students, and staff of
both institutions. The bookstore operated by MCC will limit its inventory to con*-
related needs, and specialty items of interest only'to MCC students, but will be open to
personnel from either institution.

4. In transfer of credits, one MCC quarter hour equal twenty-four MAVTI cloCk.tours. In
fall, 1978, the dean/directors of instruction and faculty froni each institution Will begin
meeting to identify and make recommendations to the areas where transfer of credit should
begin.

5. During the 1977-78 academic year the respective deans and directors of instruction will
arrange meetings between the corresponding faculties of the two institutions who share
academic or vocational disciplinary interests.

6. There will be articulation between the MAVTI Licensed Practical Nursing program and
MCC Associated Degree Nursing program. This: articulation will involve cooperative
curriculum planning, development of performance based competency lists, and credit
transfer or testing.

7. The Minneapolis Area Vocational and Technical Institute shall have access to full use of
the new logo adopted by Metropolitan Community College in June, 1976.

8. The campus complex housing the two institutions shall be known as "The Loring Campus,"
with each institution using the designation as follows:

a. "Loring Campus: Metropolitan Community College"

b. "Loring Campus: Minneapolis Area Vocational-Technical Institute"

All food service facilities developed by the MAVTI wine open to all students, faculty,
and staff at both institutions and the public..

10. Security will be a campus-wide operation managed by a campus-wide security director
whose salary will be shared equally by the two institutions.

11. The parking ramp on the north side of Hennepin Avenue will be open to students, staff,
and visitors to both institutions.

12. The MAVTI will adopt the identification system already in existence for students and
staff at MCC.

13. Students will be expected to declare a primary ail ihation with one or the other institutions
upon enrollment.
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14. MAVTI students may participate on MCC intercollegiate athletic teams under the clock
to credit hour conversion formula.

(A complete document is available upon request.)

Within three blocks of this new campus for MA ?VTI and MCC is the Dunwoody Industrial
Institute. Dunwoody is a highly successful, privately owned ,trade schol that has been in operation
for more than'sixty years. A representative from Dunwoody served on the original citizens advisory
committee that studied the need and promoted the building of the new MAVTI. The administiators
of both institutions have worked cooperatively in the past in an informal manner to avoid areas of
major duplication with a common objective of effectively serving the educational neids of our
community. It was felt, however, with 1)1AVTI expanding and moving into its new facility in close
proximity to Dunwoody that the informal coopegation should be formalized. The Director of
Vocational Education for Minneapolis Schools, Campus Director, and Curriculum Director from
MAVTI and the President, Director of Student Affairs, and Director of Curriculum from bunwoody
have been meeting periodically since June, 1976, to discuss existing areas of similar occupational
programs, and to plan for new MAVTI programs which would complement present Dunwoody
offerings. Both institutions have been offering some parallel, courses for a number of years, and it
was agreed that some duplication is necessary to meet community needs. Areas of program overlap°
have been identified, differences in objectives and levels clarified, and, in some instances, provisions
were made for movement of students between schools to obtain training in advanced or specialized
areas. Students who enroll at MAVTI are able to take part of their training at Dunwoody under a
contractual agreement and at no cost to the student beyond fees charged at MAVTk Similarly,
Dunwoody students can take part of their training at MAVTI.

The two schools will continue to cooperate and meet when considering curriculum changes
or new directions.

A third educational institution that has been involved in cooperative agreements with MAVTI
is the Metropolitan State University. Metro State is an upper division academic institution that
gives credit for life experiences and previous education toward a-baccalaureate degree. Discussion
is now in progress l!etween the administration of these two schools as to how we can best serve our
community and offer new options to our students.

Educators must learn to "sell" or they will find themselves going out of business. Declining
enrollment and increases in cost are not exclusive to elementary and secondary education. We in"
Minneapolis postsecondary education must find ways to make our services more available, more
meaningful, and, in fact, vitally necessary to our prospective clients or we will be out of business.

Cooperative ventures between educational institutions demonstrate not only good economic
sense, but also opens up a new market to students where they can pick and choose courses,
programs, schools, experiences or locations and work toward a goal they set for themselves. The
combination of technical and academic education offered through existing programs should not be
new, but can be revitalized and Oxeiting in our large urban areas.
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THE FUTURE OF PART -TIME ADULT VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION. PROGRAMS IN URBAN AREAS

by Winifred Dickinson*

Like most directors of vocational education in urban areas, I spend the Majority of my time
working on solving pr9blems and not on initiating pleasant tasks. Included in my duties is the award-
ing of high school diplomas through the GED to appropriate individuals. Several weeks ago, I signed
a diploma for a gentleman w'Po was eighty-seven years of age. While we are not talking about voca-
tional education for adults and I think the first point I want to make is the fact that all education,
including vocational education, is really being expanded into a life-long process for more and more
citizens throughout the country.

For those of us in vocational education, this expanded education life-span has dramatic impli-
cations, even before we look at the occupational upgrading or retraining aspects. If we say "adult".
means everyone who has completed high school or reached 18 years of age, then we are looking at
the most rapidly increasing group of people in America. The common denominator here, is that fact
the most of the individuals in this group "work." Even women in this group who have historically
not worked, are moving into the labor force, thus expanding the total number of "adults" working
in th'e labor force even further. And, the federal government has a number of programs in operation
specifically designed to get more non-workers in this group, "working" again.

The net result of all this discussion is the simple fact that there are more "adults" than ever
before; they are gaining more experiences through an expanded educational process; and more
"adults" are w)sOing (as a percentage of the total group) than'at any other period in our history.
Our market is growing in both numbers and need, a situation which would create envy in the,eyes
of air business leader.

On the other side of the fence, we have the vocational educator. We look at adult vocational
education in terms of purpose and time. To us, adult vocational-education is entry-level training, up-
grading or 'retraining job skills. We are the ones who must provide the competencies necessary for
sticcessful entry into an occupation, help an individual move either vertically or horizontally. within
an occupational/industry area, or revamp an entire career through the retraining of different compe-
tencies.

Probably the area to which we devote the most human and financial resources is entry-level job
preparation. And it is also true that we probably do this through the normal full-time educational
program. That is, we use full-time certified instructors in our secondary and postsecondary institu-
tions during the daylight-hours. As a matter of fact, I would bet that the overwhelming majority of
us, as directors, work so4ewhere in the neighborhood of 9:00 a.m. to 5:00,,p.m. For whatever reason,
the greatest output of energy in vocational education is aimed at projecting-the needs of the labor
market and filling them with competent entry-leVel employees. Unfortunately, we tend to then;
forget them.

*Winifred Dickinson is Director, Vocational, Technical and Adult Education, The School
'Board of Broward'County (Florida).
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How many of us in this room are currently,doing, even remotely, similar tasks as the ones we
originally started out doing, ears ago? HoNmany of u_ s spend even 10 percent of our time analyzing

anging horieontal and vertical occupational patterns within buSiness
we lodked at the patterns of common competencies among unre-

are die cstuff" our expanding market is made of. If, in fact, we
are adults who are going to need vocational education after

to devote our greatest effort toward a smaller group of,
is statement, puts it in better perspective: "Which of the

of paying your salary?" In other'words, adult vocational
s been considered of 'secondary importance to entry.

e shift in the age-distribution of our citizens requires us to_ takeaa close look

internal labor markets, or the
firms? Or, when was the last tim
lated ocations? These example
know-tfiat our largest group of cli-en
they are employed, why do we c.ontinu
clients who are not employed? Perhaps t
aforementioned groups has a better chanc
education for upgrading, or retraining has al
level job preparation.
at our priorities.

It is extremel Cult to make an
areas. What may be t uein,Detroit, may b
exiting from cities to suburbia may not aff
business' in urban are s; they all have %time

neralizations about the needs of business in our urban
tally false in Los Angeles. Such problems as buginess-

,4 us all. But we can make one clear statement about
of employee-turnover,caused by dissatisfaction

with the individual 'ob or job potential withi the company. These two items fall squarely on our
shoulders. As these problems increase, so to must our retraining and upgrading efforts. And our
effortsinust be on "their terms. That is, part-time and usually at night.

SO now, the-stittots set. We have a rapidly increasing group of people who are working and using
the educational systems available to them for longer periods of time. We have increasing numbersof
businesses who are concerned abou t employee turnover due to job or job potential di4atiSfaction.
And we, the vocational education leaders, have the tools and techniques to meet the needs of both
the individual and business. The key lies in the set of priorities we establish.

I would like to offer some realistic and practical views of what the future of part-tine adult voca-
tional education programs iii urban areas might look like.

First, each urban area will develop and implement an occupational /industry panel for the purpose
of continual monitoring of changing needs within the existing labor market. This panel should not ,

be amfused with an advisory committee. The members of this panel will include all employees, both
labor and management, of a carefully selected sample of all businesses-in a given geographical area.
For example, a list; of all busineSses, cateogirzed by Standard Industrial Classification, will be secured
for each area. Given numbers of businesses in each classification will be chosen to be members of
the panel. Stratification of the businesses within each classification will be done by the numbers of
employeesemployed by each business so that small as well as large firms will be represented. After
the businesses are selected and formally ee to serve, various types of data will be gathered from
each employee, via all sorts of research ethods.

The summaries can be accurately applied to the total geograpbical area. The primary purpose
,of the occupational/indtistry panel will be. to determine what is happening-within the existing
labor market to existing employees. It will be, in effect, a data-base environment:;;

Second, programs will be developed which meet the needs of workers within the labor market,
based on data from the occupational /industry panel. The programs will follow two distinct patterns:
retraining and upgrading of skills. These programs-will be specifically designed to enable an Individual
to move either verticallmr horizontally within the business firm..For example, let's assume there
are two major manufacturing firms in geographical region X. Both'firms manufacture electronic
parts. Firm A is s(d, proprietorship-with one one plant and no distribution or retail outbids. Firm B

L
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is part of a conglomerate and while they only have one plant in geographical- region X, they have
numerougdistributio'n and retail outlets throughout the country.

Noir let's look at the career paths of two equal employeei, Joe and Jane,:Both Joe and Jane
graduated from geographical region IC high school, wheie they both took an oecellent vocational
educ4ion program in industrial electronics. Joe went td-work with Firm A; Jane with Firm B. They
moved "up the ladder!' rather quidkly and eventually each of them became plant manager. What
happened next ifthe.key to the difference between vertical and horizontal integration e Moved
to Atlanta and became the regional vice-president of Firm B. Joe quit Firm A,,and took a job as sales
manager of a national auto parts manufacturing firm.

These two examples indicate what really happens in the labor market; namely, people Move
either up or across the occupatiOnal stream.,Our future adult vocational education programs will
meet both needs.

Finally, we will not be overly burdened financially with this new emphasis on part-time adult
vocational education beCause we will provide the programs inside the business,'.with instructors from
the business. This will be accomplished by gaining the full and total suppoi;tof the business. corn-
;nullity. Money talks! When business "sees" solutions to their own prOblem's of turnover, job dis-,
satisfactiOn, etc., they willj4get us more than halfway:

In summary, the future of part-time adult vocational4ducation in urban areas is excellent.
Our market is growing,the need is increasing and the sophiitication of our effort:. is improving.
We can and must take a close look at our priorities as we move forwarccin Continuing to4heet the
needs of workers in our country.
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THE FUTURE OF PART-TIME ADULT CATIONAL-
TECHNICAL PROGRAMS IN. URBAN AREAS

by Marion B. W. Holmes*

In plannin a iscussion of the future of part-time adult vocational education programs in urban
areas using my wn city as a guide, J realized that to treat the topic fairly; it had to be narrowed and

t'-,ttualifiedqualified by population size and type of delivery system. There can be few valid conclua
siotls drawn upon whieh to base predictions, unless the areas and variables focused upon are similar.

r In any event, predicting is risky business. It was reported in the June, 1977 issue of Black
Erkerprise that`John Galbraith, the erstwhile economist, was once overheard muttering that a group
of his colleagues had-been caught with their predictions down. At the expense of placing myself in
the same embarrassing position, ,I predict that. in large urban areas like Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
the outlook for delivery of, parltime adult vocational-technical education by the local school district
is very bleak Over the next few years, the demand will still-increase, but the ability of local educa-
tion agenciiii.tO deliver will steadily decrease unless new funding sources are found.

Thisigeneralizedrforecast is based upon three factors: (1) evidence of local fiscal decay; (2) state-
ments gleaned from corhversations with perSons from other urban cities similar to Philadelphia, and
(3) conclusions drawn from economic; political, and social trends cited in the literature.

Before, addressing each of those three factors, a brief description or profile of F'hiladelphia,is
in order so that all concerns can beiaddressed from the proper perspective. *

Philadelphia is the fourth largest city of those with a population Of over 106,000. Its 1.8 million
population resides in an area of ll'ersquare miles. Industry is diversified with 90 percent of all basic
industries represented. It is a major center for textiles and apparel-, food processing, printing and
publishing; and is the largest oil refining region on the East Coast.

LoOking at the large $360 million reconstruction of the major downtown retail area, the $280
million redevelopment of a 50-acre mid-city site (4000 residential units), and the $120 million
waterfront developments, it would appear that the city's fiscal operations were balanced and sound.
Not true. According to The 1978 World Almanac and Books of Facts, Philadelphia's 1975 cost of

c, living index on all commodities rose from 164.2 to 172.4 iny1976.
1/4

The school statistics are very revealing in terms of sheer numbers and cost. The day schOot
population is 255,000, of _which 62 percent is black, 6 percent Spanish rrname, and 32 percent all
others. Per pupil costs in 1976-77 were $1,897.

*Marion Holmes is Director, VocatiOnal Educatioh Lristructiorial Programs, School District of
Philadelphia (Pennsylvania).
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The 1976-77 operating budget was $608.1 million with a $77.1 million deficit. Today, the
1978-79 proposed operating budget of $696.3 million, less proposed reductions (which included a
projected layoff of 3000 people) provides a recommended budget of $637.3 million.

In the 1976-77 school year, federal funds for Vocational Education amounted to approximately
$3.0 million. This year the amount is far less$2.8 million.

For-adult education programs, Pennsylvania reimbursesthe local school district $3.20 for,each
teacher hour plus antadditional $2.00 for each teacher hour of adult vocational education.

However, a recent conversation with the senior program officer responsible for administering
adult program funds reveals that a new state ruling may result in little or no money-being-allocated
in the future for part-time adult,vocational-technical programs by L.E.A.s.

It should be understandable, then, why the future for local education agencies' delivery of part-
time adult vocational-technical programs is bleak. Part-time adult vocational-technical programs in
Philadelphia have dwindled over the last ten years from fifty different school sites to six in 1978;
the largest of which is completely funded by a foundatiOnThe Wanamaker Institute. For all p
grams, tuition is free; administrative costs, including salaries, are high.

School facilities are also used by trade unions to conduct two apprenticeship training programs.
The Philadelphia Community College contracts with onesite of the School District to conduct train-
ing in one or two business subjects.

Full-time adult vocational training programs are much more extensive, but far from adequate.
Full-time adult programs and gervices are among the first to be eliminated when budget cuts are
made.

The Philadelphia Commission on Higher Education reported several years ago that Pennsylvania
Communtty College enrollment increased from 30 part-time students in 1964 to approximately
29,800 in 1977.

The one community.college and tliqe one private junior college located in Philadelphia have
shown comparable growth in part-time student enrollment. There were no specific references to
what percent Of these totals represented students pursuing vocational-technicalqprggrams; however,
past experience'suggests at least 30 percent-38 percent.

Population mobility and shifts hi the Philadelphia area are a reflection of what is going on in
mpst big cities. According to a recent JET, not only is there a white population fligliCbut blacks
are molding from the industrial northeast to the south, no i central, and western regions. The U.S.
Census .Bureau reported 147,000 moved out with more UM two-thirds of them (104,000), going '

%to the areas previously cited.

\Combine these statistics with the continued exodus of indukry.from the northeastern corridor,
and the extent of part-time adult vocational-technical training needs in large urban centersf ,

especially those located in the questionable.inortheast, is estionable.
lk

. . ,
yk The saving grace for large urban citiets might.be found in recent trends cited in the literature,
Oovided there is a radical change in funding and funding sources; and provided me 'as vocational
education administrators of large urban cities begin to look at different ways to become involved
in the delivery of adult vocational-techhical education training.
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The J4nuary 1978 issue of the Federationist highlights the increasing need to serve minorities,
especially the unemployed teenager and young adult. Fehiales and the handicapped are two popula-
tions that will require training and retraining in larger numbers so that emploafe'rs can comply with
recent legislative mandates in these areas.

Longevity of life, extended age limits on forced retirement (passed in Congress last month), and
shorter work weeks impact upon the need for part-time vocational and avocational training programs.

Buiton W. Kreitlow, a professor from the University of Wisconsin, authored the Occasional
Paper 13, published by The Center for Vocational Education entitled, "Trends in Adult Educa-
tion with Implications for Vocational Education." In this paper he cites a number of trends, and I
highly recommend that you acquire and ref his discussion on the topic.

Among the trends are those Ibelieve to be most significant for large urban cities like
Philadelphia. They are:

1. The developing societal pressures for adult education.

2. Increasing numbers of adults are' nterested in finding ways to learn on their own in different
kinds of sites and locations.

3. Moreinstitutions are extending their home-based resources and programs.

4. The concept of Educare, proposed by former U.S. Commissioner, Wilbur Cohen is
resurfacing (a type of built-in sabbatical.system for all employees in the United States;
or a type of subsidized Social' Security program to which an employer would make a
contribution toward the employee's training

costs6'

).

Finally, recommendations for addressing the problem might include:2k

1. Integration of youth and adult learners, With declining day-tithe student population, space
wil be available in existing facilities.. .

2. Develop new and cooperative arrangements with business and industry for in-plant training
services,'as well as with junior and community colleges who, by the way, have the advantage
of having the best of all "funding worlds"federal, state, local, and tuition income.

3. Design new time modules that are more flexible and more Open-endedthus encouraging
increased matriculation-by adults in local education program offerings.

4. Try to identify new funding sources if the Operating budgets cannot accommodate
part-time adult vocational training.

To' summarize, my prediction for the conduct of part -time adult vocational technical education
in large urban areas like Philadelphia, is B L E A K. Social; economic, and political trends can.
only make a difference in the outlook if vocational education administratOrs-are able to find new
funds and are creative in designing new service packages.

Using the letters of works "bleak," to restate the plight of. Philadelphia and other large cities
like it, in capsule form

.
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represents the budget deficits that year' after year seem to cause or grow closer to causing
complete bankruptcy,

helps fo recall that large staff cuts have taken place annually in an attempt to balance the
budget,

signal the extent of eliminationelimination of programs and services that, itione time,
were considered essential to the success of every school proaam,

A identifies a growing aggregation of problems that plague big cities impacting upon fiscal
erosion of urban school systemslabor disputes, flight from cities, blighted neighborhoods,
increasing legislative mandates unaccompanied by increasing funds required for compliance,
and political fights over school governanceand the last,

K reminds us of the keen competition from two-year public-and proprietary institutions to
capture and serve the part-tiAe-adult vocational-technical student.

The ease of accessibility, low costs, and non-competitive, non-selective admission policiy of
two-year community and junior colleges gives further credence to the prediction that for local
education agencies, the outlook is BLEAK for part-time adult vocational technical programs:-

a
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CHANGES NEEDED IN VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TO BETTER SERVE THE NEEDS OF POSTSECONDARY AND PART-TIME

ADULT CLIENTS IN URBAN AREAS

&by ward B. Casmey*

The problems of urban vocational education cannot be separated from the great difficulties con-
fronting our cities. Neither is vocational education immune to the problems facing general education
programs. Urban vocational institutions, then, must deal with three sets of-concerns: those of cities,
those.of general education, and those concerns unique to the operation of vocational programs.

Professor William. Clendenen, a sociologist and criminologist with the University of Minnesota
Law School, has frequently stated, "There is nothing wrong with our prisons tHittcouldn't be resolved
if we had a better class of prisoners." The parallel could be drawn, that if our urban students had
fewer problems, we would have better schools.

The cities have attracted and rettined those who need the most helpthe minorities, the un-
trained and unskilled, the uneducated, and the unemployed. Conversely, those persons without
these problems have displayed a tendency to leave the city in an effort to avoid a setting where these - -
problems exist.

Every U.S. President since Eisenhower has addressed the problems of the city through some
programsand many times the "cure" is or has been-worse than the disease. Urban renewal and
public housing operated on the assumption that if you "do away with" the slumsthe poverty
will also disappear.

New welfare programs were designed, new medical programs initiated and when the problem
continued to grow and became increasingly complex, we decided the city dwellers must solve their
own problems and dumped the problems back into the laps of the poor, the minorities, the untrained,
and uneducated.

The Great Society brought us "Model Cities" and the "Pilot City Program" to coordinate a
potponrri of underfunded and overregulated federal programs. The Omnibus Crime Control Act was
an attempt to circumvent the increasing crime rate in the cities.

Responding to the demands for more federal support, the Nixon administration established the
Revenue Sharing Program. As opposed to the categorical programs for the cities, revenue sharing
omitted most of the regulations. Still our urban problems are with us.

*Howard Casmey-is Commissioner, Minnesota Department of Education.



In 1972, Congress killed the Manpower Development Act, and established an entirely new
delivery system that by-passed the existing state governmental agencies for the most part. They
called the act CETA, and the delivery system became "prime sponsors." Still our urban problems
are with us.

Youth unemployment is at 177percent, oyer.twic'e the national average. Unemployment for black,
urban youth is more than 40 percent:

An amended version of the Publiorks Act and a new program for unemployed youth in CETA
are now being implemented throughout the nation. And the Humphrey-Hawkins full employment
bill is before Congress today.

&
On March 27, 1978, President CaTter announced a new "a id-to-the-cities" program. Tax relief

for small businesses, more employment, and additional services will be provided to bolster the
economy and improve the health and well-being of our urban communities.

Billions of dollars have been directed toward the problems of the cities during the past decades,
and stillour urban problems are with us. Our general education programs in the cities have in-
herited all the problems of the cities, and have discovered a few new ones as well. The 1970 censtis
identifies some 153 cities with a population of 100,000 or more Most recent education studies have
concluded that differences between large city and smaller city schtiols are not the type of problems
encountered, but in the severity of those problems.

The financial status othe urban school districts has to be ranked as the greatest problem con-
fronting city school boards and administrators. Many.of the procedural, administrative, instructional,
and sociological problems cannot be addressed, simply because funds are not available.

Since most school aids: both state and federal, are 'Based on the number Of students served, a'
declining enrollment is synonomous with a reduction of.revenue_Uhfortunately, the cost of instruc-
tion and special services do not follow this pattern. Unrealistic aid formulas and declining enrollments
cannot accept the total blame for the disastrolk financial plight of the schools: Increased cost of
services, inflation, and loss of tax revenues have also contributed to the current situation.

_

What effect does this have on the educational tystem? That's easy to determine. First, pick up a
copy of*any city newspaper and read such headlines as, "Minneapolis Schools lose one-third of their
enrollment in the past six years;" or "Twenty-two Minneapolis Schools scheduled for closing by.

01983."

"Cleveland Schools remain open as several large corporations pay $4 million taxes early to allow
the Board to meet the January payr011."

While school revenues for the cities are declining, there has been no moratorium declared on
the social problems impinging on the educational system. According to an HEW study in 1975,
secondary school students attacked 63,000 teachers, pulled off 270,000 school burglaries, and
destroyed school property worth $200 million. During,the first six weeks of the 1977-78 school year,
teachers in the New York City schools reports 132 physical attacks'by students.

The incidence of drug usage is as4great as it was in the late 1960s even though the types of
dreigs taken are changing. Alcoholism is becoming increasingly more pi-evaleit among students as
young as twelve years old.
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A favorite topic of education critiques for the past few years, has been the declining test
scores of students. While there is a real question concerning the validity of criticism, twenty-six
state legislatures have introduced bills of minimal competency requirements.

To further complicate the educational process, school officials and the judicial authorities have
developed a "first-name basis" relationship. The courts have become a second home for school
administrators. Desegregation plans; elimination of sexist practices; student, teacher, and parent rightsand privacy; school personnel negotiations and contracts, and most recently, malpractice suits brought
against the schools by parents, all of these pressures have contributed to the complexity and difficulty
of operating the schools.

The remarkable thing is that the urban schools are doing as well as they are. A National Assess-
ment study indicates an improuenientitrivadingt kills since 1974 for seventeen-year-olds. The
percentage of students whoquit school before graduation has been on the decline; 37 percent drop
out in 1950, 31 percent in 1960, and down to less than 25 percent in the mid-seventies.

I am convinced that a lot of the criticism directed toward the schools today is the result of
people who are not involved in the public school program; by persons'unaware of the educational
system today. In response to this concern, I commissioned a study to be completed in Minnesota
to determine citizens' perceptions of the quality of education in the state. While only preliminary
data has been compiled at this_time, some very enlightening trends are appearing.

The first stage of the study consisted of randomly contacting 1,215 parents of junior and seniorhigh school students from all parts of the state. The first question asked was, "How would the high
school (or junior high school) be graded in your community?" The respondents were asked to rate
the school on the familiar letter system, A, B, C, D, or F. The results were as follows:

24 percent gave the schools a grade of A

50 percent gave the schools a grade of

20 percent rated the schools

4 percent gave them a

2 percent said the school was a failure

C

D

F

0

Ninety-four percent of the parents rated the schools average or better than average.

After reading and hearing so much criticism Of the school system, I was flabbergasted to see
public education receive this vote of confidence. But, I really shouldn't be as surprised as I was.

don't know how many parents have told me how fortunate they were to live in such-and-such
school district t-because the educational system "was doing a good job with the students." I know
personally that the schools my own children are attending are outstanding: excellent program, good
teachers, well-managed,.and the students are learning. a

Who is it then, that is responsible tor the downgrading of our educationailisystem? I say it is
those persons whohavelittle or no contact with what is really taking place in the schools today.



You know there is a nostalgia about the "good old days." People not in contact with the schools,.
not involved in the educational system have a tendency to think that in the good old days" students
worked harder, learned more, teachers were a_great-deal-Atriatea,-and the students walked farther to
school through deeper snowdrifts.

Now, who is it that's saying our educational system is a failure?It's not the students, it's not
the parents. It's those persons who are not involved in the schools. .

The dissatisfaction comes most frequently from those who are not aware of the excellent work
that most of our schools are doing. And this fact tells is two things: First, we are doing a poor job of
involving the community in the schools; and secondly, that we are doing a less than adequate job of
telling people what the schools are accomplishing. Dissemination and involvement: the neglect of
these aspects of school management bas given support to those critical of the educational system.

To tell those of you here today about postsecondary problems is tantamount to telling Billy
Carter how to drink beer. The story is told about

... The Army sergeant had made an outstanding reputation for himself lecturing
to enlisted men and noncommissioned officers on a certain subject. tlis captain
called him, in and saidhe haddone such a splended job they were going to ask him
to lecture to a special grou

When he walked into the lectii tobLom to appear before this group, he noticed there
was not a man in the room wh d not outrank him, and it was the biggest collection
of brass hats he had ever seen.

In a morbent of embarrassment, while he tried to think of an appropriate binning,
he said modestly, "There are thousands of men in the Army who know this subject
much better than I do." He hesitated for a moment, and knew that was the wrong thing
to say, because, after all, he hid been selected because of his particular ability. Then he
blurted out, "But I don't see any of them in this room."

Ov e past ten or eleven years, there have been no less than fourteen major studies directed
toward vocational education in the urban areas. I am sure that most of you here today are aware of,
and perhaps participated in, some of the studies.

We have neither the time nor the perseverance to review these fourteen studies at this time.
However, a very significant contribution has been made by Kay Adams in her study,."Vocational
Education Program Needs in Large Citeis." In this sutdy, 260 specific needs were identified by
urban vocational directors..They were then placed in rank order and clustered according to their
relationship among thirty major goal areas.

The six highest priority goal areas determined by this procedure were:

4; The funding base

Vocational guidance

Relevance of vocational content

Basic academic instruction
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Student job placement

Community relations and support -

Ench of these goal area include from four to eight special needs of urban vocational education.
For example, under the goal areas of "job placement" the following needs were identified:

1. Increasing business and industry's use of vocational education programs as a source of
employees.

2. Training students to cope with work entry and job adjustment problems.

3. Training students in job pla ?ement skills.

4. Providing vocational programs for early school leavers and unemployed youth.

Special needs such as these are clustered under each goal area. Thirty-seven special needs are
identified and prioritized through this procedure. The scope and comprehensiveness of this study
gives credibility to the findings and recommendations.

In addition to these specific needs, I'would like to discuss a general conception held by many
working in employment programs outside.the public vocational educators sector. They suggest that
our public vocational institutions and community colleges serve only, or at least primarily, the
"cream of the crop." In some instances, this is an accurate assessment of our schools.

In response to this criticism, we educators begin to show enrollment figures'and special needs
programs we have initiated in o r schools. And this is true! We are serving a great number of students
with special needs. However, our tion is different from the "inside," ooking at the number of
students we are serving, than is the perception of those outside our instit ional program, counting
those who still need special services and vocational training.

Secondly, we respond that we do not have darksalresources '43 it the needs of low achieving,
economically and educationally disadvantaged stu is is also6ue!-

In Minnesota we have between 9,000 to 12,000 students waiting to be admitted to oukhir
three AVTI's at any given time. The differences in costs between achieving and special needs students
can be compared on a three to two ratio.

Every two special needs students in our institutions require the resources that would serve three
achieving students. In our urban vocational centers, thesesost differences are even greater.

We are in a cycle which is hard to break. There are insufficient dollars in vocational education
to meet the needs of many of the hard-core unemployed. Federal increases are being directed through
another delivery system to reach special needs students. The CETA legislation says; in effect, that
postsecondary vocational education does not meet these needs. Vocational educators say, "We have
not had the resources to serve these special needs students," and on the cycle goes!

There is no doubt who is winning the argument in Washington, D.C. CETA, Title I appropriations,
just for training, are three times the total appropriation for vocational education for FY 1979.
The,,Youth Employment andDemonstration Projects, Title III of CETA, will be increased by 47 per-

q cent, including carry-over funds and increves, for fiscal 1979. The vocational education budget sub-
mitted by the Administration is slightly lower than the fiscal 1978 funding levels.



Let me suggest, encourage, even implore yoy to work together with the CETA prime sponsors
and administrators. Whathere are many difficulties and problems with this legislation, it is not an
unworkable situation. Mow many of you are doing just this.

CETA program administrators need the help and expertise that yoy have. On the other hand,
they have the resources and legislative authority to serve the unemployed and unemployable that we
cannot serve. Our goals are very similarto train and employ those who are unemployed. The road;
chosen to meet this goal must be mediated. At the present time they are on the "freeway" and we
are merely.on the access road.

All major studies of vocational ucation for the past sixty years have included "inadequate
resources" as a major or even primar-Moncern. The study by The Center for Vocational Education
here at Ohio State University is no exception. The situation is magnified in urban areas where
problems are more severe and student support services are in greater demand.

The basic problem with the funding of postsecondary vocational education at both the state
and federal levels is that funds are distributed primarily on the basis of student membership, or even
worse, on student attendance. This concept makes no provision for the size of the school, the loca-
tion of the school, or the special needs of the students attending the school.

Exclusive of the instructional program, the AVTI in Minneapolis will incur costs that the -

AVTI in Staples, Minnesota will not. Located in the middle of the city, Director Charles Nichols
has to allocate funds for parking facilities and for building security, and maintenance costs are
higher. All labor costs are higher and additional services must be provided such as child-care facilities
and student advocates. There is a greater involvement with welfare, vocational rehabilitation, and
city and county governments. Additionally, you are closer to the state department of education
and can't get away with as much as AVTI's farther from the Capitol.

With the diversity of need among our area vocational schools, there must be a formula for
distribution of funds that takes into account the special needs of schools and these students. In
Minnesota we halie a system that considers some of these factors, but is not sufficiently flexible
to provide the degree of support.

Let me give you a brief overview of our support system for postsecondary education. First,
we have thirty-three AVTI's, each under the administrative control of the local boards of education
for elementary and secondary schools. In several instances, groups of school districts have cooperatively
established an intermediate district with a vocational board appointed by the boards of the participating
local education agencies.

r-
The Minnesota AVTI's are primarily postsecondary institutions serving youth and adults,-and

both part-time and full-time students. The total enrollment in all of these categories is more than--
200,000 for the state system.

Four hundred eighty-seven different occupational programs are available at the postsecondary
level. There are more than 1,000 different programs at the adult level. These programs are determined
by the demand for the course. The length of programs vary from two vieeks to two years.

The budget for the postsecondary/adult program exceeds $87 million far: the fiscal year beginning.
July 1, 1978. The budget is'comprised of $4 million of federal funds, $4 million of local funding, and
$79 million of state funds. State funds provide approximately 94 percent of the cost of postsecondary
vocational 'education.
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The funding base for postsecondary vocational schools should be based on program needs and
student services first. That is, a criteria for basic funding must be established which takes into
account the special needs of students and the,school program.

If students require special help in basic skills or job follow-up, then these resources should
be -built into the basic support. Urban area directors frequently find themselVes in a situation where
theWust choose between vocational program maintenance and special services: This is not a choice
thatghould have to be made.

Sirinlarlyrthe co s of all occupational training areas is not the^same. Sch ols providing more
costly training programs s uld be compensated for these expenses in the basic formula aid.

Equal support based on enrollment and attendance data does not provide equal programs.

Assuming-.we are not going to change Congress and state legislation and convince them of a
funding procedure based on a needs criteria, we should be examining other areas of support as well.
This bringS us back to the necessity of working with other agencies whose resources are directed
toward the special needs of students; agencies such as CETA, welfare, and vocational rehabilitation,

Until we arrive at the point ,where vocational resources are sufficient to provide the necessary,
services, we must nurture thoseirel tionships which permit and serve student and progranyneeds.

To this point I have addressed e funding base by suggesting more equitable allocation of
resources and how to get more of it. of let's consider what me can do within the existing system.

The educational proCess is it is traditionally conducted b many schools throughout the nation;
represents an appalling waste of both.student and teacher time. And time, in any-business, is
dollars. ,

Students register for classes coming from a broad and diverse background. Some have work ex-
perience, some have had high sc ool vocational courses in the same or similar areas, and others
have34737 little understanding o the occupational skills they will be studying. Each of these stu-
dents sign up tor the-same-cour for the same length of time; with the same teacher. Student number
one,attended the class for six mo hs before he_begarr to learn new skills. The high sc vocational
student found that he was repeatin much he had learned the previous year. The gtu nt with no back-
ground found he needed 14 months to complete the same course.

competency-based instructional management program would have allowed the students with
nowled e to complete the course in half the time. It would also give those who need more

to be successful as well. fit
ognitive style analysis is being used in some of our postsecondary schools, as well.-This

assessment identifies the style by which a student can learn most effectively. Some students learn
moire easily with interaction anddiscussion with other students; others learn more quickly by
re 'ding or listeningi still others prefer "hands-on" experience. The instructor, then, prepares and
assigns programs of study for students which emphasizes the style in which they, learn best..

The mastery learning concept is important in all areas of educationelementary and secondary
as well as vocational education. First of all, it makes better teachers out of instructors when they have
to identify each skill needed and place them inoa-n order or sequence in which they are to be learned.
Secondly, it allows each student an opportunity to work at his or her own speed. We know that it
takes some students twice as long to learn half as mu as other students, yet the traditional progr-am
fails to accommodate this need.
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The third, and perhaps most important benefit, is what,it can do for the self- esteem the stu-
dent. Under mastery learning concepts there are no failures. Through mastery learning the' variable
in the educational process is timewe no longer test all students at predetermined intervals'ande
measure hoiv much they have learnedpass end fail.

Competency-based instructional management, mastery learning; cognitive style analysis
are procedures and strategies in education that begin to carry out the clIcept we have all espoused
for years; that is, that.vocational education programs must be based on the needs of the students:
Oui goal is not to find students that fit within our particular programs.

We resolve the flexibility problem. All classes do not have to start on September 4 and extend
through December 15, or March 15 or. June 15. It allows students to begin at anytime and finish
when they have mastered the skills necessary to function effectively in the job.

We are saving educational costs because we don't require students to sit in class six months
when they could complete the necessary training in three months. It provides, additional time for
the development of ancillary or support skills. We will be producing better students in their cho
occupational field.

The process requires changes in the system and the instructional process, but vocational educa-,
tion has always had to be amenable to change. That's the nature of occupational training. .,

. It will requite the development of resource centersfor occupational groupings; and it will require
the use of technology. e,

-
.

In vocational education we are going to have to learn how to do 'a better j4.of preparing young
people and adults in occupational areas, while at the same time reducing the cost of the program_ F. it.
am convinced that computer technology will play a majoi role in this transition.

The art of preparing young'peoiile and adults-for specific occupations is the most exposed
component of our-education system. We are evaluated-each time we place a Student in a job. If a
student performs poorly on the job because of poor reading skills, his third grade-teacher will not
be blamed. It will Be the vocational program. ,

i

.
We must be in a position. to take students where they are and provide whatever program that is

necessary to meet their individual needs. Vocational education at the postsecondary level must be
product oriented. - . _, _

Because of the demands being made on education to be primarily responsible for social problems
as well, we,must make a significant move to a product-oriented program.

..
I am convinced that vocational education must be the leader in this effort. The product, of youi

efforts is immediately measured by the employer. Vocational education is the most visable component
of our educatiOnal system. , . /

The problems orposIssecondary in the cities are greal. There is no doubt about that. But because
of this chailenge, there is an opportunity to assume a leadership role in both education and in address-
ing problerhs of the city. In postsecondary and adult vocational'education we have, the toOls to address

jAese problems, the clientele who need_ the help,and the creative personnel to put it all together..
r . ,

,t
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THE ROLE OF CAREER EDUCATION ,O$
IN DESEGREGATING SCHOOLS IN LARGE CITIES,..J'

by Lila /Marshall*

Geographic size, historic patterns of geographic grouping of ethnic groups, and population of
ldrge urban school districts present unique problems when an attempt is made to desegregate these
districts. Traditional tools of desegregation, such as the pairing and clustering of white schools frtm
one area with black or minoritytchools from another area, have proven successful in small towns
where distance is not a problem, and in rural areas where buses have long been the mode of transporta-
tion to school. But often such pairing and clusterinkVineffective in desegregating large urban areas,
where the distance between white areas and black or other minority areas ig- great, and nearby schools
are bypassed in favor of further but racially mixed-schools. The rise of transportation in aid of such
pairing and clustering has evoked the cry of "forced busing," and in many cities, efforts toresist
such "coercion by the courts" have resulted in demonstrations, both peaceful and violent, boycotts
of the public schools, and a dramatic rise in the student population of private schools.

The alternative to coercion by the courts is of course voluntary desegregation. The early
"freedom of choice" desegregation plans, where students were free to choose any school in town
to attend, were found to be ineffective in achieving desegregation in most areas, since white and
blackstudents tended to choose their former schools because of familiar social contacts, while the
disparity of educational offerings in these schools continued. However, the desegregation plan
ordered in 1976 by the United States District Court for the Northern District of Texas for use in
the Dallas Independent School District (DISD) includes a form of voluntary desegregationon the
high school level which is proving effective; that is, the use of career education in the form of
magnet schools to draw studentsfrom all races together to pursue common interests.

During 1975 and 1976 I served as the law clerk for Judge -William M. Taylor, Jr., the United
States District Judge in Dallas who handed down the decision regarding the Dallas schools, and .f was
in a unique position to observe the interrelationship-of the community, court, litigants, and school '''
district. I was also able to observe the manner in which career edUcation became a vital instrument
in desegregating the DISD on the secondary level. The same technique-can be applied in other large
urban districts, and thus a study of the Dallas experience will provide -comparisons and suggestions
for your circumstances.

The DISD is the eighth largest school district in the nation, covering an area of approximately
351 square miles. During ths 1975-76 academic year, its 180 separate campuses housed'141,122 stu-
dents (including kindergarten). The racial composition of the DISD during that school year was
41.4 percent Anglo, 44.5 percent black, 13.4 percent Mexican-American, and 1.0 percent "other."

*Lila Marshall was the Briefing Attorney to U.S. District Court for the Northern District of
Texas, Jude William M. Taylor, Jr.
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The lawsuit which produced the 1976'court order regarding career education as a tool pf,
esegregation was filed in 1970 by the Dallas Legal Ser Vices organization. The plaintiffs represented-

a .class of black and Mexican-American students in the.DISD. In 1971 they Obtained ,a ruling from
th court that vestiges of a dual school system remained in theDISD, in terms of facilittes;staff,

d materials, and that the minorities, which were largely separated in the district from' the ..white
ajority; were not receiving the same educational opportunities as the white majority. The court

' adOpted a desegregation plan for the DISD which called for the pairing and clusteringof elementary
schools and the use of trthtsportation Or bu g to achieve desegregation for gr _es 8-12. The .

e
plaintiffs were not satisfied with the pla appealed tjle case to the Fift rcuit Court ofIAPpeals.
The Fifth Circuit immediately`stayed thIortion regarding elementlry ools, but allowed the
trrsportation of secondary students to proceed. Approximately 5,00 black and 1,00 white high
school students W,ere ordered to be bused under this order.

. .

Realizing the importance of commun4y,sUpport for a desegregation plan, the judge approached
businessand,citris leaders in 1971 to solicit their support for the plan, 'but his overtures fell on,deaf
ears. The white community wanted no part of a busing order,-and spoke out against the plan
publicly and privately. i.

. _
. .

The Fifth-Circruit did not rule on the plaintiffs' appeal until Juli,1975. At that time they re-- 4
.jected the studenCassignment portions of the District Court's 1971 order and ordered the court-
to formulate .a student assignment plan'for the DISD 'fusing and adapting the techniques discussed

ain Swarm," ,1971 Supreme. Court ruling. The techniques referred to are pairing and clustering.
In a. footnote immediately following this imperative the Fifth Circuit noted that the DISD could
use the funds set aside for the T.V. program to buy buses.

r p

(The,theory behind pairing and clustering is that children of minorities will never be given
equrklucational opportunities unless they are sitting in the same classrooMs with Anglo children.
Without arguing the merits of this.theory, it is clear that if the majority Anglo community resists
this tool of desegregation to the point of removing their children from the district, then the system
of education becomes segregated once againwith inner city public schools enrolling the children
of minorities and the suburban school, districts and private schools enrolling Anglos. This pull-out
by Anglos also generally lowers the tax base of large urban school districts, and removes the incentive
of those who can contribute time, effort, and money to the public schools. which mOst need it.

Whether due to the unpopularity of the 1971 plan for the DISD, or uncertainty as to whether
or not that plan would be accepted by the Fifth Circuit, or other demographic causes, between 1970
and 1975 the DISD lost appro;cimately.30;000 Anglo students, 40.9 percent of its Anglo student
population. During that five year period the, racial make-up in the DISD changed from 69 percent

'Anglo, 32 percent black and 8 percent Mexican,American to41.4 percent Anglos, 44.5 percent
black, and 13.4 percent Mexican-American.

. It had become.clear to the judge by 1975 that a plan which called merely for the mixing of
racial grmips, the movement of bodies between buildings, would not be effective in reversing this
trend in the DISD, particularly'at the secondary level. Of the over 1,000 Angio students assigned
to formerly all-black secondary schools,under the 1971 order, fewer than 50 attended in 1975.
The judge was convinced that in order to have an effective desegregation plan all the schools had
to be attractive and offer a quality education, so that students (and parents) would not mind the -

extra time spent riding on a bus to another part of town. I can recall Judge Taylor making state-
ments such as, "The important thing is not who you s ext to; its what you're getting from the
educational system," and "Body-count is meaningle ality education is essential."
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The judge was also convinced that the court Awl cotildnOt'make-a tWiegregation plan work,

that only the community, court, and, school district,w rking together could Make a desegregation
plan successful. And so, as in 1971,: the judge called fo help and support from the community at
large, and particularly from the business community. e judge would often say, "If the business
community can arrange to have-the greatest airport in the country built (meaning the Danes-Fort

'Worth Regional Airport), it can manage to make the ISD the .best school diStrict in the nation";
and "The business community, ,with its vast economic and intellectual resCiurdes,should cobtribute,
to the public schools and the students who will some ay be a part of that community"; and "The
businesigonUmunity must become involved,They ha e clout and can sway public apinion and can
make a Sheeess.or a failure of the public 'Schools."

In SePteinber of 1075 the judge_made it clear open court that he welcomed input from all
segment Ofithe community as to the terrors of the pl which would ultiznatelY be adopted, as well
as to its implementation. His was an "open door" p tcy.

In October of 19)5, a group of,citizens forme
Mexican-Americans, "one American Indian, and sev
tion of. the DISD: This group became an affiliate o
Education Task Force of the Dallas Alliance. The
deSigned to act on and aid in the solution of "urged
meinbeeBoard of and seventy-seven co

cominIttee Compbsed.offix blacks, seven
AnglOs to consideihe question of desegrega-

he Dallas Alliance d bec'erne known as the
allas.Alliance is a c,ornmunay sirvice organizati
'issues Of the community. It consists of a forty'
spondent organizations in the Dallas area.,

This TaSk Force met for a.period of four mo the and spent approximately 1500.hotirS together
devising concepts and principles for a desegregati i in plan forithe DISD: They sent various members
of their group to citiep around the country to di over alcpossible tdols of desegregation, and met
with or talked to thirty leading figures in thwle gregatiotr field. On. February 11;1976 the Alliance-
group. filed their plan for the DISD with the eou t,"and the court granted them the status of Amicus
Curiae for the purpose of presenting their ideas. &plan to the court.

When the various plans were presented to t ecourt, it was evident that all participants in the
suit recognized the great potential which magne schools held as a tool Of desegregation. (I am using
magnet school here in the sense of a:schoql whi attracts students becauSe of special career, voca-
tional or other programs that the school Offers.) All concerned in the Dallassuit could View the:
-ontstanaing success the Skyline Careef bevelop ent Center (Skyline CDC) had had since jts-incep- ,

tion in 1971. The Wyline CDC, a 9-12 high sch i ol, *vas developed by the'DISD with the extra-
ordinary involvement and financial investment f the business conimunitY, in Dallas. It offered .

twenty-eighlcareer clusters as studentoptioni. Each year between 191;1 and 1975 over 2500 stti-
dents came from all over Dallas to Obtain career training as part of their secondary education, thus
making it the largest voluntary busing program i the nation during those years.

The plaintiffs suggested two plans to the court. Both plans called for extensive pairing and
clustering on the 1-12 grade levels, but they alsoicalledfor the use of magnet schools. One plan
suggested the construction of magnet schools in-the-inner city to draw Anglos'into those areas,
and, the other plan called for magnet schools in all schools which had a predominantly minority en-
rollment prior to 1975 to enhance the attractiveness of those schools.

the DISD's plan called for the establishment-of seventeen magnet schools; to serve the entire
district, in addition to limited pairing and clustering. Ten of these magnets were to be for the
elementary level, offering "fundamental" programming or "individually guided" programming.

-Seven of the magnets were to operate on the secondary level, and were to offer a variety of programs
that had been offered successfully at Skyline CDC. .
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The NAACP's plan suggested that, in addition to extensive pairing and clustering, some magnet
sehools shoUld be _operated on a distiict-Wide basis. Tile courts expert suggested a basic pairing and
clustering plan, -and expansion of the magnet concept wherever possible.

The plan of the EducationaLTask Force of the Dallas AlliZdnelvasthe only plan to propose
that desegregatiOn on the secondary level be achieved solely by using magnet schools. According
to their plan, magnet schools would be located within itwo-mile radius of the central business
district: Seven magnet schools were, to be implimdnted by academjc year 1979-1980. The school's
were to be open on a voluntary basis, but with ethnic ratiosin 'each magnet that of the ratios of
the 9-12 student populationof the DISD as a whole, Plus,or minus 10-percent. Partnerships and
working relationships between institutions of higher learning and the business'and the cultUral
communities were encouraged with each magnet school. Each magnettas to accoMmodate a minimum
of 500 students, and was to open as rapidly as it filled. The Ta4k Force/Plan also callea'for the creatiOn
of,numerous magnet schools on the elementary level. ,

The tri-ethnic Task Force which had drawn this' plan had agreed on this method -0f, desegregating
----the secondary schoOls after much discussion, argument, negotiation, and compromise ThgprriemberS

werealLconcerned'with the quality of education provided to students, with ineffectiveness .
--

the 1971=Pairing and'clustering order-on the secondary level, and with-the, exodus xif Atglo students
from the DISD. They, Were also aware of the public resistance and resultant ineffectiveness of
busing or.deis in other cities which were only with physical mixing-:-.-"body.count"and
ignored or did not affect the quality of ed1,16ation offered. Thus their plan provided for extensive
pairing aild clustering at the 4,8'grade level (busing approximately 17,000), and then desegregation-
by-choite, so to Speak, thrOugh magnet schools which maintained plicesfqestpdents of each race,
on the high school level.

The judge.'was impressed by the plan of the Task Poicg; by thetri-ethnic nature of the grout),
.by,the community character of the gronP, by their careful research and consideration of all possible
tools of desegregation; and by their commitment to make the plan,a success in Dallas. After consider-,
mg all the alterna,tive plans, th4it mandate of the Fifth Circuit and the general body of,laW regarding

-desegregation of school' districts, the judge chose the Dallas Alliance plan as,the desegregation plan
for the DISD.

Such a vbluntary busing plan through the: se of magnet schools on the secondary level-was un-
precedented. Yet the judge believed that such a plan would be more effectiv0 n any other method

' of desegregation, thatt was realistil and that, with.the business community's s pport, it would work
in the' DISD.

So business community involvement was included in the 1976 court order. Specifically, the
Dallas Chamber of Commerce, as a representative of the busines community, was ordered to develop'
a format for the magnet schools.to be implemented in fall 197 .

, )
With business commuriity 'task forces involved in the planning and i Ple entatioS, four Magnet

high schools opened iri the fall of 1976. Located within two miles of the cents business district,.
these schools were pattomed after successful Skyline CDC clusters. Specifically,'; they were the Arts
Magnet High School, the Business & Management Center, the Transportation Institute, apd thelligh
School for Health Professions.

1 / c

. .

Massive public relations efforts for the magnkt schools included recruiting o tudents, a public
campaign to bring awareness of the Ptah t9 the eitizenrS4,on-going monthly ublie tions designed

,/ to.stimulate business interest in the schools and the creation of an adopt-a- choolp ject involving
et
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companies with every target school within the district. Development of Work experience opportunities
for all magnet students was also a priority. _

Other,efforts included assistance in the passage of an $80 million schOol ithprovement bond
issue and work in-the magnet schools by loaned executives. OVer $10 million of this.bond issue has
been earmarked for the magnet school program. Additional resources were Madeavailable to the
school district in

S
the areas of financial planning and management studies.

The involvement of the husineks community was a much needed resource to the accomplishment
of the goals of the Dallas court order. Iwas also necessary for well respected persons in the corn-
munity to come forward and speak out for the peacerul desegregation of the schools. Their
ment in implementation of educational experiences as provided by the magnet schools was a key
ingredient in Public acceptance of the plan.

In September 1977, the Magnet School for Law and Public Administration, the Hotel/Motel
Management Cluster, and the Human Services Center opened.

During the first year of this plan, more than 4,100 students attended the four new magnet high
schools, along with 2500 students at Skyline CDC. During 1977-1978, the second year.of this pro-
gram, over 6000 students were voluntarily bused on the secondary level to attend magnet schools
in Dallas. For the 1978-1979 school year, a goa of 7000 students has been set.

And how have students reacted after being at a'magnet school for a year? Time after time stu-
dents express joy at having found meaning in the educational process, and enthusiasm for their
career cluster and the part-time w2rk opportunities which it entails. hi an article.in a local magazine
in September 1977, Roger Stanley, formerly a "D" student at a private rep school in Dallas, but
now an enthusiastic student at the Business and Management Cluster wh is bringing hOme "A's,"
said of his job as a salesman at a local department store shoe department, " ve learned I-really
enjoy Working with people. I like, to satisfy whatever needs they have. Arid, you know, I think I'm
pretty good at it." David Carapetyan, a student at the Arts Magnet, said that he had found in
atmosphere at the Arts Magnet in which "art for art's sake can flourish alo-ng with the more com-
mercial varieites,",and that he now has fresh hope that be has found a new direction for his career,
namely sculpture and painting. Carolyn Armstead, a student at the High School for Health Professions,
feels that her career goals have been brought sharply into focus, and that her experience as a nurses'
aide at a local hospital hai been invaluable.

The court appointed an external a\\ t.
with his order. Here is What the auditor s

in 1976 to report to him as to the DISD's compliance-
last slimmer:

There are Some understandable pr. flein areas that appear to be inherent in the
establishment of magnet schools. Th: ourt Order was issued on April 7, 1976, and the
district had to prepare the physical facilities, recruit students, staff, and prepare
curricula for magnet schools between April 1976 and the beginning of school in late
August 1976. The experiences with Skyline likely made such endeavors possible. It is
doubtful that any large school district without prior experiences With an educational
center similar to Skyline could have made such progress in such a short period of time.
The auditor would do a disservice and an injustice to all of the magnet schools if
generalized statements would made about all of them collectively, because each magnet
school isunique, and each was established to provide for students of vafying interests'
and aspir,6tlons



Student records wer examined in each magnet school in an effort to determine
progress. The numb r and kinds of records kept varied with each magnet to provide
the needs indigene us to each ecIntational center. There does appear to be some
common denomin for in all schools. The freedom of choice appeared to be prevalent
in every school; st dents were enrblled in each ma let because they desired to be there.

The April-7, 1976 Court Order stipulated that each student could have the option
of remaining in his/her assigned school or to opt for a transfer to another school in
the district under provisions for a Minority-Majority Transfer, Majority-Minority
transfer, or to take advantage of a curricular progam not offered in the assigned
school: The order was very explicit in defining the conditions under which a student
might attend any school in the district. The choice Va.'s left to the student provided
all other conditions were met (i.e., ethnic balance was not disrupted, the desired
curriculum was*fered and space was available). Thus, the responsibility for selecting-.
a school rested with the student and/or his/her parents ...

The auditor visited all the magnet schools. The following Was reported regarding two of them:

Hi :h School for the Health Professions

The ealth Professions Magnet has a teacher-studentratio of approximately
,, 1:20. Ou of a total enrollment of 796 full- and part-time students, there are 231

Anglos ( 9.0 percent), 479 Blacks (60.1 percent), and 86 Mexican-Americans
(10.9 pe cent).

e school has been adopted by Dental Auxiliaries, Baylor Hospital, and several
other p vete and public institutions.. There is an active Health Advisory Committee
consist ng of sixteen Anglo members and a Dental Committee with three Blacks and
thirtee Anglos. Academic instruction is punctuated with regular field trips to area
clinics and hospitals.

he academic facilities are crowded, and students lack adequate locker space.
Des (te these mild disadvantages, student morale is high, and the overall attitude of
th sudents can be labeled enthusiastic. Parental involvement, however, is minimal.

Business and Management Center

The Bpsiness Magnet has a total student enrollment of 1436 full- and part-time
'students. The majority of these students are black, 1021 or 71.1 percent. Anglo and
Mexican-American students number 20 013.9 percent) and 9 (0.6 percent), respectively.
The teacher-student ratio is approximately 1:15.

Discipline problems an minimal and are handled primarily through parent-teacher
conferences. There is, according to one counselor, an inability to attract Anglo students.
As of April 20, 1977, there were still 150 Anglo stations available.

Some of the adopting agencies which also participate in the internship program
include: Zales (Jewelers), Sanger Harris (Department Store), Fidelity Union (Life
Insurance), Republic National Bank, and Minyards (Food Store). Community support
for the Business Magnet appears to be quite strong. Student morale and motivation
Seem to be very high. The faculty members at this Magnet are enthusiastic about the
curriculum-offerings and the philosophy of the Magnet concept.

Jr
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Finally, the facilitiesat Magnet are very adequate to conduct the dead i
program Offered by the institu on. Not only is there a Wide variety of businesa.
wire, but the educational surroundings within the Magnet itself ptesent an atmosph
which seems to be conducive to Yarning : . . - . .

. ,

.
.- . .

Overall, the Magnets showid evidence of providingerreiources and services congruent
with their education goals.141e4philosophy behind the educational thrust is bothatx...,
educationally innovate e and long past due on the educational scene. There are, however;
shortcomings. Attention needs to be directed to the absence of recreational facilities - -
at the Magnets. During interviews with the Auditor,. Magnet staff members indicated a
deep concern about the academic standing (educational preparedness) of their students.
In general; staff members felt that conducting remedial work was notwithin the scope
or nature of their function as professionals imparting expertise within their wn area.
of academic competency. Fiirthermore, some counselors and campus adminis ators
voiced regret concerning the aura that some non-Magnet institutions within the
use the Magnets as "dumping ground" for academically "borderline" studentior

'f"chronic:' disciplinary repeaters. The permeation of this negative attitude vitiates the
. strength of the educational concept.

Reading achievement in the Magnet schools remains a probletm. Remedial reading
work is necessary in Many instances totting these students tb a reading comprehen-
sion levePsuitable for. Magnet-level work: This can cause time delays in employment-
entrance and encumbers the academic thrust of the Magnets:

. -
Special emphasis oii reading is taking place presently. Recent tes)ing of studeqs at one

particular magnet, the Businets and Management Center, showed that reading scow have jumped
as much as three ades in comprehension and seven grades in-speed during this ye* alone.

A feeling of responsibility, a are for equipment and facilities, the absence of, disciplinary prob-
lems, and high attendanCe figures thdse are important by-products created by the students' knowl-
edge that they areitedeifing soli preparation to enable them to earn their places it he World, instead
of merely absorbing informed they may never need.

Students in the magnet sch ol are voluntarily being bused into an integrated environment
becauselhey are receiving a quality education at the end of .tke bus ride and because they share a.
common interest in career education. The incentive of avoidin the-unskilled labor pool upon
gra4uation by having a ma4etable skill causes students to attend school with students of other
races, and the result is voluntary desegregation.

. ,

The Ultimate guarantors of thsuccess of the magnet school program are the kids. They are
-

the ones who sign up and attend,the schools, and without them the desegregation effort fails.
If the trend, toward.greater student enr011ment in the magnets continues, this tool of desegregation
will be an unqualified success in the Dallas Independent School Districts .

r
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Providing Inservice Education tO.,
Meet the Training Needs-of Building

Level Vocational Administratggs in Urban Areas
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OVIDINGINSERVIEXEDU 4140N TO MEET'llig 1RAINING NEEbS
LDING LBVEL. V9 AT AL ADMINISTRATORS IN URBAN AREA

t *

by. Robert E N'ortOn arkRan Fahrlander

, ,

Many problems exist at the building level in vocational e ucation, n' t because a the lack of
competent personnel; but because these personnel have often not receive the t ainitifittey need. i't

' Unfortunately; too few ohportunities.have been available to providesforithe inse ce training needs
14 t e key leadership persons. Fortunately, somerecent research and developme t activitiqp in
cOm tency-based administrator education show proMise of helping-schools to bet eilmeet their_ dlt"
inservice training needs. i '. k ' t X

4.I- t, .
C .-_._ ,.

..

Administering programs of vocational educationais not an Jas job today,,if it ever was.,The sys
tern of public school education is buffeted by a variety of press from the out , inpluding the' courts, he community at large paferiegir Oiiipsi an the'e'Conomy in_general. I, ,,.....-.

As vocational educatifirAdministratorspybd nc easingly placed in a no-win situation. Pro-
-i,re, . ,,:

. grams either do not clallage the gifte r' rtheritir the basi the enrollment is racially
balanced,Adoes not have an adequate presentakon of e antra tion x, Teachers who know
howoto teach are often weak in the subject area, While those who are ex rt craftspersons do not
know how to work with kids; If disruptive students are suspended, yoq are guilty of indifference to
youth; if they remain in.school, their antics make you look like a Poor discipliTtarian: While you
fought to maintain an environment that facilitates individualized -instruciion,The next liudget
squeeze is loing..to eliminate your programs bec'ause of low sOdliat-teacher ratios. Equipment speci-
fications that are poorly written, together with a fear on the tart of your business department re-

-r,
garding vendor lawsuits, combine to provide you with imported typewriters, cardboard furniture,,and
discount store power tools. . >

.t1

You recover from all this about the time that the loCaParents for Brighter Horizons for Our
School cranks up their,textbook subcommittee and sendsit out on a search-and-destroy mission.
Sure en ugikty,,e noies back with a copy of your homemaking text on child care and it's open to
the cha ter on human reproduction,.

External criticism of the public schools creates enoughteadaches for the voca lona ethication
administrator. Buti.within the school family you continue to take your lumps. Yo r leadership has
been submerged in the hierarchy otthe system. Assistant superintendencies for v ational education
have been abolish,ed.,Departnients of general instruction have taken over the ad nistration of_basic
vocational programs: Departments,of special education are providing their own rograms of voca-
tional education for handicapped students: Departments of community affairs re handling the
School linkage with the civic agencies responsible for the retraining of out-off -sc of yo

.

*Fkabort:E. Norton isa Senior Researi and DevLipmenf SpecialistInd D,an Fahrlander is a,

'
Senior Restrieh Specialist at the National Center for Research in VocationaEducatiori.-
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.

ormore direct consequenceand soniething hick: you can try to improveis he conflict that
arises-ikthe building level, spEOfically4ith the non ocationally educated Principal. his is the per-. 'principal.Jo , i ...

son directly charged with theday-toldai..suP Nof vocational education teachers and with the
: .diSPersal of the sChbol's perr pupil.,,ekpenditure,fonsupplles and equipment. t

a, ;) : ,. , _

.
What-are the'symptoms or th. flit ?,, i dequate share of the budgetz-a disproportionate

share of less capable students; deel ning dlillment$in vocational student organizations; declining,
enroll ents in cooperative education progiams; resistance to providing released time or
other mea s of support for -teache inservice programs; declining reimbursement due to a mismatch
of app ov d teachers and aicprO4e programs; resistance to released.time for students to participate
in field tr s, contests, con eren Or for any purpose; confusion of terminology, vocational funding
and fundi g criteria; and siths uti n oflow-unit cost, high pupil density, practical arts programs for
the mow. vigoroOly stanclafted v cational skill offerings.

-.- Those of you who have-read o13, a Is er s book entitled Analyzing Performance Problems' areIct ,

famikiar-with the flow,chact th s the rader illideterniining Why a performance discrepancy
exisfs,and-'Whatcan be dorAahout it If the discrepancy is considere\1 to be important and,there is
no simpler way to dot, the j9,13,;tben.tjle 'problem becomes one of an inability to perform or it becomes
One of the obstates to tM pea& ance.,16th of these problernslexist in the relationship of building
level administrators to progr f v(D

loo

cationledpeation.
t .

The first problem (ina iliy,to perform) is trea rough a formal training session. The second
problem (obStacies to performance)

*

is, tread th ving the obstacles or providing rewards
61-pvercoming the obstacles, , !

. * .

Principals, in most cases, 4o t have, an affirmative action plan to hinder or crip 0 their voca-
tional edurcaticinprograps: When theiractions do, in fact, have that result, I belieye tha ,it is chip to
ighorapce, overwork, lack of attention, or-Other -prifrities. In other words, there is a dis repancy in
the performance of principals that isduektci their inability toperform, or obstacles to t perform.
ance, or both:

T'he solution' to the P blem A ihservice g for the principal and a very much irn oved
L, public relations effort by. eryone who e-pp s a oductive livelihood in vocationa'l educatio We

<-/ want to take, thi§ opportunity to provide some suggeqions that may help you meet the inservicp
training needs of principals while leaving the issue of imProved ptiblic relations to another time:\ \

Given the many diffeuent types of probrrts dentified as confronting building level and othe'r,
vocational administrators, it may at first granKeappear to be a'hopeless and futile situation. In \
re' lity,'however, we know that not, ill of. the--problems identified exist in every building and probablSc

n every school syst4. Further, as,educatprs we know that many if not all of the problenis identi
f. d can be reduced and in so*.c.,aseg;'eN.en eliminieted, if adequate and appropriate inservice:training
or staff development fan be provided. We-must never forget that many complex and 'unique skills
are required:to successfullyAireet v.ocationar proga4....and that we cannot expect administrators to
automatically possesslhe,neededrcompeteneies at the time of emploYment. While certainly not a
panacewfor all of the problems identified, quality individualized and competency-based inservice edu-
cation programs are worth every possible consideration.

fctRobirt F.,1\aager and eeter Pipe, Anabizing Perforniance Problems (Belmont, CA: Fearon
Puhlishers a d ar Siegier, Inc., Educational Division, 1970).

t
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Recent. Administrator Research

tant tiS local administrators of vocational education. Most of this research was con
Let us znsider for a moment sonie of the implications of recent research regarding the compe-

tencies impo
ducted in an effort to increase the very liniited kpowledge available about what competencies are
really needed by local administrators of vocation education. Arpart of a USOE funded Part C
research project, The Center, in reviewing.the liter tire, found 15 different research studies had been
conducted,'mostly by doctoral students, to ideriti and/or'yerify the.competencies important to
successful local administrators. Because the quality of these studies varied widely, because many
were several "years old, and because none of the studies had verified the competencies on a national

, basis, The Center began its own research effort.'

After conducting a comprehensive reView of the literature and a DACUM (Developing A
Curriculum) workshop,' a comprehensive listing of 191 carefully worded task statements was sub-
mitted in questionnaire form to 130 selected local- administrators of vocational education for nati
national verification. Thirteen administrators were selected from each of ten states, one: from each
USOE geographic region, with the major selection criterion being that the 13 most outstanding
administrators in each state be chosen.

J /-
After two follow-up mailipgs, 120 of the 130 adMinistrators had responded to the survey for

a° 92.3 percentrate.of return. We found uPon analyzing the data that 166 of the 191 task statements
were rated as important (meaning that they received a median score of 3.0 or higher on the six-point
scale of importance). For a list of these 166 task statements, see Attachnient A:

We also analyzed the responses to see if there were,any statistically significant if&ences in the
way that rural administrators (less than 100,000 population) versus urban administr tors (100,000
or more) responded to the task statements. We found a statistically significant differ ce on the
responses to fifteen statements. For example, the rural administrators reacted with a. edian of 420
to the task statement "Establish student rules and policies" (such as attendance and di cipline) while
the urban administrators reacted with a 2.8 median. InterPreted, we would conjecture. hatthis
means in urban areas'student rules and policies are more likely to be esta ished by cen ral office

r.administrators.' I "

The-following major conclusions were drawn from th- "", ducted;
,

\
1. That the job of local adininistrators of vocational education, while complex and unique

in many ways, can be adequately described in terms Of competency orlask statements.
.

.. .

2. That a sound data base of nationally verified competencies important tolocal administra-
tors Qf vocational educati?n exists for:

,
\\'Robert E. Norton et al. The Identification and National Verification of ompetencies

"Important to Secondary and Postsecondary Administrator's of Vocational Ed ation, .P:inal Report:
.

Development of Competency-Based Instructional Materials for Local Vocational Education
'AdministratorsPart I (Columbus, OH: The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohjp State
Univ -siti,D977)-. / j

1-

A

" For an .explanation of the DACUM approach, se 'R. E. Ada s, DACUM Appro,icii\to
urriculum, Learning and kvaluation in tccupation raining ( ttawa, Canada: Nova SC-otia ,

'Newstart:Inc.; 1975)..
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a. plaiming competency-based administrator'education programs

b.., conducting vocational administrator training needs.assessments

developing competency-based instructional, materials for trainingioCal'administrators
of vocational education:

Materials Development
.11

Given a good research lose, out next task was the development of 'instructional materials4 tkikt. -

could be used in a wide variety of instructional settings for the pfeservice and/Or inservice educatiA
of local administrators. We concurrently began the clustering of related taskstntenients for module
development purposes and sought to identify some high priority areas for initial materials dev,eloji-
!tent We also devised a materials format which was largely based upon our pprp modules format,
which after considerable revision and extensive field testing;has proven to he ver3i effeetive.

EachAnodule is an instructional package designed to cover an important administrative skill.
The package includes information, activities, and feedbaCk deviCeS to help the module user acquire
the specified skill.

The skill is acquired by useof a series of learning experiencetkat allow the module user Ito.
initially gain cognitive knowledge about the skill: The module user is Allen given the opportunity to
plan for or practice that skill and finally, to demonstrate competence in that skill by Performind it
in an actual administrative situation. ,

Each learning experience is complete with both required and optional activities,that are d6signed
to helPtthe module user achieve a specific objective. In order to achieve the objective, the 'Vivifies
withina learning experience may include reading*an information sheet, role-playing, plannineaCting_.
to'caSe studies, videotapipg performance for Critique by peers, and/or observing experienced adminis-
trrators. The succes.sft completion of: the activities Contained in the learning lxperiences leads the oSOr:
to attainment of the competencies addressed by the module.

Six modules were developed addressing the following high priority.areas:

Supervise Vocational Education ?ersomiel:

Appraise the Personnel Developrtient Needs of Vocational Teachers

Organize and Work.with a Local Vocational Education Advisory Council.

Establish a Student Placement Service and Coordinate Follow-up Studies

Develop LocarPlans,for Vocational'Education: Part,I
.

Develop Local Plans for Vocational Education: Part it

'!'Robert E. Norton et al.. Competency-Based Vocational Administrator;Education Materials
(Columbus, OH: The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio State University, 1977).
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. ,
These materials were field tested in four different administratortraining rograms located CA

. .

,.- three,states. While feedback to the field testversions was very positive, some hangei were needed
and the modules.ivere revised to incorporate these changes. These materials a a user's guide will

'',,,soon be available from-The Cente,ron a cost-recovery basis. /t /
While discussinginstructionalmaterials that can be used for the i rvic, training of lo al, ad-

ministratOrs, it needs to be that some other materials are also avail le r administrat r training.
While most of these are notdesigried 'specifically for vocational administra rs, they nevert eless have
bden found appropriate in many cases for such training. ong these materials are some The
Center's 100 PBTE modules which are now commercially available from the American sociation for
Vocational Instfuctidnal Materials (AAVIM), Athens, Georgia.s While these materials are designed

. specifialy for the training of vocational teachers, the 11 modules in Category A: Program Planning,
Developrnent, and Evaluation and the 10 modules in Category G: SchooKommunity Relations
have been found.to be'very suitable in some training programs.

Other materials that should prove useful in some cases include the American Institutes for
Researth,vocational education curriculum specialist materials:6 This series of 22 instructional
modules is designed to train specialists in vocational education curriculum, but a number of the

les should also be helpful to vocational administrators as they plan, develop, and evaluate
' curricu imilar but different set of seven instructional modules developed at Washington State

University', a so be helpful. While these were also developed for cur,riculum specialists, the
competenci vered-in these materials are related to those vocational' administrators need as they
plan progra , develoii, or guide, the dev,,elopment of curricula, and evaluate programs.

,:e

Alternative Delivery Strategies

While administrator research and instructional materials are helpful, they alone do not get the
job of training done. Somehow the trainers and trainees must be brought together in effective settings
for the necessary competency development to occur. We strongly recommend the competency-based
administrator education (CBAE) approach and conducted a national training program on that ap-
proach last February for 30 participants from throtighout the country. Unlortunately time and space
limitations do not permit a detailed discussion of this approach to administrator preparation. Suffice
it to say that the main focus of CBAE programs, whether school system-based or universitrbased,
is o meeting the inlkiridual competency needs of the administratOrS involved. This meanssucji
programs are highly individualized and rely considerably upon competency-based modularized mate-
rials as a delivery mechanism.

These competency-based materials and concepts, however, are suitable for use in many if not
all of the currently used inservice approaches. Many of the most common alternatives are listed
below, and classified into internal (institution-based) alternatives and external (to the school)
alternatives.

5 e Center for Vocational Education, The Center's Performance-Based Teacher Educationth
Modut (Athens, GA: American Association for Vocational Instructional MaterialsAAVIM, 1978).

6American Institutes. for Research, Vocational Education Curriculum Specialist Materials
(1asliington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1976).

Washington State University, Department of Education, Cu riculum for Graduate Program to
Prepare Vocational Education Curriculum Specialists (Pullman, W : Washington State University,
Department of Education, 1976).
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Internal Alternatives for Providing Inservice Education ,

District-wide staff development prograins '

Vocational department staff development programs. Common approaches include:

* workshops on technical subjects

workshops on professional skills

* individualized training contracts (plans)

* individual conferences

after school seminars, speakers, etc.

* staff inservice meetings

External Alternatives for Providing Inservice Education

Comprehensive Leadership Development Programs including CBAEf intern, and extern
programs

Campus-based college/university courses

Extension/Continuing Educdtion off-campus courses

State Department of Education workshops/conferences

Staff exchanges withebusiness/industry/labor

While some of these internal and external educational afternatives are available to every adminis-
trator, there may still be the the problem of incentives or motivation to attend and actively participate
in such programs. Let's face it, Jocal administrators are extremely busy people, and, have little time
for nonessential activities. A key point to remember here is that if we are to reduce or eliminate some
or most of the administrative problems outlined earlier, we must consider staff development an

/- essential activity. Further, we must provide the incentives and encouragement necessary to motivate
participation by appropriate persons.

What motivates one administrator will not necessarily motivate another. Fortunately, several
types of incentives are usually available. They include awarding growth points, certification credit,
credit toward advanced degrees, released-time, salary credits, and recognition and/or awards for
participation. In spite of frequent statements to the contrary, many administrators and other educa-
tors are also still motivated by pure professionalismthe desire to do the best job possible.

Summary

We have reviewed some of the major problems confronting local administrators of vocational
education, and some of the recent research conducted on vocational administration, and we have I:

looked at some of the available instructional materials. We also briefly outlined some of the alternative



strategies available fox providing the necessary staff development and considered some of the moti-
vators that could be used to encourage participation in training programs. It is up to you and
your staff to identify the major problems facing your vocational programs and to determine what
training could help reduce or eliminate those problems. Remember, good staff development pro-
grams don't cost you; they pay you in terms of improved personnel performance and improved
vocational programs.



ATTACHMENT A

COMPETENCIES IMPORTANT TOSECQNIJARY AND POST-SECONDARY
LOCAL ADMINISTRATORS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

MasXr'List of Categories and Task Statements*

CATEGORY A: 'Program Planning, Development, and Evaluation

1.- Survey student and parent interests.
2 Collect and analyze manpower needs assessment data.
3. Direct occupational task analysis for use in curriculum deyelopment.
4. Direct the identifiCation of entry-level requirements for jobs,:
5. Involve community representatives in program planning and development.
6. Obtain state and federal services and 'resources for program development.
7. Cooperate-with district, county, regional, and state agencies in developing and operating

vocational'programs.
8. Prepare annual program plans.
9. Prepare and update lOng-tange program Plans..

10. Develop overall vocational program 'goals.. ,

11. Coordinate district curriculum developnient efforts.',.
12. Approve eourses of study. :*

13. Establish schOol admiSsion and graduation requirements.
14. Recommend program policies to the administration and board.
15. Implement local board and administrative policies.
16. Interpret and apply state and/or federal vocational education legislation.
17. Interpret and apply other relevant stateand.federal legislation jsuch as CETA).
18. Develop plans for evaluating instructional prOgrams.
19. Direct self-evaluation'of the.disfrict vocational programs.
20. Involve external evaluation personnel in assessing program effectiveness.
21. Design and select instruments for evaluating the instructional program.
22. Evaluate the effectiveness of the instructional program.
23. Initiate student and employer follow-up Studies.
24. Analyze student and employer follow-up studies.
25. Recommend curriculum revisions based on evaluation data.
26. Assess Student testing and grading procedures.
27. Analyze the school's and community's feelings toward educational change.
28._Write proposals for the funding of new programs and the improvement of existing p .grams.

*Taken from The Identification and National Verification of Competencies Important to
Secondary and Post-Secondary Administrators of Vocational Education, by Robert E. Norton, Kristy
L. Ross, Gonzalo Garcia, and Barry Hobart. ColumbUs, OH: The Center for Vocational Education,
The Ohio State University, 1977.
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29. Coordinate local demonstration, pildt, and exemplary prdgrams.
30.. Design and oversee local research studies.
31. Interpret and use research results for program developthent and 'improvement.
32. Develop supplemental/reMedial instructional programs to meet student needs.

CATEGORY B: Instructiona nagement
33.

34.
35. Enforce student rules and policies.
$6. Design'and oversee student progress reporting procedures.,
37. Prepare a master schedule of course offerings.
38. Guide staff in selecting and using effective instructional strategies (such as individudized

instruction):
39. Establish and impleMent a curriculum design that will achieve the school's instructional goals.
40. Guide staff in integrating an articulating the vocational program with the total educational

program.

41. Promote the integration of vocational student organizaticinal activities into the instructional
program.

42. Provide for cooperative education programs.
43. Provide for supplemental /remedial instructional programs.

Provideffor special needs prograrns.
45. Provide for, adult/continuing education programs.
46. Guide the articulation of secondary and postsecondary vocational program objectives.
47. Approve selection of instructional equipment.
48. Approve-selection of instructional materials.
49. Maintain.a learning resources center for students:

CATEGORY C: Student Services

50. Oversee student recruitment activ4jes.
51. Oversee school admission services.
52. Arrange for work study programs.
53. Oversee student guidance and testing services.
54. Oversee student job placement and follow-up services.
55. Provide for a student record-keeping system.
56. Interpret and apply student rights, laws, aid regulations.

d

CATEGORY D: PertSnnel Managenient

57.. Prepare and recommend personnel policies.
58. Prepare and maintain a personnel handbook.
59. Assess program staffing requirements.

Establish instructional program entry and completion requirements.
Establish student rules and policies (such as attendance and discipline).

4
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60. Prepare job descriptions.
61. Establish staff selection And recruitment procedures.
62. Recruit and interview potential staff.
63. Recommend potential staff to the administration and board.
64. Participate in negotiating staff workingagreeMents.
65. Establish staff grievance procedures. ,

66. Resolve staff grievances and complaints.
67. Interpret the staff benefit program.
68. Counsel and advise staff on professional matters.

9. Schedule staff viorlf loads. *
47 Schedule staff leaves, vacations, and,sabbaticals.
71: Oversee the work, ortdchers'and other school pemonnel.
72. Proiride for a staff record-keePinellystem.
73. Plan and conduct staff meetings.
74. Prepare bulletins and other communications designed'to keep staff informed.
75. Observe a evaluate staff performance.
76. Recomme d staff promotions and digrnissals.

177. Provide guidance to the staff on legal matters affectin he school program.
78. Interpret and apply licensing and certification regulations

.79. Interpret and apply labor laws and regulations..
80. Interpret and apply affirrnadve action laws and regulations.

CATEGORY E: Staff Development

81. Assess staff development needg.
8?. Assist in the preparation of individual staff profiles.
83. Counsel with staff regarding personnel development needs and activities.
84. ,Establish and maintain a staff teaming resources 'center.
85. Conduct workshops and other inservice programs for professional personnel.
86.. Arrange for workshops and other inservice progr4ms for professional perso
87. Provide 'for inservice programs for supportive. Personnel.
88. Provide for preservice programs for professiorl personnel.

'89. Arrange for staff exchanges with business and industry.
90. Elialuate staff dev opment programs.

CATEGORY F: Professional Relations and Self-Development

91. iMaintain ethical standards expected of a professional educator.,
92. Develop'and maintain professional relationships with Othereadministrators.
93. Develop and maintain professionalrelationshiPs with state department of education personnel.
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94. Develop and maintain relationships with personnel in professional organizations.
95. Participate in professional organizations.
96. Participate in professional meetings for self-improvement.
97. Promote professional image through pgonal appearance and conduct.
98. Assist with the development of state and/or federal plans for vocational education.
99 Participate in the development of vocational education legislation.

100. Prepare policy and comrhendation statements.
101. Represent teacher interests and concerns to other administrators and the board.
102. DeveroP effective interpersonal-skills.

103. _"'Read and use information from professional joyrnals, reports, and related materials

tl104. Apply ma agementby objectives (MBO) techniques to persOnal work assignments.
105. Develop cooperative problem-solving an decision-making skill

106. Assess personal 'performances es an adm istrator.

CATEGORY G: School-Community Relations

107. Develop a plan for promoting good public relations.
108. Prepare and reconrend public relations and communications policies.
109. CooMinate use ofloccvpational (craft) advisory 'committees:
110. Otganiie and work wIth,a general vocational advisory council.

111. -'Develop working' relationships with employers and agencies.

112. Prepare and recoitmend cooperative agreements with other agencies.

for self-

113. Invorve community leaders (political and non-political) in school programs and activities.
114. Participate in school organizations.-
115. Participate community organizations. -

116. Promote g d relations ips between vocational and general education staff.
117. .Encout-age staff particip Lion in community,civic, service, and tOcial organizations.

k.,
118. Promoie cooperative efforts of parent and teacher groups.

119. Conduct conferenc with individuals relative, to the vocational:programs.

120. Meet and confer W h visitors.

121, Conduct informati anal programs for the public (such as open house and career awareness
ograms).

122. c presentations on school programs and activities.
123. Conduct public hearings and meetings on school issues.

124. Conduct orientation programs for students and staff.
125. Conduct recognition programs for students, staff, an community supporters.
126. Plan for exhibits and displays.
127. Develop materials to promote the vocational Prograins.
128. Write news "releases for school and area media.
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e 129. Obtain and analyze informal feedback about 'the school.
130. Evaluate the public rel 'mit program/ "°.

. 131. Interpret and applytipub 'c "right-to-know" laws and regulations.
eP

CATEGORY H: Facilities and Eqpipment Management
tr,
182. Assess the need for physical Lim ties.
133. -Conduct land and facility felts' ility studies.
134.°' Recommend building sites. ',
135. Recommendsthe selection of an arAitect.
136. erseaarichitectural ilitig.

1,

137. S it facility and e ipment specifications.
138. Analyze building and equipment contract bids.

'139. Recommend acceptan of new buildi .

140. -Procure equipment and fu nishings.
.141. Plan space requirements for programs.
142. Assign space accordinglo priority needs.
143. Develop and implement an equipment and supply inventory system.

.144. Establish preventive maintenance program for equipment and facilities..!!,-
I

t,
145. Interpret and apply health and safety laws and regulation(
146. Develop and implement safety programs.
147. Establish emergency plans (such as fire and disaster).
'148. Establish and oversee a security program. _.

149P' I Schedule and oversee community's use of facilities.
150. Develop'long-range facility and equipment plans.
151. Prepare and submit renovation nd alteration plans.

CATEGORY I: Business and Financial Management

152. Prepare and recommend financial policies.
153. Establish purchasing and payment procedures.
154. Establish receiving and, shipping procedures.
155. Prepare and regulate operational lxidgets.
156. Prepare and regulate program budgets'. -

151. Prepare and regulate capital improvement budgetS.
158. Prepare long-range budgets based on total program requirements.
159. Adopt an appropriate financial accounting system.
160. Analyze the cost of operating various instructional programs.
161. Locate sources of funds for prdgram development and operation.
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64. Determine insurance overage needs.
165. Respofid to business cor sponclence.

r
pprove all major expenditures.
prverequisitiOris nd work Orders.

164 Prepare local, state, and federal. reports.

Err
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/
SIMULATIONA USEFUL CONFERENCE TOOL .,

By Daniel E. Koble, Jr.* -

Th ti simulation method, is a useful and unique addition tolthe conference planner's bag of tools.
They technt4nes usedbin this procedure are not new. Gaming and role playing have been used success- \
fully by teachers for many years. Sinmlation is best adapted to workshop or seminar. settings. It is
most useful with small groups where specific skills or useful knowledge is to be learned.

IQ . A
Simulation is the creation or fabrication of an artifici4real -life situation which allows partici-

Pants to respond to induced variables in a controlled and not -threatening manner.

S
N.,.,

The conference planner should follow several simple steps in deciding whether or not to apply
simulation techniques to a particular topic.

1. Determine the specific.topicarea or activity to be addressed by the session, e.g., curriculum
design, governance, finance, student control, etc. It is beA to cover only one topic in a
session unless several can be clustered in a relationship in which there is transfer of learning
from onetopic to another. Simulation lends itself best to competencies which can be .
learned by doing.

2. Determine the competencies to belearned (skills, knowledge or attitudes) and the objectives
or outcomes to be gained from the session. If the purpose is one of motivation or dis
semination of ideas, it may be more efficient and, effective to use another approach such
as lecture or discussion.

fi

I
Determine the time allOtment for the topic or activity; simulation is not a time efficient.
method and requires the allocation of greater blocks of conference time. The procedure
does, however, have a higher learning effectiveneSS thin most other more efficient me ods.

Determine if the target atidience has sufficient background pr other releVant experience
needed to project themselves into the simulated context. It is not absolutely necessary for
participants to have a situatioh specific background. There is, however, a direct relation-

r ship between the amount of transferable or enhancing experience target groups can obtain
from the activity and the amount of time which is required for the activity. Extensive -.

-briefings on the basics of a simulated situation eat into the productive time tiA the session.

5. A cursory considkation of the topic should conjure up ideas in the mind of the planner
which lend themselves to simulation. First impressions are important. Ideas should flow
easily. If the planner experiences a great deal of strain, and brain wracking is needed to
find a way to apply simulation, the session is likely to be less than satisfactory. The more
obvious an application to the planner, the more likely it will be that participants will
perceive the simulation as having relevance.

.

The conference planner and presenter must feel comfortable and competent to design and
execute a simulation.activity. ManY Variations exist which may range frOm the planner

*Daniel E. Koble, Jr. is a Research Specialist at the National Center for Research in Vocational
Education.
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and Presenter being the same person to a team approach, where the planner provides the

Frtho.
idological nput and the presenter provides the technical input.

1. The facilities, setting, anCsupporting resources sh9uld sLmulate as nearly as possible the
real context. 13.00m size and arrangement of furniture are examples of environmental factors
to be considered.

.

Figure 1 illustrates a checklist which shOuld be of assistance to the novice in plan ning for simn-
lation activities.

tit

Figure 1

Checklist for Planning Simulation'Actiiities

e . Consideration Yes ' No

1... ,

1. Does the topic lend itself to simulation?
.

2. Can the target competencies be simulated?

3. Is the allotted time adequate? .
.

4. Does background of the target audience lend itself ,

to simulation?

5. Do ideas for simulation activities come to mind
easily?

6.. Does the conference planner and/or sessioh presenter .
feel competent to design and conduct simulation
activities?

7. Are facilities, setting, and supporting resources ,

adequate for simulation?
,

. / .
The simulation exercises on thetollowing pages were, designed for the 1918 National Leadership

.onference for Administrators of Vocational Education in Large Cities.

It is hoped that the simulation activities contained within this resource can be used with your
staffs. Sithulation activities conducted ina small.group setting have proved to be an effective method
for staff development.',

.
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1978 National ',eldership Conferenbe
for Administratowf Vocational Education in Large Cities

Simulation Efercise A Youth Unemployment Redtiction Task Force Meeting in a Mi
Urban Area

Directi s to Workshop Resource Leader

Tile-Mayor and Council of EuphOria,City liaVe established a "Youth Unemployment Reduction
Task Force" ih an effmt to find adequite'emploYnient for more young people in the urban area.

There are several public and private agencies in the area which offer vocational education. There
hes been some controversy concerning whb is to offer various types of programs in the community.
Also, there haVe been public charges that several of the agencies are duplicating effort in terms of
skill training. The local neWspaper has picked up on this and is;Present at the meeting.

One of your goals resource leaderis to inform the chairperson that the agenda for today'S
rneeting will deal with the probleirplained aboVe,'You must also assign thellarious roles for each -

individual participant as specified. This includes giving each individual the appropriate 3 x card Mk'
citing assigned role and structured pre-planned participation. Briefly inform each individual about
his/her role and how, to participate (see attached master script). Emphasize that member participation

be of two types (1) free and open discussion and (2) structured discussion which is contwlled by
the bash cards. Give all p icipants five minutes to review their roles, and give the chairperson five
minutes to plan a strategy, ter this is done, briefly present the; situation as outlined and let the
chairperson begin the rneetin

Position yourself to the eat of the chairperson and tre,s,fl4sh cards to interject re-planned
strfuctured participation into the meeting. For example, when you flash card number the City
Director of Public School VOcational Education Programs will participate as directed on th9.assign-
rnont card :which you provided earlier.

If you see that the meeting is beginning to bog down or that there tan be no resolution- to-the'
\probleni; close the meeting. Ask participants for feedback on how they felt Omit theroles,they
were playing and how they would improvethe situation.

Open'the meeting to a brainstorming session with the participants'Aiscussing hoW what they
have observed can be applied to their own situation back honie. Use'a flip chart or chalkboard to

- take down any suggestions the participants have. Do not reject any suggestions. Indicate that these
will be distributed to the participants after the meeting.

You will be supplied with a copy' of the situation sh4et fot each participant as well as a' set of-
`assignmen rds and corresponding flash cards.

,



1978 National? Leadership Conference
for Administrators of Vocational Education in Large Cities,

Simulation Exercise A Youth Unemployment Reduction Task Force Meeting in a Major
Urban Area.

The Situation

This exercise will simulate-an an actual meeting of a youth unemployment reduction task force
meeting in the city of Euphoria. This is the first meeting of the group which was formed by the Mayor
and City Council to consider ways in which agencies can cooperate to reduce youth unemployment.

Euphoria is a city of 300,000 population. About 56''percent of the citizens are members of
minority racial groups. The industrial and business interests in the city arediverse. Several major
aircraft building companies have factories in and around the city and Euphoria is the home office
for three large insurance companies. Retail businesses and relatectservices abound. A number of small
sewing factors" are located on the fringes of the city and employ primarily females.

The unemployment rate among young people jtist out of high school is drastically higher than
those of other age classes. The following table reflects the unemployment situation for June 1977.
The stakstics shown here do not include the persons who have left school and have not yet been
successfu making an initial entrrinto the labor market. Thig,nuniber may be sulistantial since
a survey of 182 recent city high school graduates Mdicated that 17 percent were unemployed.

Unemployment Situation for-The City of Euphoria (June 197,7)

Population Group Percent Unemployed

UNEMPLOYMENT (all categories) . 7.0

BY SEX All Males 6.6
All Females 7.5

BY RACE All White 4.8
All Non-White 8.7

BY SEX/RACE/AGE

White Males all ages 4.5
20 years and over 2.4
16-20 years :7.6

White Females all 'ages 5.3
20 years and over 4.0

. 16-20 years 7.6
Non-white
Males all ages 8.5

20,years and over 6.3
16-20 years 11.7

Non-white
Females all ages 8.9

20 years and over 5.1
16-20 years 1 13.7
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The following individuals are in attendance at the meeting:

Executive Director of the Mayor's Manpower pouncilialso Chairperson of.this task force)

-----"Frarsr-Director of Public School Vocational Education Programs

Chairperson of Euphoria City Advisory Council for Vocational EduCation

Director of the Center City Vocational Skill Wnter

City Director of CETA Training Programs

City Coordinator of YEPDA Training Programs

President of Local No. 632 International Ladies.Garment W

President of Aircraft Workers' Local No. 401

° Reporter for the Euphoria Deily Gazette

Manager of the City Employmebi Security Vommission Office

Executive Director of the City Department of Social Services

,Superintendent of the Catholic Diocesan. Schools

Plant M ager for the Andjam er Aircraft Company

Personnel perver for American Pet Owners' Insurance Co an
., .

Executive Director of the Greater Euphoria Chamber of Commerce
i

Director of Technical Education Programs at Beta Community College

'Director of the Local OIC training program

President of Simpson Technical College (private non-profit)

President of the Euphoria Council of Parents and Teachers

ers Union
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Simulation Exercise 'A Youth Unemployment Reduction Task Force Meeting in a Major
Urban Area

.MASTER SCRIPT FOR ASSIGNING
STRUCTURED PARTICIPATION TO MEMBERS OF THE GROUP

The following statements may-be used to assign structured participation to members of the
group. The briefestatements may be cut out and pasted on 3" x 5" file cards for distribution to
participants. This assignment of roles to individuals is critical to the success of the entire sitnulated
exercise.

tSquetured participation by reading the commnts assigned to each individual is sequenced by
the use of flash cards. Each participant will be assigned a number gnd job title or position. When the
resource person worki g with the group flashes a number, the individual whose number is displayed
interjects'the dialog fo nci on the participation card. The contribution should be memorized and may
be paraphrased in preference to reading direct from the card. It-must be reemphasized that individual
participation shall not be limited to structured participation but shall be free and open. This lends an
air of realism to the contribution.

1. Executive Director of the\Mayor's Manpower Council

(You are-chairperson ofJOils task force, please' begin and end on time and maintain a reason-
able amount of control over the group.)

The topics under discussion at this meeting are the "role of the task force in reducing
unemployment among city youth" and "'Ideas for reducing youth unemployment."

2. City Director of Public School Vocational Education Programs

The public schools of our city are'doing all they, can to prepare our graduates for jobs. The
big problem is that employers won't hire kids just out of school eyen when they have the
necessary skills and work habit.

3. Chairperson of Euphoria City Advisory Council for Vocational Education

Our city director of vocational education and the director's staff are doing a good job
with what they have. But, their hands are tied in many ways. They can't get good kids
because their parents talk them out of taking shop courses: The kids they get can't read,
wrife, or do arithmetic. The shop facilities and equipment are old and worn out. So what
can we do?,

4. Director of The Center City Vocational Skill Center

I won't allow guidance counselors to use our skill center as a dumping ground. No sir!
we maintain high standards in our school. We absolutely refuse to accept youngsters with
academic deficiencies or those who are in disciplinary trouble in their home school. Can't
turn out a good product unless you use good raw material.
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City Director of CETA Training. Programs

I can easily understand why public school graduates have a hard time finding jobs. The
ones we get referred to us for training don't know a thing about getting or keeping a job.
Their work habits are bad, and, their dress is sppy and they just don't give a damn about
working. What are you going to do about that?

-

6. City Coordinator of YEDPA Training Programs

Well, as all pf you know youth training is my bag and I think we're daing just great. We
already have 290 kids placed for job trairing and have promises of another 50 employment
opportunities frombusiness and industrY."I just can't understand why the public schools
can't do as good a job.

7. President of. Local No. 632 Internatirinal Ladies Garme t Workers Union

You know the more education kidftet the more money they expect on the job, and we
just can't compete with the aviation industry in pay level. So we make out better if you
don't make kids too smart. Of course we can always pick up older women who want to/ work for what we can pay. Maybe we're wasting the taxpayers' money on all this fancy
voqational training?

8. President of Aircraft Workers' Local No. 401

Shoot we just can't get enough good young people to take our apprentice training programs.
There are lots of jobs for both boys and girls in the aircraft industry. The biggest problem

yoiir training progiams are, not teaching young people the kinds of skills they need
to know today.

9. Reporter for the Euphoria Daily Gazette

(Your job as a reporter will be to ask a lot of basiclquestions and interrupt occasionally
for points of clarificetion.' You should exhibit a generally "nosey" attitude and appear to
be more interested in the "negative" than the "positive" aspects of the problem-)

10. Manager of the City Employment Security Commission Office

You know hundreds of jobs go unfilled each month in our city. But the problem is that
the people who are looking for work don't have the skills needed to fill the jobs. We need,
a lot of electricians, pi fitters, and arc welders, plumbers, sheet metal workers and I could
go on and on. These are basically non-union jobs which iny anywhere from $2.00 to
$4.00 per hour less than union jobs. But they are better than welfare or unemployment.
Whatare you educators doing about this imbalance?

11. Executive Director of the City Department of Social Services.

Aw,,you know the old saying that "the poor will always be with us," is still pretty true
today. Why make all the fuss about high youth unemployment? All they need is some
support from the federal government until they can grow up and find themselves.
Eventually they'll all go to work.



12. Superintendent of the Catholic Diorm Schools
.

We don't have any vocational programs in our high school. I've tried to get the public
schools to take some of our students, but they are afraid of mixing church and state.
How can I get my kids prepared for work?

13.. Plant Manager for the Windjammer Aircraft Company

I'm not sure we need to spend all this money on fancy vocational training. I can hire
all the labor I need right off the treets. And can trainItem to suit myself too. The
union provides all the skilled help I need. "Back to thebb.sics I say. Let the law of
supply and demand take over. Why worry?!

14. Personnel Supervisor for the American. Pet Owners' Insurance Company

Well I'm all for vocational education. I call the schools livery time I need a good girl. More
girls should be encouraged to go into business education, that's where the opportunities
are: Girls who graduate from vocational education are better workers. These kids are OK
as secretaries and clerks but I always look for an older person to fill the technical jobs.

15. Executive Director of the Greater Euphoria Chamber of Commerce

This whole darn things is useless anyway. What we need to be doing is encouraging families
with kids to move to the suburbs. All the business and industry are moving out anyway.
I know, I'm trying hard to sell new industries on locating downtown, and they just aren't
interested. Why not give up the whole thing?

46. Director of Technical Education Programs at Beta Community College

I just can't understand why all the fuss about no jobs. We never have any trouble placing
all'of our two-year graduates. I fact, we just can't get enough students to enroll in technical
education programs. Send us your best kids who can't find jobsyancliwe'll take care of them.

17. Director of the Local pm Training Program

Say you know the real tough problem is finding jobs for black kids. It's bad enough to be
a teenager but when you're a teenager and black both, that's murder. About the only
trainees we have been able to place with any success are black females with clerical skills.
It's hard for black boys to get into the skilled trades.

18. president of Simpson Technical College (Private, Non-Profit)

Really what we need to do is put high school graduatei on ice for two years by having them
all take a two-year postsecondary program. This will given them specific saleable skills and
the maturity all employers are looking for. I would be in favor of making such a program
mandatory with all expenses paid from public funds. What do you think?

19. President of the Euphoria Council of Parents-and Teachers

k
Most parents definitely want their kids to go to ollege after graduating from high school.
It seems to me that all of this vocational training just fills their heads with ideas thatare
against their parents' wishes. What we really need to do is beef up the academic courses
and stop wasting money on shop courses.

2.

4
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1978 National Leadership Conference
for Administrators of Vocational Education in Large Cities

Simulation Exercise increasing MinoritY and Female Participation in Vocational Programs

Directions to Workshop Resource Leader

This simulation activity consists of three parts: (1) a rumor exercise, (2) a whose fault exercise
and (3) a brainstorming session. The following are general guidelines to follow in conducting each
session.

A. Rumor Exercise.

a

Begin with # brief introduction indicating that the activities to be used in this work-
shop can be used with building level personnel to get them thinking about the need
to increase minority and female participation in vocational education.

Select six persons and instruct them to leave the room on an extended break and
that you will come,to bring them back into the room one at a time.

Pass out copiespf the simulation exercise to those participants in the room.

Ask the remaining participants to serve as observers and to watch and listen for
changes in the story as-one person Mays it freely to another. (Have the observers
take notes.)

Call in the first person and read the rumor to them. Make the setting as natural as
possible by sitting near the person while talking.

Next call in the third person and have .ihe second person repeat the rumor. Repeat
this process until all persons have returned to the room and been told the rumor.

After all persons have retold the story, ask the observers to report what they have
noted. In many cases they will have noticed different things.. You should point out
to the group that even the observers perceive and retain different things depending
on their own background, values, etc.

8. Ask the group to analyze this exercise and discuss how it-relates to discovering hidden
feelings one may have toward others, especially in the areas of stereotyping, selective
perception, and selection retention. .

Whose Fault Exercise.

1. Ask the group to read the description of the situation in Soggy Bottom. (Read
silently.)

2. Ask the group to-react in °a free-wheeling manner. Ask the group where the blame
lies in this situation: What can be done, to change the situation?

*-\
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Brainstorming Exercise

1. Ask t e group to brainstorm about ideas they can use in their own situations to
increase the participation of minority and female students in vocational programs.

2. Record all Suggestioni.and ideas from the group and tell them their ideas will be
edi0d, combined with those of other groups and made available to them in the
conrference proceedings.
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1978 National Leadership Conference
for Administrators of Vocational Education in Large Cities. 9

a.
Simulation Exercise Increasing Minority and Female Participation in Vocational Programs.

Two simulation exercises will be used in preparation for a brainstorming session.

1. Rumor Exercise. This exercise demonstrates how communication breaks down when infor-
mation is passed verbally from person-to-person. Participants become aware of how listeners
filter, distort, and'condense information in accordance with what they expect to hear and
want to hear.

J

Whose Fault Exercise. This exercise demonstrates how individual biases and values, stereo-
typed thinking, and distorted listening influence perception of human situations.

Discussion of the outcomes of these exercises should show how prejudice, personal values,
stereotypes, personal background of experience, and other submerged personal characteristics'of
educators can affect their role perception when attempting to increase minority and female participa-
tionnon m vocational education.

oThese exercises will be conducted as a warm-up in preparation for a brainstorming session to
identify and discuss methods for increasing minority and female participation in vocational programs.

( The following scenarios will be used to set the stage for the simulated exercises:

Rumor Exercise. Guess what I saw down in the afeteria? I had just stopped in for my morning
cup of coffee when J heard the wdrst racket coming fr m the kitchen. I sneaked over to the door and
looked in. Well, there stood that meek, sissy Mr. Johns n between big ole' Moses Washington and the
poor little Butterfield kid. She was screaming at the top of her lungs and Moses really looked' scared.
Johnson was holding a big meatcleaver. Looked like, he might have taken it from one-of the kids.
All the-otherkids in the cooking class just stood around and watched. I wonder what might have
happened?

, Whose Fault Exercise. The city of Soggy Bottom two years ago spent four million dollars to con-
vert Central High School into a vocational skill center. The school was renamed the Walter Higgenblum
Skill Center. This school is located in a rather blighted downtown area. The population is about 90
percent minority (largely black and Spanish). The. Board of Education faded a lot of opiposition from
the white community about remodeling this particular school. The board was under a court ordered
desegregation plan at the time and proposed to use the skill center as a means for attracting white stu-
dents into the minority neighborhood.

The skill center offers programs in twenty-two different occupational areas. The school has train.-
ink facilities for about 1400 students. The current enrollment is 650 students (this is 11 percent of
the total eligible school enrollment). About 27 percent of these students are from minority races.
The percent of minority population infthe total school system-is 42 percent. There are about 230 girls
enrolled in various programs. The heaviest enrollment is in traditional courses like.cosmetology,
laboratory technology, health occupations, and food services.

The director of the skill center and the guidance and counseling staff have developed very strict
admission requir6ments and screen all applicants very carefully. Things such as academic achievement
and deportment are considered in selecting students. The staff is determinedto make this a model
school in the district.



The Central Office staff are quite concerned bout the low enrollment but have their hands
tied by a district administrative policy which prohibits them from interfering with school building
operations.

Whose fault is the low enrollment and what steps can be taken to increase the number of
minority and female students? .

. .
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1978 National Leadership Conferen e
for Administrators of Vocational Education i Large Cities

"The Challenge of Preparing an 'Urban Population for ull Employment"

The National Center foi Research in Vocational Education
The Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio
April 16-20, 1978

7:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

e':00 p.m. -9:00 p.m'.

Sunday, April 16, 1978

OSUH

Conference Registration",

Hospitality.Hour'sponsored by
Brodhead Garrett Company, Cleveland, Ohio
Your HostTom Rodgers

Monday, April 17, 1978

Buckeye Room, - c, .

Buckeye Room

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education

FIRST GENERAL SESSION Room 1A

Presider: Bertran Wallace, Associate Superintendent
Boston (Massachusetts) Public School

System

8:30 a.m.-9:00 a.m. Welcome

Robeit E. Taylor, Executive Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education

Frank Oliverio, Assistant. Director
Division of Vocational Education, Ohio

Ferman Moody, Associate Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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.9:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.

Monday, April 17, 1978

Announcements and Evaluation

Benjamin C. Whitten, Executive Director
for Vocational Education

Baltimore (Maryland) Public Schools

The Challenge of Youth Unemployment
iri Urban-Areas

Letitia ChamOers, Administrative Assistant
to Seriator'Pgic Domenici, U.S. Congress

10:00 a.m.-1.0:30 a.m. Refreshment Break

10:30 a.m.-12:00 noon Changing Vocational Educationo Impact
on Youth Unemployment in Urban Areas

12:00 noon-1:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.

Isabelle Hendricks, Director
Department of Human Resources and

Economic Development
The City of Cleveland, Ohio

Brancroft Henderson, Executive Secretary Of CET A
The City of Cleveland, Ohio

Elizabeth Grdina, Agsii3tant Director
of Community DevelopMent

Departmen* of Community Development
The City of Cleveland, Ohio

'Lunch

SECO/46 GENERAL SESSION \

Presider: Clifford Moses ,

Director of Vocational Edit
(Charlotte, North Carolina)

Coordinating Vocational and 14enii6wer
Training Activities in a Large Urban Area

:,:John Standridge, Superintendent
for VOcatiOnal and Adult Education

Dade CoUnty School Board
Miami, Florida

Floyd Gehres, Director of Manpower Programs
Dade County School-Board
Miami, Florida

tion

Room lA

Room lA

Room 1A
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2:15 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m.

Monday, Apri117, 1978

Maurice Wilson, Supervisorof Vocational Education
Dade County School Board
Miami, Florida

Group Sitnulation of a Yotitfi Unemployment-,
Reduction Task Force Meeting in a Major _Urban Area

Group I Resource LeaderRon Phillips Room lB

Group II ResSurce LeaderGonzalo Gaicia Room 1C

Group III Resource LeaderAubrey Long North Auditorium

Group V . Resource LeaderRosetta Gooden Room 1A

Gather in Lobby of 1960Kenny Road building
for transportation to hotel

5:30 p.m.-6:30,p.m. #ospitality Hour ( h bar)

6:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m. Conference Dinner %.

Presider: Donald Heatas, Director
Cleveland (Ohio) Public Schools

I TOpic: The Role of Career Education
in Desegregating Schools in Large Cities

Lira Marshall, Former Briefing Attorney
for the Hon'orable William Taylor, Jr.,
U.S. District Judge, Northern District gTexas

Rene Martinez, Executive Director
Career Education Advisory Board
D'allas (Texas) Chamber of Commerce

.

Tuesday, April 18, 1978.
Lx -

The National. Center for Research in Vocational EducatiOn

THIRD GENERAL SESSION Room lA,

Presider: , MarvinRa.smussen
Direct of.Instructional Support
Portland (Oregon) School District

Custer Room
,

Custer Room



8,:30 a.m.--9:3,0 a.m.

Tuesday!Tpri118, 1978

Providing In-Service'Education to Meet the Needs
of Building Level Administrators in Urban Areas

Daniel Fahrlander, Research'Specialist
Robert Norton, Reseatch Specialist

The National Cen4r fcA. Research
in Vocational EduiPation

Columbus, Ohio

10:00 a.m.-11:60 all. Practices to Assure'Sex9a1 Equality in
Vocational Technical Programs

Jan Weiser, Supervisor of Business Relations.
for State Regulatory Matters. ,

American Telegraph.and Telephone
New York

.:'.11:00-a.m.-12:00 noon

12:00 noon-1:00 p.m.

Robert Hersh4erger, Assistant'Administrator
for NursIng,

Bethesda Hospital
Zanesville, Ohio

Practices to AsSure Racial Equality/m Employment
of Graduates of Vocational Education

Sidney-Daniels, Equal,Employment Opportunity
Officer for Baltimore City

Division of Maryland HighwaY Ccinstruction

Isaiah C. Fletcher, Assistant Supexintenden't
of_Personnel Services'

. Bethlehem Steel Corporation,
SparrOws Point, Maryland

-'.1erome E. Monaghan, Director
of Equal Opportunity Services

Baltimore (Maryland) Gas and Electric Company

Lunch

FOURTHIMNERAL SESSION

Presider: Fred Mulcahy -

Assistant tothe District Director-
Milwaukee (Wisconsin) Area Vocational

Technical and Adult Educhtion DisiOet

158-,
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1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.

Tuesday, April 18, 1978

Techniques for Orienting Vocational Edubation
Personnel to the Needs of Minority and Female Clients

Martie Martin, Cpordinator of Consumer Education
Mesa (Arizona) Community College

Bernardo Sandoval, Assistant Director
of Manpower Program DevelOpment

Los 4rtgeles (California) Unified School District

2:15 p.m. -4:30 p.m. Small Group Simulation of Methods for Increasing
Minority and Female Participation in Vocational Programs

Group I Resource LeaderRon Phillips

Group II Resource Leadef---Gonzalo Garcia ,

Group III Resource LeaderAubrey Long ,

Group V Resource LeaderRosetta Gooden

4:30 p.m. Gather in Lobby of 1960 Kenny Road Building
for transportation to hotel

FREE EVENING

Wednesday, April 19, 1978

The 14Sional Center for Research in Vocational Education

FIFTH GENERAL SESSION 4

Presider: Byron Graber, Executive Director
Adult Vocational and Practical Arts

Education
Denver (Colorado) Public Schools

9:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m. Strategies for Coordinating Secondary and
Postsecondary Vocational-Technical Education
in Urban Areas

William Knaak, Superintendent
Special Intermediate School, District No. 916
White Bear Lake, Minnesota

159
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Room 1B

Room 1C

North Auditorium

Room 1A

Room 1A

Room 1A



Wednesday, April 19, 1978

r
William Lundell, Assistant Director

of Vocational Education for. Curriculum
Minneapolis,(Minnesota) Public Schools

Wayne Nelson; Campus Director
Minneapolis (Minnesota) Area, Vocational-

Technical Institute

10:00 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Refreshment Break

10:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m. Pe Future of Part-Time Adult Vocational-
elchnical Programs in Urban Areas

Winnie Dickinson, Director
of Vocational-Technical and Adult Education

Broward County School Board
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Marion B. W. Holmes, Director
of Vocational Education Instructional Programs

School District of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

11:30 a.m.-12:00 noon Improving the Image of Vocational-Technical
Education in Urban Areas

Daniel E. Koble, Jr., Research Specialist,
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
Columbus, Ohio

Room 1A

12:00 noon-1:00 p.m. Lunch Room 1A

1:00 p.m.-2:00 p.m.

SIXTH GENERAL SESSION

Presider: Maurice Goff, Director
Division of Vocational and Continuing

Education
Unified School District No. 259
Witchita, Kansas

Changes Needed in Vocational-Technical Education
to Better Serve the Needs of Postsecondary and
Part-time Adult Clients in Urban Areas

Howard Casmey, Commissioner of Education
The State of Minnesota

160

Room 1A
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Wednesday, April 19, 1978-

2:15 p.m.-4:30 p.m. Small Group Meetings to Develop Guidelines for
Better Serving the Needs of Postsecondary and Part-
time Adult Vocational-Technical Clien'ts in Urban Areas

Group I Resource LeaderJohn C. Cox

Group II Resource LeaderDick Gabriel

Group III Resource LeaderJean Epps

Group IV Resource LeaderRichard Froese

Group V Resource LeaderRobert Hughey

4:30 p.m. Gather in Lobby of 1960 Kenny-ROad Building
fOr transportation to hotel

Thursday, April 20, 1978

Fort Hayes Career Center

9:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m. Tour of Fort Hayes Ceeer Center

11:15 a.m.

Hosts: Jack Gibbs, Director
Fort Hayes Career Center

Ernest Landis, Assistant Director
Fort Hayes Career Center

Board bus for transportation to Port Columbus`
International Airport

161
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Room 1C
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EXHIBIT C:

Program Presenters and Participants
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LIST OF PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS, PRESENTERS, AND PRESIDERS

Mr. Victor Baggett
Coordinator Adult Vocational Education
Metro Nashville Public Schools
700 Broad Street -
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Dr. Bruce I. Blackstone
Education Program Specialist
U.S. Office of Education
7th & D'Streets, S.W., Room 5660
Washington, D.C. 20202

Mr. William J. Boudreau
Supervisor of Occupational Education
New York State Education Department,
Twin Towers
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12230

Dr. Howard Casmey
Commissioner of Education
The State of Minnesota
401 Centennial Office Building
St. Paul, Minnesota '55101

Dr. Letitia Chambers-
Administrative Assistant to

Senator Pete Domenici, U.S. Congress
ao Senator Pete nomenici's Office
New Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dr. Richard Clanton
Principal, North High School
Metro Nashville Public Schools
1100 Clay Street
Nashville, Tennessee 38208

Dr. Edward Cooke
Director of Vocational Education
Richmond Public Schools
301 North Ninth Street
Richmond, Virginia-2821.9

.0

Dr. Dan Covington
Coordinator Vocational Education
Metro Nashville Public Schools
200t Bransford Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee 37204

Mr. John C. Cox
Assistant Superintendent for Occupational

"... and Continuing Education
Houston Independent School District
3830 Richmond Avenue.
HOyston, Texas 77027

Mr Kenneth Cross
Asiistant Director: Career Education
Corpus Christi Independent School District
Yost Office BOx 110

/Corpus Christi, Texas 78403,

"Mr. Sidney Daniels
Equal Employment Opportunity Officer for

Baltimore City
, Division of Maryland Highway Construction

2225 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

165
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Dr. Ronald L. Detrick
Director, Career Education Unit
San Diego Unified School District
Education Center, Room 2121
4100 Normal Street.
San Diego, Califoinia 92103

Mrs. Winnie Dickinson
Director of Vocational, Technical, and Adult

Education
Broward County School Board
.1350 Southwest Second Court
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33312



Dr. Jean M. Epps_
Director, Vocational. Education
Newport News Public Schools
12465 Warwick'Boulevard
Newport News, Virginia 23606

Mr. Bill L. Evans
Regional Director, Commonwealth of

Kentucky-Vocational Education
Jefferson Vocational Education Region
3101 Bluebird Lane -ifs

Jeffersontown,Kentucky 40299

Dr. Daniel Fahrlander
Research Specialist
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 110
Mr. Harry L. Falgren
Director, Kansas City AVTS
2220 North 59th Street.
Kansas City, Kansas 66104

Mr. Isaiah Fletcher
Assistant Superintendent of Personnel

Services
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
Sparrows Point, Maryland 21219

Mr. James E. Frasier
Director, Career Education
Dayton Public Schools
348 WeSt 1st Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402

Dr. Howard Friedman
. Project Director, Program Management.

Center for Career and Occupational Education
New York City Board Of Education
110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201

Dr. Richard Froese
Director, Occupational Education
Phoenix Union High School System
2526 West Osborn Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85017

Mr..Dick Gabriel
Superivosr, Industrial, Career, and Vocational

Education of Des Moines
1800 Grand
Des Moinse, Iowa 50307

,Mr: Gonzalo Garcia -

Graduate Research Associate
,The National Centek for Research

in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Mr. Floyd Gehres
Director of Manpower Development and

Training
Dade County School Board
1450 N.E. Seclmd Avenue
Miami, Florida 33132

Dr. Maurice LT Goff
Director of Division of Vocational and

Continuing Education
Vocational Technical Center
301 South Grove
Wichita, Kansas 67211

Ms. Rosetta Gooden
Graduate Research Associate
The National Center for Researc

in Vocatidnal Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Mr. Byron E. Graber
Executive Director, Adult Vocational

Practical Arts Education
Denver Public Schools
900 Grant Street
Denver, Colorado 80203

Ms. Elizabeth Grdina,
Assistant Director of Community Development
Department of Community DeVelopment
777 Rockwell Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

166
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Dir. Steven Gyuro
Assistant to the Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational, Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Mr. Robert R. Hafernik
Director, Practical Arts
San Antonio Independent School District
141 Lavaca Street
San Antonio, Texas 78210

Mr. Don T. Harper
Director, Adult Education
Columbus Public Schools
270 E. State Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Mr. David C. Hart
Director, VoCational Education
Detroit Public Schools
Clay Building
453 Myrtle
Detroit, Michigan 48201

Dr. Donald V. Healas
'Director, Cleveland, Public Schools
4380 East Sixth Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Dr. Bancroft Henderson
Executive Secretary of CETA
Bulkley Building
1501 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, 44115

a

Ms. Isabelle Hendricks
Director, Department of Human Resources

and Economic Development
Bulkley Building
1510 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Dr. William F. Hendrix
Director, Vocational Education and

Student Personnel Services
Amphitheater Public Schools
125 East Prince Road
Tucson, Arizona 85705

167
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Dr. E. Curtis Henson
Assistant Superintendent, Vocational

1E4ucation
'Atlanta Public Schools
1560 Ste-ward; Avenue% S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30310

Mr. Robert Hersh berger
Assistant Administrator for Nursing
Bethesda Hospital
2951 Maple Avenue.
Janesville, Ohio 4370f

Mr. Thomas W. Hodgson
Director, Occupational Education
Seattle Public Schools
520 N.E`Ravenna.,Boulevard
Seattle, Washington 98115

Dr. Marion B. W.'Holmes
Director, Vocational Education
InstructiOnal Programs
School District of Philadelphia
734 Schuylkill Avenue
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19146

Mr. Robert Hughey
Director, Vocational Education and

Industrial,Ares
Akron Public Schools
.70 North Broadway
AkrOn, Ohio 44308

Dr. Otho E. Jones
Assistant Superintendent
Washington, D.C. Public Schools
415-12th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2011

Mr. George Kawas
Association Bureau of Special Occupational

Education Services
The University of the State of New York
The State Education Department
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12234

Ms. Barbara Kemp
Education. Program SpecialistDisadvantaged
U.S.'Office of Education
Division of Vocational Technical Education
7th & D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008



Jerline Kennedy
Director, Occupational Education
Dallas Independent School District,
3700 Ross Avenue
Dallas,Vexas 75204

Dr. Daniel E. Koble, Jr.
Researcll Specialist
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Mr, Robert G. Lamping
\Director, OVT EdUcation

Pittsburgh Board of Education
341 S. Bellefield Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Mr. Bryant Lane
Director, Career/Vocational Education
San Francisco Unified School District
110 Bartlett Street, Room 100
San Francisco, California 94110

Mr. Aubrey Long
Graduate Research Associate
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
,1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Dr. William Lundell
Assistant Director of Veltational Education
Minneapolis Public Schools
Service Center
807 Broadway Northeast
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413

Mrs. Lila Marshall
Former Briefing Attorney for the

Honorable William Taylor, Jr., U.S.
District Judge, Northern District of Texas

4437 McFarlin Street
Dallas,'Texas 75201

Dr. Martie Martin
Coordinator of Consumer Education
Mesa Community College
1833 West Southern Avenue
Mesa, Arizona 85201

Dr. William Martin
Director,,Vocational Education
Fort Wayne Community Schools
1230 S. Clinton Street
Fort Wayne, Indiana

Mr. Rene Martinez
Executive Director, Career Education

Advisory Board
1507 Pacific Avenue
Dallas, Texas 75201

4IP

Mr. W. A. McGinnis
Director, Vocational Education
Memphis City Schools
2597 Every Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38112

Ms. Lois McKinley
Project Secretary
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Mr. B. L. McLendon
Deputy Superintendent for Occupational and

Continuing Education
Houston Independent School District
3830 Richmond Avenue
Hotiston, Texas 77027

Mr. Cletus G. Michel
Assistant Superintendent, Vocational

Education
El Paso Public Schools
2231 Arizona
El Paso, Texas 79930

Mr. Hank' Miller
Director Vocational Education
Metro Nashdille Public School
2601- Bransford Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee 37204

Mr..Jerome Monaghan
Director, Equal Opportunity Services
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

168
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Dr. Ferman Moody
ASsociate Director
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny.Road
eolumbus, Ohio. 43210

Mr. Clifford D. Moses
Director Vocational Education
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools
Box 149
Charlotte, North Carolina 28230

Mr. William Mott
,Evening Principal

/Career Development Center
2703 First Avenue
JackOri, MisSissippi 39209

Mr. Fred Mulcahy
Assistant to the District Director
Milwaukee Area Technical College
1015 North Sixth Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203

Mr. Wayne Nelson
Campug Director, Minneapolis AVTI
1101 Third Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55409

Mr. Charles F. Nichols, Sr.
Director, Vocational, Technical, and

Industrial Education
Minneapolis Public Schools
807 N.E. Broadway Room 309
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413

Dr. obert Norton
esearch Specralist

The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education

1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Mr. Gordon Oakley
Regional Program Director
Florida Department of Education
Region V Office
8132 State Road 808
Boca Raton, Florida 33434

4
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Mr. Frank A. Oliverio
Assistant Director, Division of Vocational

Education
State Department of Education
65 South Front Street
Room 907
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Dr, Reginald Petty
Executive Director, National Advisory Council

for Vbcational Education
425 13th Street N.W.
Suite 412
Washington, D.C. 20004

Mr. Ron Phillips
Graduate Research Associate
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Mr. George R. Quarles
Chief Administrator
Center for Career and Occupational. Education
110 Livingston Street
Brooklyn, New York 11201

Mr. Marvin Rasmussen
Director of Instructional Support
Portland School District
631 N.E. Clackamas Street
Portland, Oregon 97208

Mr. Donald,F. Reynolds--
Director, Career Education Service
Los Angeles City Schools
Los Angeles, California 90012

Mr. Joseph W. Richards
Director, Vocational and Career Education
Salt Lake City Board of Education
440 East First South Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Unit

Mr. F. R. Ricketts-
Director, Columbus City School, District
270 E. State Street
ColUmbus, Ohio 4321.5



Ms. M. Frances Rosen
Director, Career and Vocational Education
Sacramento City Unified School District
Post Office Box 2271
Sacramento, California 95,10

Mr. William B. Ruth
Supervisor, Adult post-Secondary Education
State Department of Education
Division of Vocational Education
Room 907
65 S. Front Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

'Dr. Bernardo Sandoval
Assistant Director of Manpower Program,

Development
Los Angeles Unified School District
663 W. Burlington Street
Los Angeles, California 90017

Ms. Jule Dee Scarborough
graduate Research Associate
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Mr. John M. Sheldon
Coordinator, Vocational and Adult

,Education
Omaha Public ls

StreetFornam Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68131

Me...Bruce Shy lo
Graduate Research Associate
The National Center for Research

in Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
ColuMbus, Ohio 43210

Mr. William- Sites
Director, Department of Adult Edudation
Columbus, Ohio City Schools
270 East State Street
ColuMbus, Ohio 43215 ,

Mr. Eugene F. Spagnola
Director, Vocational and Career Education
Department of EducationWaterbury
20 South Elm Street
Waterbury, Connecticut 06702
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Mr. John Standridge
Superintendent for Vodational and Adult

Education
Dade County School Board
1450 N.E. Second Avenue
Miami, Florida 33132

Dr. Martin Strand
Principal, Jackson Public Schools
Career Development Center
2703 First Avenue
Jackson, Mississippi 39209

Mr. Roger Street
Supervisor, Career /Vocational Guidance
Columbus Public Schools
Columbus School, Adult Education Center
52 Starling Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Dr. Kathleen H.' Stuart-
Chairperson, Secondary Vocational Educatia

Consortium
St. Paul Public Schools
360 Colborne
St. Paul, Minnesota 55102

Mr. Thomas C. Swift
Vocational Education Consultant
Florida Department of Education
Knott Building .

Tallahassee, Florida 32304

Mr. Homer B. Towns
Director of Industrial and Vocational

Education
Tulsa Public Schools
Box 45208
EducatiOn Service Center
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74135

Mr. Bertran F. Wallace
Associate Superintendent for Career and

Occupational Education
Boston Public School
26 Court Street
Boston, Massachusetts '02108

Ms. Jan Weiser
Supervisor of Business Relations for State

Regulatory Matters '
American Telegraph and Telephone
195 Broadway Avenue, Room 1835
New York, New York 10007
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Dr. Benjamin Whitten
As5istant Superintendent for Vocational

Education 40,

Baltimore City Public. Schools .'
00 N. Calvert Street

Ba timore, Maryland 21218

Dr. Patrick D. Williams
Vocational Education Consultant
Michigan Department of Education
Box 30009
Lansing; Michigan 48909

ti
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Mr. Maurice Wilson
Supervisor, Distributive and Health

Occupations
Dade County School Board
1450 N:E. Second Avenue
Miami, Florida 33132
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